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Agents for Pnteutces and

Manufacturers.
PERKINS & GERUISII, No. 250 Congress Street.

Agency for Sewing Machines.
CHAPIN A-EATON, SB Exchange Street,
(Weed.)
W. S. DYER, 158, Middle St over H If.

Hay’s.
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Batters.

Irillard Ere Insurance Co.

W. 0. COBB, No. 12 Pearl Street.
JOHN B MASTERTON, 22 Andereon Street.

162 Broadway, New York.
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C.SII

Boots Shoes,

$1,000,000,

CAPITAL,

Boots aud Shoes—Gents Custom Work.

BTATEMEHTJl’LV I, 1869.

WALTER BERRY, No. 101 MtrtdteStreet.

ASSETS.
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and Rubbers.
No. 358 Congress Street.

J. W. BOUCHER & CO

Book-Binders.
SMALL & SHAOKFGUD, No. 62 Exchange Street.

Bonnet and Hat Rlenehcry.

H. E. UN DERWOOD, No. 310| Congress Street,

Cabinet Furniture Manufacturers.
THEU. JOHNSON & CO., No. 13$ Union Street.

$ 1,665,675 44

Loses unpaid.

Cabiuet Maker.

28,608 50

Net Assets.

Manufacturers.

D. WHITE & SUN, No. 9 Market Square.

ssets.
LIABILITIES.

$1,637,066

H. BLAKE, Manufacturer of CoJJlf>$ and Show-

C.

mProSB Cl

94

Tomnlanml KTid.lUGa

N. BRUNS, 19j Market Square. (Show Cases.)
SON, 138 Exchange St, (coffins.)

51.

CARLISLE NORWOOD,
ZOPflAR M ILLS,
President.
Vice President.
JOHN C. MILES, Secretary.

oixlorvr

S. S. RICH St

Carpeuters

TVOMBLY & TUCKER, Agents.

Builders.

and

DOLLEY, No. 17 Union Street.
WHITNEY & MEANS. Pearl at, opposite the Park.

J. M.

No. 30 Exchange Street Portland.
auiEG-3m

Corn,

Flour

and

Groceries.

FEEEMAN & RICKER, 50 Porllaud St,

and Furnishing Goods.
O. HAWKES & CO., 292 Cong. st. (Boy's Clothing.)
LEWIS & LEWIS, No. 179 Fore Street.
A. M. SMITH, Cor. Middle and Temple Streets.

1868.

WE HAVE APPOINTED

LOWELL & $ ENTER,
Watches,

M. H.

Chronometers,

a

stock of

Confectionery.

GOLD and SILVER

L. BRADFORD, No. 132 Exchange Street.

WATCHES,

and Watch Movements as will enable them to
supply any demand either at wholesale or retail which
may oe made upon them, and at rates as
tsvoraMe
as arc off red at our sales in Mew kora or
Boston.
i or American Watch Co.
dc2— lly
It. E. BOBBIN'S, Troas’r.

F.

Dye Honsc.
SYMONDS, India St.,(the only one
Dentists.

FERNALD. No. 173 51 iddle Street.
JOHNSON, No, 13*. Free Street.
3. A. PACKARD, Cor. Congress aul Exchange Sts.

PIERCE St
DR. W. R.

Insurance

Company,

ALBANY.

Druggist and Apothecary.
E. HILL, corner Cumberland and Myrtle Sts.
CHAS. H. 51 AUK, Congress, corner oi North St.
JOHN A. MONTGOMERY, U3 Exchange Street.
H.

Capital and Surplus,

$453,173.23,

Flour Dealers—Wholesale.
LATHAM, BUTLER A CO., No, 78 Commercial St

(January 1, 1869.)
W. A. YOUNG, Secretary.
John V. L. Pkuyn, President.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

Office T66 Pore Street, Portland,
JaMJN W. UkUNGER & ^OIV, Agent*.
June 28eod6m

Save Your

WALTER COREY A- CO., Arcade No. 18Free St.
PURRINGTON & CO., cor Franklin and MiddleSis.
TIB BETS Sc MITCHELL, 152 & 154, Exchange St.

Fni'niture and House Furnishing
Goods.

Aloney

A TI

Read and be

Convinced !

BOYNTON,

HI.

st, under Falmouth Hotel.

»•

BrHisli S hooner Portland,
between
Cajpt Nelson, will run regularly
■ this Port and
Windsor, the remainder of
F’or freight or passage, having good aca>on.
new

commodations, apply

t

I.

>

X. JOHNSON,

B. C.

FULLER,

The

&

110

Fed’l Sts.

Organ &Melodeon Manufacturers.
SMALL & KNIGHT, No. 10 Market Square.

Oyster Houses.
H. FREEMAN & CO., No. 101 Federal Street.

Paper Hangings* Window Shades.

regular

GEO. L.

LOTHROP,

No.

97, Exchange Street.

Paper Hanger.
C. L. CURTIS, No. 97 Exchange Street.
AARON G. BUTT RICK, cor. Temple & Middle ft».

DENTAL SCHOOL.
The reg ilar term ot lectures begins November 3,
and continues fuur months.

Patterns, Models, Artificial
I, F. TINGREE, 192 Foro Street.

SCHOOL
AND
LAWRENCE
SCIENTIFIC
SCHOOL OF MINING A ND PRACTICAL GEOL-

Uegs

Provisions and Groceries.

OGY.

The year begins September 15. The second Exrsmination for admission w ill take place on Septem-

C. C. WINSLOW, No. 21 Temple, near Con. Street.
BUXTON & F1TZ, ror. Oxford & Chestnut Streets.

ber 15.

Catalogues, giving full information,

will be sent
application.
aul9eodAw4w CHARLES W. ELIOT, President.

Periodicals and Fancy Goods.
FESSENDEN BROTHERS, 282 Congress Street.
JAMES PRATT, 25G Congress Slieet.corof Tcnip'c.

npon

cTutting

Paper and Twine,

—

U. M. BICE, No. 183 Fore Street.

DEsiaisri^ra i
TITHE undersigned having had twenty-five years*
J| experience as a practical mechanic flatters himuusiuw?,

aim is

Picture Frames.
WM. R.

preparot work

ed to tutnisn ciesignBand execute all kinds
in his line, and refers to the work designed and executed by him. in this city and Evergreen Cemetery.
J. T. EMERY,
Westbrook.
Yard on the Dump, toot ot Wiimotst.,
ja!4
Pobtlavd.
eodly

to

HUDSON, Temple street,

DAVIS, No. 80. Middle

street.

Plumbers.
Federal Street.

R. E. COOPER & CO.,
JAMES MILLER, 91 Federal Street.
C. PEARCE & CO., 41 Union St. (Water Fittings.
No. 109

Let /

subscribers have
rfHE
busiuces
the stoic

remove
their place of
to
formerly occupied by E. E.
of Richardhead
&
Son
Commercial
street,
Uph:
son-' Wharf, where may be found a complete assortment of the best brands of Family Flour, at prices
which cannot tail fo attract customers.
TO LET; the Warehouse and Elevator on Central
Wharf, occupied by them as a grain store.

Congress.

near

Photographers.
A. S.

RE 310YAL,

Plasterers, Stucco Workers,
JOHN W. CROCKER, No. 21 Union Street.

J

n.

&c.

Kcstauraut for Undies and Gents.

|

I. M.

LEIGHTON,

CPliAM & ADAMS.

feSa&-JL.,K«

FOI5

Street.

DURAN & JOHNSON, 171 Middle

MEDICAL SCHOt>L
The Lectures ot the Winter Term begin Novem-

Je24eodtf

3C8£ Congress

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises
and Carpet Bngs.

ber 3.

Ware-House

No.

Undies’ and Gents’ Hair Work.

SCHOOL.

The Lectures begin September 13.
course is completed in tw >( ars.

And

Oxiord and Wilmot Streets.

JOHN P. SMITH, No. 100, Exchange Street.

fllHE Academic Yeir begins on Thursday, SF.rJ, tembkrO. 1 he Second Examination for Admission to 'he College will take place on September
9, litand 11, beginning at 8 A, M.f Thursday, September 9. Attendance on the three days is required.
UNIVERSITY COURSES ON PHILOSOPHY
AND LITERATURE.
The Course on Modern Literature begins September 13. The C.urao on Philosophy btgius September 14.
DIVINITY SCHOOL.
The year begins September 13.
The regular
course is completed in three years.

ecu

cor.

92 Exch. st.

opposite

new

P.

O.

Real Estate Agents.
GEO. R.
Kj.

DAVIS, & CO., No. 1 Morton Block.
lSU^lUIV, J>Om

SJ->

uueu.

XiUUAUgo

NporliiiB Powder and NIaot,
Minins Powder and Fase,
Fifthiug Tackle and Poles

silver Sniitlt and Gold and Silver

By W.D. Robinson, 49 Exchange st.

M. PEARSON, No. 22 Temple St.,

Plater.

July i3-eod2ui
Invaluable

lor Strengthening
System.
DR. JOB SWEET’S

An

Medicine

Stmigtlicning
1b

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, ISO Congress at.

Stair

Hitters

safe and reliable preparation for the cure and
immediate eliefot
Loss of Appetite.
Dyspepsia.
Disease* of the

Skin,

Sick

Headache,

Chronic Diarrhoea
Ferrous Affections
Depression or' Sdirits

Summer Coin
lamts, tfc
Me u.-ine they are unsurpassed:
This
a ton. and well proved
Remedy
preNatural
Bonebeiter.
pared by Dr. Jon Sweit, the
Sold by all Drnggi ts and Dc eis iu Medicines
WM. A. PEASE A CO., Proprietor, Nevs
may 3eod 3ui
Mass.
Sold in Portland by J. W. Perkins A Co
86 Commercial St.

>priup
preparation is
As

Bedford*

Original

PROF.

German

and Genuine

MOHR’S

Fly

Paper,

and certain destruction of Flics, RoachAnts, Bugs, Musqultos, Ac.
Bold by all druggists tm«i Grocers, WM. A. PEASE
Si Co.,Proprietors, New Bed.otd, Mass. je24eod3m

For tho

sure

Builder.

B. F. LIBBY, 171 Union Street, up stairs.

stoves, Furnaces A Kitchen Goods,
J. C. LEIGHTON, 87 Federal Street.
street.
0. B. LITTLEFIELD,No. 3, Washington
hall.
C. C.XOL.MAN, 29 -Market sq. under Lancaster

Teas, Fof'l'ecs, fcpices, Ac.

a

Use the

Congress.

Schools.

tin

a

Liver Complaint,
'General Debility,
Female Weaknesses,
Jiifious Disorders,

near

DEEMING & Co, 48 India & 162& 104 Congress sts
WM. L. WILSON & CO., No 85 Federal street.

Id.

Tobacco and (ignis.
SARGENT & HOW, No. 140, Exchange street.

Watches, Jewelry,

Ac.

J. AMBROSE
MERRILL, No. 139, -Middle (Street.
J.W, & H. H. MCDUFFEE, cor Middle* Union sts.
C. W. WINGATE, Nos. 117
and 119 Middle street.
EDWARD C.SWETT, 77 Middle
street, Fox Block.
F. F. HILL, NO. 97, Federal
street.

es,

State and

Sew

England Fair.

persons who have rooms to lent, with or
out inca s, will please send their names to
fi. TAYLOR,

ALL

aul21lf
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with-

Horses for ^ale.
mwo rood carriaie or work horses.
X
Apply at the Ottawa House, Cufhing, Island

Aug IS, iSiia.

"'ll

A

dim

L.

CUSHING.

book and job fb LNTLNC
neatly executed at this offlec.

manufacturers against foreign
aud England protects her cheap
labor and greac masses of capital against the
skilled products of more favorable latitudes
—so they resolved that the toiling citizen,the
dearer capital and the better paid laborer of
America should at least try the great experiment unmolested.
Nations may learn of each other it is true
—but to become identical is with them, as
with individuals, impossible. At the foundation of national greatness lies the peculiar
genius of each people—that spirit transmitted to them by their ancestors, and modified by the circumstances oi soil, climate,
education, religion, society, which have surrounded long lines of succeeding generations.
j'oiuy

fif

nrafnc^initnl

flOPIl.

as, of itseif, more than a recompense for these privations and losses resulting from foreign injustice, which furnished
the general impulse required for its accomplihsiuent.” Said Mr. Dallasjjin 1816—“It
was emphatically during the period of the
restriction system and the war that the importance of domestic manufactures became
conspicuous ’to the nation, and made a lasting impression on the mind of every statesAnd not to the
man and every patriot.”
great minds of our own country alone, does
this 'truth appear manifest.
Napoleon, in
liis remarkable conversations at St. Helena,
said, as be alluded tobis governmental policy
for France:—‘ Foreign trade, which in its results, is infinitely inferior to agriculture, was
an object of subordinate importance in my
mind. Foreign trade is made for agriculture
and home industry, and not the two latter
for the former.” The Emperor of Russia in
1822, declared that the encouragement of the
manufactures of his Empire was imperatively demanded by the agricultural iuterest, but
also by commerce; and he adopted a policy
to that effect, following that of England,
Austria, France and Prussia.
Under the influence of this estimate of the
importance of these two great branches of
industry, and under the effects of a fostering
policy for both, how has our country advanced in wealth and population, and found
itself equal to every emergency! A colonial
dependency less than a century ago, it has
the rank of

an

inripnp.ndpnt

gicatupj/uiimiifj
we are bound

enjoy,

existed. But rivalries did not cease. Diverse interests did not find equal favor and
enjoyment—so thought their advocates at
least. So long as the social organization of
one section based upon cheap, unintelligent,
subordinate labor demanded free trade, and
the social organization of another section,
based on educated, skilled and well paid labor demanded protection, a struggle went
on which ended in all the horrors of civil
war, and the triumps of the superior form
of civilization. Among our own States,then,
bound together as they are by every patriotic tie, by the memories of common toil and
a common ancestry, peaceful free trade has
been found impracticable, except under the
establishment of a system of labor and society as nearly uniform as possible, and it is
upon identity of labor, and industry, alone
that tbe peace we now enjoy can be permanent. When agriculturers and manufactures
shall have really joined hands here, with a
common understanding and a mutual interest, controlled by domestic competition, and
looking mainly to home markets, the contest
will cease. Theories will surrender to facts.
Admirers of foreign industry will be lost in
admiration of tbeirown country. And they
will learn that the same organization of industry which fed our great armies during the
war, and furnished arms, equipments, and
ordance, and transportation entirely equal
to tbe great occasion, will develop tbe resources of our country until tbe burthen of
war debt will be easily bornp, taxation will
be reduced, our currency will be equivalent
to coin, and our credit and honor will be
known and admired of all men.
We should not forget that we are citizens
of the most active, industrious, and aspiring
f nil nnil.ino

l*

Vi

n

urn

The distinctions which wealth creates

fj

are as

capitalists—or intend to be. Industry
It occupies
outruns everything else.
lands,

051; New Hampshire, $37,586,453; Wisconsin

in 1807, $27,840,467; and the aggregate ot the
Union was $1,150,000,000.
Of the means of communication and transportation, it is sufficient to say that nearly
$2,000,900,'000 are invested in railroads, connecting the Atlantic with the Pacific, and in
the populous States, intersecting every counalmost every town.
ty, and in some counties
Now. gentlemen, do you ask how this unsudden,
paralled growth of a nation, this
full-aimed creation, assuming in less time
of the ancient
than was counted the infancy
of a man,
States, a port and mien worthy

|

Wa nil iolirtp

temporary and fleeting as the generations
which tollow each other, in quick succession’
into forgetfulness and oblivion. We are all

The growth of manufactures has been not
less remarkable and interesting. In 1800,
California produced manufactured articles to
the amount of $08,253.228; Connecticut, $S3,000.000; Delaware, $10,000,000: Illinois, in
1865, $03,350,013; Indiana, in I860, $43,250,000; Maine, $6,235,023; Massachusetts, in
1805, $249,200,700;Missouri, in 1860, $41,783-

existence?

*»*»

national design.
If there are those who would ignore this
inevitable and necessary national individuality, and who expect universal peace and harmony to follow unrestricted commerce, unless it is attended by uniformity of capital,
labor, and civilization, I would point them
to our own country fop their refutation. Between our own States free trade has always

bales of cotton. The increase in the value
of agricultural lands since 1860 has been, in
the New England States from 17 to 20 per
cent, and in the most prosperous western
States from 100 to 175 per cent.

into

"v

by every consideration

our

bushels; of buckwheat, 21,350,000 bushels;
besides 07,783,000 bushels of potatoes—323,724.000 pounds of tobacco—and 2,300,000

brought

“iwu

of national honor, and wisdom, to see to it
that our own interests and industries are
protected, and developed, until our national
success shall compel all men to believe in

nation

Undoubtedly

much is to be set down to the spnitof liberhas breathty, which making her home here,
that
ed into the souls of men elsewhhre,
aud
deep dgsiro which defies all dangers
trials. Of the five and a half millions of the
sous of men, who have sought a home upon
our soil,
what a multitude had dr'C'Tieil of
the charms of a r>e>K cousury j Bnt they had
been toll'., coo, of the broad lands
waiting of
tbe e'.»ilizine touch; and they had
heard,
m oreover, that under the
protection of good
government, their skilled labor would meet
with au ample reward. That
policy to which

of lier entiie

cotton, worrtTftrnc

pursuits.

For the protection of this great industry
wbieto has furnished a market for her high
farmiug, and has laid the foiimlation of the
largest commerce in the world,her tarilf legislation has been marked by a statesmanlike
capacity almost unequalled upon any other
question, or by any other people on the globe.
Having for a long series of years applied the
highest protection duties amounting almost

to prohibition upon foreign manufactured
goods, she found herself possessed of a great
producing interest, in which her great masses
ot accumulating capitol found
investment,
and to the easy anil rapid working of which,
VVattaud Crompton, and Arkwright, and
Hargreaves, and Citwright, had everted
their marvellous ingenuity, iueon
trolling the
most powerful mccahnical forces for the most
delicate purposes. Her
mjlls demanded their

materials at the lowest market
rates;
and these materials were admitted frees of
Her
manufacturers required cheap
duty.
latjor, and cheap food for that labor, and
breadstuffs wore admitted at mere nominal
rates ot duty, diminishing materially the
charge of living in England, aud rendering a
continuance ofiow wages
“Some
groat change, which should cheapen subsistence, and make it possible for the artisan
and the laborer to live in Great Britain had
become an evident and imperious necessity.
Neither the manufacturing nor the mercantile interest could expect to holds its own,
much less to expand and poster, so long as
the cbm laws 'stood. Free trade in breadstuffs had in fact become essential to their
protection, and was filially carried against
the fierce and powerful opposition of tire
land holders.”
And now
armed with
raw

practicable.

cheap capitol cheap labor, cheap food, cheap
raw materials, and broad 'commercial relations and a large merchant marine, Great

Britain went forth to occupy the markets of
the world with her manufactured goods.
Said Sir RoBEr.T Peelh, at the close of the
debate which carried the modified tariff aud
the repeal of the corn law into operation:—
“I do not abolish all protective duties; on
the contrary, tiie amended tariff maintains
many duties that are purrly protective, as
distinguished from revenue duties.” And
this protection was applied to articles wholly
manufactured, and in the manufacture of
which the labor of Engiaud was largely engaged. These articles were manufactured
cotton, wool, flax, iron and steel, brass and
copper, china and eartheanware, glass, paper,
clocks, watches, liats, candles, leather, chemcal oils, etc. And I would remind the New
England manufacturer that the highest rate
of duty £10 on every £100 value imported,
is laid on cotton and woolen good3, iron and
ntnol

1

1
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also the paper printed oa in the English
language is prohibited; and clocks aud
watches are restricted as to importation.
Lowell, and Lawrence and Lewiston and
Worcester and Waltham may well remember this. In fact Great Britain has given us
au example of a protective system, whose
applicability to existing wants and necessities,: and whose invigorating power teach us
what a wise government can do to develops
a nation’s resources, and magnify a nation’s
wealth. She has made a market for her farm
produce, she has neglected no interest in
which skilled labor is employed, she has
tempted the remotest producers of raw materials to open their ports to the pioducts of
her spindles, she has made herself the centre
of commerce and exchange, by the protection
of her home industry,and by multiplying her
number of industrious producers. May she
long remain foremost among those nations
who believe in the importance of protecting
domestic industry. In expressing this desire
I accept the facts as they exist, and not the
theories with which these facts are sometimes
so disguised, that their most familiar friends
would scarcely recognize them.
This policy which has been so shaped and
moulded by British statesmen as to conform
to British necessities, is also the policy ol
every enlightened nation on the continent of
Europe. “Protection,” says the president of
the Council general of the manufacturers of
France in 1852, “protection, the industrial
creation of Napoleou, was the most precious
and principal cause ,of his conquests.” Iu
latter days, whatever changesvmay have taken place iu the customs duties of France;
even under the Anglo-French treaty, the importance of her manufactures has not been
lost sight of.. She may have admitted English coal and iron iu order to give increased
stimulus to her manufacturers—but she
opened the markets ot England, to her silk
manufacturers as an equivalent, and before
her products the silk industry of England

■

opens new

mines, advances

a

here
new

thou-

sand miles to-day as quickly as it advanced
ten a half century ago. builds mills on
every stream, and railroads along all the
valleys. And for all these purposes, and for
that incessant traffic in which every American
is engaged, the demand for capitol is vastly
greater than w ith any other equal population
And this is well,
on the face of the earth.
rite nhisperitv of a free Republic cannot be
shaken, so long as the enterprise of its citizens keeps ahe ad of the accumulation of capital. With cheap and idle money, its enervation and decay will begin. I beiieve,therefore, in WKLL PAID LABOR AND WKLL PAID
capital, for a free and enterprising people,
where all are laborers and all expect to be
capitalists. And I cannot believe in exposing ourselves, unprotected to the cheap labor
and capital of Europe.
In protecting American industry upon the
basis and for the object which I have considered peculiarly American, wr are but following the example of other nations, even when
their basis and objects differ from our own.
England, as I have already stated, has never,
in all her sagacious aud thrifty legislation,
forgotten to protect her manufactures. Small
in area, being not larger than many of our
States, sho has devoted all her governmental
energies to the encouragement of a crowded
and busy population. In agricultural investigation and practice she undoubtedly stands
at the bead of all nations,—applying to the
cultivation of crops, the drainage of lands,
the use of manures, the breeding and feeding
of animals, all the best principles which
science and experience have laid down as
guides to the farmer. “Both in extent aud
variety of production, the manufacturers oi
Great Britain are far ahead of all nations.
After meeting nearly every domestic waut
they have an abundant supply for almost one
half the world besides, of manufactured articles. Great Britain exports in value twentyoue times as much as she imports. From hei
mines she draws an annual produce of $150,000,000. Three million tons of crude iron
j.'T '-th $04,000,000, flow yearly from her fur
~”int equal to the yield of ai
•>
tiaces—an auio^.
g"t it jg
other countries put
togeturTl
Eng
the department of textile
„_

IndustrTuT*’*'"*
Fr0m ^50,000,001
to *800,000,000 is the
estimated
,

annual value

wringing from
ment

Lora vr 11j and acknowledgthat she had made but small piugress

towards unrestricted commerce, authorizing
Count Gasparin to rank her tariff with our
own Morrill tariff, and
actually protecting
her iron, woollen, and silk interests to au
extent equal to any protection lurished by
the United States:—and perhaps greater,
when we remember that the rates of wages
in European countries,, and the supply of
capital, ander the lower rates of duties,
eouallv nrotective. one acainst another, with
the higher duties of our own country, as iu
competition with them.
In 18d4, Count Nesselrode established the
protective system for Russia, and the civilization and prosperity of Russia commenced
at once; her iron mines have been opened
for the supply of rails as against the competition of England and Belgium; her manufactures have increased,iter labor has become
elevated,and serfdom has vanished before a
policy which is founded upon the application
of skill and intelligence to the raw productions of more primitive endeavors.
With
her own mills she is proceeding to clothe her
her
own
railroads
she
is
binding
people,with
her great territory into a compact empire,
with her own ingenuity she is placing herself
among the skilled nations of the earth, and
is raising her agriculture out of the primitive condition of her old semi-barbarism, to
the higher system demanded by increasing
intelligence and more immediate markets.—
And by her side, in this labor at least, stand
ail the continental nations, Austria, Belgium, Sweden, Deuniaik, Prussia, Spain, all
differing in their civil polity and in their
national relations, but ail one in this great
modern attempt to clothe each nation its
own people with substantial fabrics, and to
develope its own creative genius and pecu-

liar

ployed him,

and silk man-

These great industries constitute
the very foundation of Jicf unrivalled prosperity and control as well as characterize
her social and political organizations. Of
the whole population- of the United Kingdom, One flitn at least owe their means of
subsistence directly or indirectly to these
ufactures.

resources.

Now, gentlemen, I think wc have a right
to inter that the policy which has proved
successful in developing the industry of these

nations, must prove successful also iu developing our own, even were we without our
own experience to sustain this opinion. That
system of protection which lias been found
are

mourner went

_«.

J

of

about the

streets,fortunes van-

ished, agriculture was a mockery, and commerce failed.
In looking fin- a remedy for
these evils, the doctrines of the fathers revived in the American mind; and after years of

experiment

and

investigation,

in which prea general desire for the public good tilled every
great prtriotic heart aud inspired every
great patriotic intelect, the protective tariff of
1828, became for a time the settled policy of
the country. In an instant business revived.
The product of iron increased 100 per cent,
in four years, and in eight ycai-s was trebled
reaching the annual yield of 200,000 tons; and
the consumption of cotton in the Northern

conceived notions

were

abandoned, and

manufacturing States rose steadily from 110,bales annually, to 210,000 during the
same jieriod.
Meanwhile markets for agricultural produce multiplied everywhere.
U00

In 1832, under the influence of the violent
and revolutionary counsels of Mr. Calhoun
and his followers, the tariff was reduced to a
simple revenue standard; and the distresses
of the years previous to 1828, broke out
Credit was destroyed iu the nation,
anew.
(lie State, and on the exchange. To be a
laborer was to beau idler; to be a manufacturer was to be a bankrupt; to be a farmer
was to lead a iile ol aboriginal economy and
simnlteitv. The iron interest which had been
stimulated luto great activity m 1858, begau
to languish the instant that the compromise
tariff of 1832 went into operation; and although the population of these States inereased thirty per cent, while this tariff existed, in the production of iron there had
been “scarcely auy increase what ever.” And
the consumption of cotton, the value of which
lor purposes of clothing, etc., began to be
fully appreciated, did not keep pace with the
Increasing population—the latter increasing
twenty-five per cent, and the former only
twenty three per cent.
In 1842 the scene changed again.
The
protective tariff of that year, “the bill of
as
Mr.
Calhoun and the slaveabominations,”
holders of the South called it, brought with it
mee more the smiling faces of prosperity.
Die product of the old furnaces whieli hail almost lain idle, and of the new ones which
were brought into existence, rose in 1841 to
357,000 tons; and the two following years
brought it up to 758,(XX) tons. The consumption of cotton in 1847-8, the closing years of
the protection under this tariff' was 531,(XX)
bales, “having almost doubled in five years,
md the growth being six tunes more
rapid
than that of population.” Then were opened
lie great Southern markets for Western
;rain and provisions; and then the local
Markets gave new energy to the agriculture of
the Eastern and Middle States.
But tliis period of prosperity was not alowed to continue.
Theory, interest and
lewly inflamed sectional animosity, rallied
tlie
tree
labor
of the North; and
igainst
igain the evils of unchecked foreign competition began to he telt. The production ot iron
from American furnaces fell from 800,000
tons in 1847-8 to 564,000 tens. in 1850, and
.here remained, untill the excessive demand
in the market gave a temporary stimulous to
.he enterprise, and the amount produced in
1854, ran up to 71(5,000 tons; the importation however* of the two previous years having been 700,(XX) tons. In 1869 the furnaces
yielded 840,000 tons—a slight increase over
—
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amount produced in 1848, while the population had increased twenty per cent, and the
demand for iron for machinery, rails, etc., had
increased faster than the population. The
increase in the demand for cotton had been
kept in check duriug this period in the same
proportion aud by tho same cause; anil the
shoufiftfiV? -ot til is raw material, which

pace with the

only twenty-five

growing” p'olftK.iuSA-,

1° heep

per cent, under the oppression of a market filled with foreign goods.
Of the disasters of 1857 it is unnecessary
to give an elaborate account. Even the flood
of gold I torn the newly discovered mines of
California, the dttnand tor our breadstulfs
created by short crops abroad, and the quick
markets for iron, growing out of the immense
consumption heie and in Europe, could not
save us trout the calamities of that and the
two lollowing years.
The capitalists of
this country will not soon forget them,
the laborers of the country will long remember them, End the agriculturist looks
back witli indignation to that time when
the value of his cattle aud his crops melted
away before a market paralyzed by legislation, which seemed to have forgotten all the
domestic interests of our country. Of the
credit of the country at the close of this period, an American would blush to speak.
In 1801, however, a new era commenced.
Left alone in the possession of the government. with a discouraging weight of war on
its hands, tiie North proceeded to establish a
system of protection to American industry,
which, joined with the marvellous and successful financial policy of Mr. Chase, enabled
the untiriug energy of our people to defy not
only the spirit of foreign powers, but to prevent them from possessing our markets. The
heroism of the war will challenge the admiration of all coming generations the industrial policy which sustained it should be a
lesson for ail coming time. It was devotion
to our own resources which enabled us to
manifest with vigor and effect our devotion
to our country. The wisdom which pointed
out the means by which we could bear the
burthens of the war, may now point out the
means by which we can bear the burthens of
peace. Bearing with patience the weight of
debt and taxation which the war has imposed upon us, we have only to believe in the
power of our industrial resources and to wait
for the time when the system of free and intelligent labor victorious in the contest, shall
be applied to all our soil, shall open our

mines, and shall plant mills on all our
The prosperity of our country tostreams.
day is unparalleled. Not an idle dollar is to
be found anywhere, and scarcely an idle
hand. The great manufacturing and mining
interests are inspired with constantly renewed vigor. A million aud a half tons of iron
are poured forth by our furnaces; and nothing is now needed but domestic competition,
encouraged by protection, to develop our
slumbering ores, and to give us the cheapest

slight

bled one of these nations to crush out one en__at_

prosperity

followed the close of the war in 1815 was
appalling. The restrictions upon the importation of manufactured goods, for a few
years prior to and during that struggle with
Great Britain, had roused the agricultural and
manufacturing enterprise of the United
States to a most encouraging activity.
Mills
began to spring up in all the older states, The
farmer had but to get his produce to market,
to find an eager purchaser.
And it was only
when these restrictions were removed
by
and
our country was flooded with BritPeace,
ish manufactures, “to stifle,” asMr.
Brougham
said iu 1810, “in the cradle those infant manufactures in the United Slates which the war
hail forced into existence,” that the American
people began to learn by sad experience, the
distresses which would attend unrestricted
commerce with foreign countries.
Mills were
closed, money disappeared, the laborer like a

accidental, rather than deep aud fundamental,aud the violation ot which has enaUIUUUUIJ

and that upon the

commenced in 1750, by u» sin?1? individual in Lynn, and was encouraged by speeinc
tariff in 1789,
through the urgent solicitation
of Ebeuezer
Breed, a son of that energetic
and thriving
town, has grown ‘‘to a product

was

Republic.
Notwithstanding the sound and statesman°yer 80,000,009 pairs of shoes and
like views presented by Hamilton, Jefferson,
11,900,000 pairs of boots, of a value of over
Madison and nearly all the leading minds of $37,000.<XX)in the State of Massachusetts
our early constitutional period, the country
alone, and in 1803, to nearly $60,000,000.
struggled on for years, through the financial And wliilo these liiinutucturiiisj interests
trials which attended what was called a. have continued in their prosperity."agriculture
tariff of revenue, as distinguished from pro- lias felt the stimulus and has kept a steady
tection. The prostration of business which pace onward. Belying on a home market, it

and

life
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required to guard our labor agaiust that,
which from the simplicity of its wants, and
ts inferior position in society has every ad.antage over us as a means of production.—
If cheap labor in oue country must be protected against cheap labor in another country
is it not manifest that the well paid labor of
our own country is entitled to and requires
similar protection even iu larger measure? I
the most enthusisuppose no man, not even
astic doctrinaire,would attempt to assert,that
the condition of an operative in a mill in
Lowell is similar to that of au operative in a
mill iu Manchester, or Leeds, or Elboeuf.—
Every circumstance in the life of the former,
his food, his clothing, his education, his
trades, his newspaper and books, his natural
ambition, all compel him to earn more daily
wages than the latter. And when lie resigus
all this and becomes satisfied with what less
dismoney will secure, he loses at once his
tinctive characteristics as an American laborer, and leaves capital to engage alone and

■

1.

iron in the world. Let it be understood that
he perthe present policy ot the country id
manent, ami to be modified, if at all, in the
anil
not
of
interests
long will
protection,
Pennsylvania be allowed to produce nearly
00 per cent, of all the pig iron in the country. The rich veins of iron ore in East Tennessee, the mines in West Virginia, in North
Carolina, at Iron Mountain and Pilot Knob
in Missouri, in Michigan, in Kentucky, developed by skilled labor, will sustain a uniform anil profitable business, and settle, I
trust, the iron war forever. Meanwhile our
manufactures are extending in every direction. The wool tarill' of 1807, followed as it
was by a glut in the market of wool and
woolens, Is beginning to work out its legitimate results. The fine wools of California

has received the reward which an active condition of tiiis market could bestow. It has
been ascertained that this home consumption
of ngricultur.il products is seven times as
much as the export demands, "and excluding
cotton from the totals of production and export, on account of its exceptional character,
our home consumption of the products of agriculture is more than twenty times as great
as our
exports to ail foreign countries.’’ And
these exports he it remembered, are not in
large proportion to manufacturing countries,
In 18fjo, our exports of beef, tallow, hides,
pork, hams, lard, hogs, butter ami cheese to

Great Britain, was $8,482,491—to other conntries on the eastern hemisphere, $1,140,05!)—
to countries on the western hemisphere, $!>,778,139; our exports of breadstuff's the same
year to Great Britain were $6,339,31.7—to othor countries on the eastern
hemisphere, $2,194,444—to countries on the western licmisphere $15,409,8X1; our aggregate exports of
products of the sea and land to Great, Britain
were $26,346,797—to other countries on the
eastern hemisphere, $20,952,720—to countries
on the western hemisphere, $37,333,371.—
And it lias been demonstrated that the noumanufacturing countries took six-tenths of
our

purely agricultural products exported,

ami furnished us a market for $32,000,<XM)
out of $42,090,000 of our exported manufactures.
It is our home market, therefore,
which is of especial value to the farmer.
When the aggregate value of all the products

of our agriculture was $1,856,000,000, our
export of these products, exclusive of cotton,

$248,1XX>,(XX> only,

and of this, bread-'
small proportion. It is not
only the consumption of the staples of food,
breadstuff's and provisions, at the great ceutres of trade and manufactures wldeli gives
agriculture its strength in this country, and
inspires the grain grower and the cattle
feeder of the West with confidence, but it is
also tliat demand for the products of the immediate neighborhood, the garden ami the
was

stuff's bore but
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hardest soils bud and blossom. Strike down
the manufactures of New England, and it
would be

difficult to tell

why agriculture
As it is,
display, and what

should be longer continued here.

what vast energy do you
skill in all the business of the farm? There
propitious climates, and more fertile soils, but there are no better cattle to be
found than those which are bred on the
banks of the Kennebec, no better potato crops
than are found ou the Penobscot and Aroostook, no better grain crops than grow in
western Massachusetts, no finer tobacco than
the Connecticut valley yields, no more perpetual verdure, even under the tropics, than can
be seen from January to December, under
the cultivator’s glass in the vicinity of Boston,
no heavier grass crops than grow on the
thorough drained clays of Essex county,
Massachusetts, and no better markets lor all
these products than are furnished in all our
manufacturing villages. Turn with me for a
moment to the State of Massachusetts, (or illustration;—Dot remarkable tor the fertility of
its soil, small In area, and with large tracts of
land incapable of cultivation. Of her popuiation, 271,421 are engorged m manufactures
and only 10,030 in agriculture. And yet she
ranks |high as a New Nuglaml Agricultural
State. Her horses, oxen and cows are valued
at $19,154,790. She produces in hay, $13,are more

195,274—in beef, $US,22S,859—in pork, 4,775S92—in butter, cheese and honey, $2,005,290;

and the average price of her cows exceeds
that of any other New England State. She
is preeminently a manufacturing State; ranks
first in the production of cotton and woollen
goods, boots and shoos; has bowed before the
storm of manufacturing adversity; and has
been ready at any moment to catch the favoring gales of prosperity under the influence of
her own policy of protecting domestic indus
she
Her agriculture languishes, and
try.
crowds her streams with mills, and then inthe
to
feed
farmers
vites her
thronging population. Its commerce decays, and its fisheries decline, and Fall River resouuds witli the
hum of millions of spindles. New Bedford
turns to manufactures, Salem sheds one tear
over the departure of her gallant East Iudiamen, and covers one of her wharves with a
most extensive and prosperous cotton mill,
as a commencement of her manufacturing enterprise; Boston admires from comparatively
silent wharves, her beautiful harbor, and
turns towards the western sun to see the
of her
manufacturers
princely
adorning the stateliest of her streets, anil or■lamenting her suburbs with the rarest taste
and beauty. Not for a moment has her prosneritv halted, as her enternrise has turned
her ships to tier great manufacturing

dwellings

streams, hurry ing through the busy valleys'!)!
that commonwealth, of which she is proud to

be the metropolis—accepting sneli commence
as tlie internal industry of the State, and its
long lines of connection with western farms
anti western markets may create. Such is
Massachusetts, protected in her industry by a
wise policy of government.
Turn now, citizens of Maine, to your own
State. With an area of 35,000 square miles,
five times as large as Massachusetts,—with a
coast abounding in more good harbors than
any other State in the Union,—with forests
containing a thousand million feet ol lumber,
she has devoted herself largely to feeding ailjoi ning States, has furnished fleets for the
great commercial empori ims. and lumber for
all growing towns, unmindful almost that
within her borders were nearly two thousand
idle water-powers, “from 20 to 30,000 horse
power each, making an aggregate of about
400.000 horse power,” until at last conscious
ot her latent strength, anil eager to use it, she
bas with liberal sagacity invited the manufacturer to come in. Her manufacturing villages
though yet few, have already gathered around

themselves

an

improving agriculture,

a

type

of what will be when her water power is
brought into active tqieration. The example
furnished by one of these ought to be sufficient. Lewiston is one of her important centres. Thirty years ago it was iiqrtlly a village',
possessing as its greatest attraction an unocupied waterfall. Now it contains within its
limits 20,000 people, disburses annually $2,500.000 for labor, received by rail 15,000 tons
of freight and sends away S.000, gives opportunity to a heavy lumbering business, draws
agricultural supplies from all tlie surrounding
country, and by its industry has quadruplet]
tlie real sestate of its ectiou, and supports
liberally its institutions of education ami religion. In the same work, your towns of
13itide ford and Saco are also engaged.
And there is room for not one Lewiston,
Bidtleford, and one Saco alone,but many,
where agriculture and manufacture® may join
hands lor the enriching ol this noble State.
Already lias Augusta caught the impulse;
while Portland and Bath and Bangor may
become manufacturing towns, whose commerce shall be th» natural growth of internal
anti not tlie uncertain fruit of for-

one

enterprise,
_f
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Can any one
down to a loreign standard.
doubt that under the influence of a fixed aud
her
reliable developing policy,
present products of 2,000,000 bushels of oats, aud 0,000,and
of
bushels
000
nearly 1,000,000
potatoes,
tons ot hay will be required for her own consumption, aud the now unoccupied lands may
Can
be employed in (Ceiling the stranger?
any oue suppose that a policy like this could
buildto
the
be m any way burdensome
ship
ing or the commerce of Maine? I liearsome
of
silence
the
one deplore
your ship yards,
and the stagnation of commerce in your
But
1 am led to iutoo.
it
1
deplore
ports.
quire whether the introduction of .iron ships
and steam upon the ocean, as well as the
conditions of capital and labor now universal throughout the country, are not more likely
to prounce these results, than tire application

teSdent
ZTl T,hich
lhem-even
h

goes
them, and
to the extent
,nter,‘s'- Capital is
powetul. 7 can stay or go; can take
take care of
tsolf in <i moment; 2«in withdraw
cruelly
rom a suffering people; and can “take the
and
of
the morning,
dwell in the uttcryings
i nost parts of the sea,” whenever it would
It can protect
1 ake refuge in a place of safety.
tself by bolts and bars; and it can also protect
self by liberally entering into all the great
■nterprises which develop the wealth of a
ornmunity, and carry blessings to all who
It is such enMine within their influence.
crprlses that the American would protect,
or tire benelit of the
employer and the erniloyed alike. And it is in its connection with
me characterist ic labor of
America, the nalative and the
foreign-born labor, that is enitleu to protection, and to
encouragement in
ts mission of good as well as of
profit and
Mtumercial prosperity.
Said John A. Andrew in the second of liis
wo great orations witii which he distinguish'd our Society, and in which lie gave the
vciglit of his great name and deep wisdom
i n support of'the policy which 1 am presentj ng:
“So long as three thousand miles of ocean
i oil between the eastern shores of Amerauii the shores of western Euca
, ope;
so
long as two thousand miles
] icsiiles of water transportation delay the prolucts of our northwest on theii way from Chi, ago to the Gulf of St. Lawrence; so long as
i lie interest of foreign capital, the necessities
, if foreign
labor, the ambitious and traditions
, if loreign states and sovereigns and
peoples
to
MDtinue
exist; so long indeed as every
of
their
national
conscious
reople
unity, wl o
: ire able or worthy to endure, must, tirst of
ill things, study to maintain at whatever cost,
he ability within themselves, of independent,
lay, of defiant life,—Just so long, universal
iconotny, the common prosperity and the very
dea of nationality forbid our live and thirty
millions of men, possessing a continental domain, enjoying self-government and popular
iberty, to iiroak the magic circle ot their Iniustrial 1’ower.
The condition of American labor also renters this question of protection one of vital
j importance to every man in our land who
( arms ltis living by the “sweat of his taee.”—
Lmidst all our changes of policies and indusi ries, and enterprises and wealth, amidst all
i lie shiftin'' scenes which diversify the face of
American society, anil from wliich no man
uni no man's children are excluded, there is
mu element which remains fixed and
uuihangeable—and that is a demand for mill—
Ninej ■enilent, aspiring, educated labor.
enths of our people, perhaps more, are tidij ng on the land, or on the sea, in the work<
hop, in the professions, in all educational infurnish themselves and their
s titutions, to
t unities with subsistence, to create the mateial wealth of the community, and to elevate
; ml refine and organize and save society.
To
i he productive and cultivating power of these
< lasses
everything stands secondary. To
i liein every avenue is open. From this great
nidtitude spring, in each succeeding generaion, the foremost men, who accomplish for us
It is our
n every service the great results.
] a borers who become our inventors, anxious
I o relieve the burthens and quicken the ca] taeity of toil. It is they who, step by step,
; .dvance from the simplest details, and the
( ominonest service, up to the highest posii lotis in all the great enterprises which make
1 ip our busy life.
They build and organize
; ind rise into the control of our railroads.—
L’hey conduct our mills. They guide orr
■
hips. They open the paths for capital. They
| ill our schools. They apply their ingenuity
f o the soil.
They legislate for us. They rite
i uto the highest seats of power. The farmer’s
1 oy to whom neither academy nor college
ras ever opened, spends his youth in cleari ing the forests, and his manhood in guid ng
I he councils ol bis country through a great
var,dying a martyr to tbe cause of human
i reedom.
A young village merchant be< Liimt'S Secretary of tbe Treasury, and upon
1 lis integeity and sagacity, tbe country imj illcitly relies. The highest judicial officer in
i he land, once laboring on the soil. From our
workshops and larms sprang the heroes of
An! all over tbe land stand the
t lie war.
l astetul and elegant abodes of those who toilil with tlieir own bands to lay tbe foundsion or their prosperity,—of those who have
lot forgotten to cultivate themselves as they
irogressed, and who remember liberally the
ntellectual, and moral, and religious wants
How the sons of
>f the rising generation.
our working men strive for tbe high places!
have not forgotten, and I shall never forget
he boy Irom the State of Maine whom I
ound in my early lite, on his way tj Boston,
He had
i u search oflabor and distinction.
l eft his home, two hundred miles away, and
i
i he old lamiliar spot, and humble too, where
vere his lather and mother, and his ten
I irotliers and sisters, as he told me,and where
re re h!s few well read books, to become a
] ioston
printer, because he learned from
f hose books that Benjamin Frankin was a
reat man. He was barefoot and the miles
t ad been long—but his courage had not
*
,And an I took liim into the great
*ty> ancitound him occupation, 1 learned
\
,ie. frAolligenee and ambition, and energy
thicb lnsjrh-* ihp sons ofj^ew l.uuh»,,*l lulu,r
It is because labor thus nes at vne ltraudo
i iou of society, is the fountain from which all
| ife springs, and comes so dose home to us
; Jl, that we regard it in this coiuitry with
To educate it, all the
s uch tender care.
To elevate it, all the
t chools
are open.
i ights and privileges of citizenship are laid
In many of the occupations its
; ,t its teet.
so in all.
; eward is ample, and it should be
.'he laborers upon the land in all the northare
well-fed
and
, rn States to-day
housed,
; ,nd share largely with the landholders tliems elves the profits of the soil; and these labor, rs constitute four-sevenths of the aggregate
] abor of the country. The numerous persons
■mployed in domestic service, sharing as they
lo, our dwellings with us, are receiving a genThe savings
>rous reward for their labor.
niuks in all our prosperous manufacturing
owns, are receiving large deposits from the
iperativcs—these deposits increasing in ono
section from *84,904,271 in 1800, to *09,147,121 in 1867— anil in another from *18,102,820
Mechanics
n 1860, to *01,224,464, in 1866.
ind artisans, working singly or in groups in
nany occupations, find a liberal compensa,ion. Here and there employers are setting
noble example of co-operation, by sharing
with their employees a percentage of the net
jrofits of the business in which they are mutually engaged. And while in some branches
jf business, the uncertainty of continuous labor, and inconstant and insufficient remunerition, is a cause of great anxiety, the best
niud of the country is striving earnestly and
incessantly for the amelioration of those trills, which coming home to the family of the
aborer, gives a sting to his toil, to which no
ndustiious member of a free and prosperous
tommunity should be expssed. Labor, in
iur country, should mean the power of proriding by diligence and industry, a comfortable subsistence, and an k™»™W« position.
It means all the civil opportunity of which I
have spoken. It means the possession of a
home, in which want casts no bitterness and
It means an opportunity for evno distress.
to advance into
ery man to get a living, and
And when we rememan enlarged sphere.
ber that there are those now in our country
who are earning with their bauds the means
"
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of any policy which would protect the great
And 1 have not
mass of national industry.
forgotten your coasting trade—“a nation’s
or certainly, our best”—as Mr.
and Texas, and all those regions where a mild best trade,
in Consingle handed in a great struggle, iu the re- climate
and broad pastures bring wool almost Choate said in hiselaborateargument
sult of which his whole diguity and manI hear some
in defense of protection.
You may tell within the list of spontaneous productions, gress,
hood should be interested.
I
complain too,
one complain of high prices.
are constantly increasing, and the breeder of
this American laborer that by reducing the
Dut I would have these prices lessened by a
on our New Engfine-wooled
home
price of his own productions,either by admit- the best will ere sheep
of
production, and not
long find an opening mar- healthy process "diets of
ting at lower rates of duty the productions land hills,
competing foreignthe destroying
by
blood
is
whose
those
ket
for
requiranimals,
of his foreign rival.or by reducing his own
I am told that in certain points our exers.
to
the
deteriin
a
constant
ed
stream,
repair
wages—you may tell him that by this process
unjust and unisting tariff is unreasonable,strike
orating effects of more enervating and luxu- called
of reduction on his side, you can reduce also
out these
lor; it so 1 would
that
And
we
are
latitudes.
riant
learning
and
and
rents
market
the
fuel;
price of food,
still if possible the unreasonable,
of the Mid- points, and
careful
more
the
with
husbandry
that
he
not
would
competiuaturrlly suspect
unjust, and uncalled for attacks upon the
of the Western, the
tion among farmers and builders and miners, dle States, and a portion
American system of protecting well paid lawools can be profitably produced
active
to
au
combing
market,
endeavoring
and of employing well paid capital.
occupy
nmtton breeds, which require bor,
tbe
Irom
Asa
heavy
for
?
be
him
a
better
remedy
And now a word with regard to these two
might
can
bematt
which
all the care and atlention
consumer he Is willing to pay, so long as he
great pillars of industry, without either ot
ot the woolen manufacAnd neither his self stow. The product
is paid as a producer.
which all our theories would be idle, and all
aud
least
at
$130,000,1X10;
reached
our practical efforts impossible,—capital and
respect, nor his economy, nor the prosperity tures has
not only in
are
up
mills
springing
woolen
of his employers requires that he should eslabor.
New England but in many of the great wool
timate liis services by the value set upon
Or capital l am told that “no protection of
and
the
of
California
sections
And so producing
those of his cheaper rival abroad.
capital is wanted, since no one a->sailcs capiis incorporated capital enNot
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sist. In this view, capital in irresistible, and
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we would establisl
that
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machinery,
complain
supplying
sophists
never so violently and thoroughly so, a3 when
industrious and prosperous artizans of Woi
an “aristocracy of workingmen,” I proposi :
gathered in great accumulations, and comcester aud Wliitinsville aud Clinton and Ar
as briefly as possible to show that such pro
manding hut small interest, it seeks to dision has thus far been necessary, both ti > dover are wearied with the incessant toil.
place the lesser accumulations and to drag
The manufacture of shoes aud boots, whic
ijprd the capitalist who has em

thelaboic,
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both these, has grown up the great agricultural iudustry not only of New England, but
of the meat and grain producing States of our

necessary, even between nations where the

differences in labor aud capacity

.•

Terms $8.00 per
annum
___

welT^rpectttfelaSflS:

tain ranges to be levelled, and the valleys to
be filled up, into one great phin from the
At'antie to the Pacific, as to ask for a uniform civilization among the nations of the
earth. Accepting then, man as he is, and
nations as they are, believing in the power
of all to work out, their own Salvation, arrogating to ourselves nothing but the same

has increased in population from fire and a
half millions to forty millions; has lought
successfully three foreign wars and one civil
war; has raised the value of the real estate
of the Union from fifty millions to nearly
ten thousand millions of dollars; is producing one hundred and fifteen millions of
pounds of wool, one thousand throe hundred
and thirty-two million of grain; being of corn
708,320,090 bushels; of wheat, 217,870,000
bushelsg of rye, 23,490,000 bushels; of oats,
275.095.000 bushels; of barley, 23,727,000

was

uauuuai
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regarded

ricon tn

ait
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tlm numKinrwl

wiuuiciivuo

progress, all the developement of spiritual
and material existence, which is within the
reach of a nation’s bent and capacity. And
in this work It, stands alone—and must so
stand, jealous for Its rights, resolute in selfdefense, determined for its honor and prosperity, confident in its own capacity to reach
llie highest goal. In a struggle like this, it
may he involved iu contests and controversies, it may find rivals.it may be invaded.
But it will gather strength from the strife,
and be enabled to gain a position which will
cutitle it to respect, and make it worthy to
join hands with ail the great empires, which
are strong enough to reacli the highest social and civil elevation. How bravely has
our owr. country toiled on thus far to this
end! Born to an inheritance of great virtues, and the greatest opportunities, it has
exhausted all its best thought, wearied its
most untiring enterprise, vexed the very
;
itself, invaded all oceans, and waded
; through seas of
blood, for the accomplishment of its high mission—the establishment
in tile worid of American government,Amercan industry,
American
law, American
progress, American power, American genius.
Possessed of a theory of government, hitherto unknown and untried, the custodian of
that civil system in which human rights are
sacredly recognized, and in which human
equality is a fuuduuieutul law, it is our bush
ness as a people to Americanize all who seek
protection beneath our flag, and share .with
us our trials and our prosperity.
This is our
problem, in the solution of which it is not
for us to accommodate ourselves to others,
hut learning wisdom from their experience,
to establish and insist upon our identity.
Let England work out her own problem, and
be English still. Let France solve hers.
And let them learn of each other. But let
them not hope for uniformity or identity,
while they unite in n peaceful struggle for
that high and prosperous civilization, in
which all the best thought and enterprise of
which man is capable will find scope and
recognition. You might as well ask for a

patrons and of household industry. Such indeed is ilie experience of economy, as well
as of policy, in these substitutes for supplies
heretofore obtained by foreign commerce,
that in national view, tho change is justly

P.rtland,

No. 100 MIDDLE STREET

tisans and

competition,

feeble commerce for their national reManufactures were small; a few
sources.
cottou mills in Itbode Island, and the spinning and weaving of course cloths of cotton,
wool, and flax iu private families, constituting about all there was of this branclt of
business until the beginning of this century.
The fatal blow struck at our commerce by
the belligerent powers of Europe at that
time, arrested the attention of all leading
statesmen, who witnessed with alarm one
more instance in iiistory of the weakness of
commerce as an inspirer of national life and
strength. Said Mr. Jefferson—“The situation into which we have thus been forced lias
impelled us to apply a portiou of our iudustury and capital to internal manufactures
and improvements.” Said Mr. Madison in
ISIO—“To a thriving agriculture aud the improvements relating to it, is added a highly
interesting extension of useful manufactures,

Fire Policies issued and Losses adjusted by
NATHANIEL F. DUCKING,

July 10 (13m

Aud so as France preserves
her very life-blood by protecting her own ar-

accomplished,

board, weighed down by a heavy war debt,
aud dependent upon primitive agriculture

$7,300,000.
at

which can adorn and

observation are far more valuable than anything I can say. Would you study cattle?
Yonder pens filled with all the most valuable
breeds, are your best text book. Would you
know the mechanism which can be profitably
applied to agriculture? The fruits of American ingenuity in every form lie before
you.
Would you discuss the modes by which the
earth can be induced to “pour forth all her
secret store?” Ask the cultivators of that
luxuriant vegetable growth, which must have
been your daily admiration in yonder hall.—
Would you admire the skill with which all
textile fibres aro wrought in articles of use
and„beauty ? Witness the handiwork of your
sons and daughters aud see how the farmer’s fireside aud the imposing mill join
hands in one graceful toil. Aud then turn
with me and learn how every powerful and
prosperous people protect their owu industries, iu every variety, and develope their
own resources, as the foundation of their
wealth aud strength and cultivation.
It is by the growth of agriculture and manufactures that a nation prospers. They are
tlie strong arms of a people in war and in
»«..
br,
pea<£6. raT'iiyr.rx'crtxi.x/- }
conics comparatively powerless. Our fathers
knew this when, at the close of the revolutionary war, they found themselves, a slender
people, streaching along the Atlantic sea-

Paid up Capital Reserved iii Uold

Agent

industry

aud the herdsman, and the artist, and the
mechanic, and the manufacturer, this assembly of farmers has opened the door for competition, believing as they do, that around
agriculture as a grand central figure stand
all file efforts which skill and taste can make
for the improvement of mankiud.
No competitor on these grounds, or in
these halls, will expect me to discourse upon
Ins owu peculiar interest, I am sure. The
lessons which you have all learned here by

OF LIVERPOOL, A LONDON.

kinds of

as one

shoulders, diligent themselves in their calling
ami relying with confidence upon the markets of a prosperous community, fur the
means by which their labor shall receive au
ample reward, the farmers of Now England
have kept steadily on their way. Beneath
the touch of their hands the earth has
yielded her stores with increasing liberality. Submissive to their fostering skill, their flocks
and herds have risen to higher standards of
excellence and profit. Obedient to an untiring spirit of investigation, they have invoked
the aid of science and good learning in their
cause by assembly and school and
society
and college, and, remembering the mutual

Royal Insurance Co.,

Congress st.

life,

of your own number—as a farmer interested in the development of Americau agriculture—believing in
the importance of American
husbandry—
confident in the power of JAmerican thought
to discover the systems best adapted to a free
people, aud in the power of American labor
to work out, in all its various
callings, every
social and civil problem, which can belong to
our material growth, and can effect our moral and intellectual advancement. That
you,
who are angaged in tilling the soil of New
have
diligently performed your part
England,
of this industrial serviee.the exhibition which
is just closing, bears witness. The
prosperity of these Slates has suffered no detriment
at your Lauds »at least.
to
the task
Equal
imposed upon them by severe skies and a
rugged soil, superior to the .burthens which
their patriotic necessities have laid upon their

and

Hat Manufacturer.
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CHAS. GOULD, Practical Hatter, No. 10 Oak St.

Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass,
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Groceries.

A.D. WHIDDEN.
No 12 Union Wharf.
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Portland, 1st Sept, 18G9.
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Furniture and Upholstering.
BRENNAN & HOOPER, No. 33 Free street.
W. P. FREEMAN, No. 31 Free Street.
E. LORD, JR., No. 93 Federal Street.

Packet to Windsor, N. S.

the
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EATON, No. 130 Exchange Street.
H J. LEAVITT, 39 Market at J. Crockett, Salesman
LIBBY & CO., Market St., opposite the Post Office.
LOWELL & HOYT, No. II, Preble Street.
WOODMAN & WHITNEY, No. 51, Exchange SL

GOOD

120 Middle

MO K’

HOOPER &

Prints 10 cents per yard. Btst Prints 12J
cents p r yard
hrenzh Plaids 25, worth 50 cts.
All Wo 1 shawls. 82.50: <Y»od Cloaks 84.25.
re
bnawis at immense bargains.
Gjf^uasumt

July 29illf

Portland.)

In

DRS. EVANS A STROUT, 8 Clapp Block, Con. St.
JOS1AH llEALD, No. 105 Middle Street.

ALBANY CITY

The

Federal Street.

J. W. STOCKWELL Sc CO., 28 & 163 Dantorth st.

OurSell ng Airents for tlie City and vicinity of Port
land, and intend to keep in their posession at ad

Gentlemen: X undertake with diffidence
and distrust the task which you have imposed upon me. That appropriate custom
of our Society, lixed by the constitution,
by
which the Chief Executive Magistrate of the
Commonwealth, in which our auuual session
may he held, shall be called upon to express
his views of our special calling by public address, has done so much to rouse and elevate
tlie agriculture of New England, that its
omission naturally lillls us with profound
regret. And while the discussion of agricultural topics may be easy to us who are
lamlliar with them, X feel that assuuie a large
responsibility, when, unaided by high civil
distinction, i endeavor to perform a service
which belongs to uue whom the people have
clothed with the highest honor a State can
bestow.

every form of

Cement Drain Pipe, Ac.

Spectacles & Nautical Instruments,
times such

REDDY, No. 1031

preserve those characteristics which constitute, in every variety, the nations of the
earth. They were told, no doubt, that “if
government attempts to regulate these matters, it is apt to fail entirely iu its object; or
it oppresses and dues mischief from ignotalice of individual concerns, from partiality
orl vice.” They were probably informed that
“the doctrine of free trade is the doctrine of
Christianity aud of an enlightened philanthropy.” They were invited to the consideration of what must have been a cheering
view to a young and rising nation, that—
“few have been the nations which have
arisen to power, wealth and civilization,
alone, and unaided by others.” Had they
lived in these days they would have beeu
told that “every man is endowed with certain inalienable rights, among which are
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”—aud
therefore he should eujoy the privilege of.
dragging down the ambitious labor of a free
country to the level of serfdom aud slavery.
It was twith them, however, a question of
how best to establish aud invigorate an
American nationality, as distinct from every
other nationality; and as they surveyed with
a proud gaze, the great social and civil system which they had founded, they resolved
to surround it with every necessary support,
to the ,eud that its grand design might be

Agricultural Society.

they

E.

IN

OF BRUNSWICK.

relations which exist between all the arts,
have here recognized and encouraged

Clothiers and Tailors.
LEVEEN & CO., No. 28 Market Square.
JOSEPH LEVY, No. 101 FeJoral Street.

64 Exchange St.,
DEALERS

tireen.

Clothing

Office of the American Watch Co.
Waltham, Mass., Noo

cor.

fathers for the high virtues which thay exer-

cised, for their wisdomj and for their great accomplishments. But they perfoitned no higher service, than when they declared it to be
tbe duty of government to protect its own
people -in all their industries, and thus to

JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN,

I speak therefore

Booksellers and stationers,
HOYT FOGG & BREED, 02 Middle Street.

Brash

tontitrioR

Address of lion. George B. Lor•“Bi before ilie New Euglund

0. W. HOLMES, No. 327 Congress Street.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
—■huhi

State Election, Monday, Stpt. 13.

Advertising Agency.
AT A-ELL &

courses of New England.
And the same
policy has made the ocean a highway for the
laboring classes ol Europe as they pass from
the narrow lanes of the old world, into the
broad avenues to social and civil elevation,
which citizenship under a free government
offers. We have reason to be grateful to our

among

arc

the most reliable establishments in the

of

~T~«Ti

Saturday Morning, September II, 1869.
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1 Lave alluded, as declared by the founders
of our government, brought over from the
mills ol England and Scotland, in the early
days of the Republic, a thrifty, skillful and
ingenious race of men, who planted the seeds
of our manufactures all along the water
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of owning their own homesteads, educating
their children, ornamenting their dwellings,
clothing themselves and their families so that
a public assembly of our laboring population
in its best attire is a delight and an encour-

agement to every lover of humanity,—when
remember all this wc can understand
what the opportunity and standard of AmeriAnd when we remember also
can labor are.
how this standard has advanced, under the
demands ot the laboring man, and by the nature ot our institutions, within the last quarter of a century, how the most intelligent
and humane employer comprehends his responsibilities and his relations, we cannot but
for this couutry a just and generwe

anticipate

solution of that question which has tried
the profouudest thinkers of our day.
of labor in
It is to maintain this standard
U..IT.kalf IVvrl

ate

.a

iw

Aiun

“—

.k,uuio«
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subordinate labor of Europe, that our governmental policy should be directed. The influis already felt
ence of our free institutions
abroad: and while our system of government
free citis but half understood the fact of our
the depths
izenship has worked Us way into the thought
ol the popular heart, and occupies
there- * we
of the most liberal statesmen
alao to arever expect the status ot
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unrestricted commerce, the
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That the day is comm: when the
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United States will be exof North America, I
cannot tor a moment doubt. The peaceful
annexation of Canada to our northern border
for
1 believe to be a growing necessity both
herself and for Great Britain; and I know
well how readily our people would rejoice, in
that
the establishment of a reciprocity with
colony, which is based upon our nationality
of Mexico
and our flag. The colonization
ot
must become in the course
U“j
shall be thus
nfrintv
\ ml when our sway
will fail unless we
on great design
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The Dupes of Democracy.
It is a hard tiling to say, but events will
the assertion, that those Republicans

justify

forMr.Hichbomfor Govparty candidates for county officers, and town representatives, anil who
actually carry their intentions into practice on
election day, are, willingly or otherwise, the
dupes of the Democratic party.
who propose

to

vote

and the third

ernor

The fact may not be apparent to those gentlemen now, but the statement is nevertheless
true, and is well understood by all dispassionate observers of

political affairs.
Were all the principles for which the Republican party was organized engrafted into

finally and forever, were it impossible for
Democracy to undo the glorious work of

the

last few years, and rob the country at last of
the fruits of all its agony and blood and toil,

[From

were reconstruction an accomplished fact, the
smouldering embers of secession trodden out,
the ghost, of repudiation laid, the past with
all its triumphs and achievements made eternally secure ; then might these gentleman
justify the abandonment of their old party associates, without reproach to themselves or
peril to their country.

But how does the

case

stand ?

nave Re-

repudiation a mere ngment or tlie
Democratic brain ? Has the Republican party perfected all it lias undertaken—substantially accomplished its sublime mission and
brought it to a satisfactory close? Are the
faithful thousands who have stood by the or-

trine or

ikUEC

the

with matdiless valor for the preservation of
the country, and who now in the Republican
ranks keep watch and ward, or stand as sentinels upon the watch towers of our
political
Zion, wasting their time and strength and

generous enthusiasm in keeping up a vain,
unnecessary show? Do the situation of afthe events of the

day, or the probabilifuture, justify the abandonment of
Republican party at this time, and the

ties of the

one, destitute of national
powerless of itself to practically

influence,

a new

aid any cause, however good, and deriving its
chief, and indeed its only claim to consideration and

importance
Republican majorities, gives aid and
comfort to the enemies of
reconstruction, the
friends of repudiation, and the
disciples and
sens

Vallandigham, Seymour,

Brick

be

The ball seems to be near the

of influence or effort it
may be in their power to give, in order to crown the
labors of so
many years in a noble cause, with ru'nmcrc
and final success.

Fair—The Election.
The Fair came most inopportunely just in
time to eclipse the election, and many per-

on

fatigue of voters
weather. Only two sec-

ular days before the trial must come between
the Republicans and temperance men, on the
one side, and the Democrats and Ilichborn
men, on the other. Let us attend to this matter with the same zeal that we have exhibited
in reference to the Fair. The prospect is encouraging, and with half the labor expended
last year the Republican majority would not
be reduced on a light vote.
The Slanderers

Silenced.

j

oppo-

Foliiical .’Voles.

Ex-United States

Senator Buckalew has
been nominated by the
Democrats for the
Pennsylvania State Senate.
Ix is stated that Senator Sumner
will preside
at the Massachusetts State
Republican Convention to be holden on the 22d inst.

The Knoxville

(Tenn.) Press

and Ikrald favors Andrew Johnson for
United States Senthe
Columbia
ator;
Herald favors A. O. P
Nicholson; the Hartsville Vedette tavors Balie
Peyton, ami the Jackson Whig favors Milton
Brown.

Georgia Democratic papers are again
making inquiries respecting tlieir CongressThe

men—whether the members of the late Congress hold over or not, whether
should bo held or not,&c., &c.

a

new

election

And no one

Seeator Sherman
says that
passed

a

Homestead

a

Republican

law

the last
it

Democratic President,
Buchanan, ^toed
was only when we
had
t?
vp
President and Congress that such a'Ca°
passed and went into operation. Now
Democrats meet in Convention and
declare that they are in favor of free
steads.

blown down and
material set adrift. Alpheus Carter lost his
house altogether.
Many stab'es and outbuildings were injured, The house of Mayor
Patten lost a skylight. The Bath T'mes reports the following disasters to shipping and
other property:

were

out

eulogistic

Tho ship Rochester, undergoing repairs anl
owned by Houghton Brothers, parted her fastenings at nine o’clock, and drifted up the river as far as Burnt Jacket, where she went
ashore on Lines’ Island. The tugs Resolute,
Popham and American Union, with men and
lighters, have got her off, and she is now at the
wharf.
The three masted schooner of Lucy H. Gibson, of Baltimore, broke from her moorings at
the railroad wharf, and ran into the new ship
Gen. Chamberlain, owned by Hon. J. p.
Morse, lying at the King wharf, and loading
with stone for New Orleans, which also broke
her fastenings, and the two ran into the
steamer Eastern City, lying outside her conuvi

ot

I

ashore on Cape Small
of about 80 tons bur-

Rockport lost foresail, anchor

solemn^
home-

Gen. W. T. Clark,
formerly Adjutant-General of the old Army of the
Tennessee, under
the lamented Gen.
McPherson, had an interview with President Grant
to-day, by invitation, during which the latter made many inquiries regarding the political and commercial
condition of Texas; in which State, General
In reply to an
Clark now resides.
assertion
that Gov. Hamilton, the Conservative candidate for Governor, has frequently claimed that
he was supported by the

Close

city the scene of the greatest activity and
enjoyment. The full list of premiums, which
we give elsewhere, shows who has received the
our

substantial and tangible reminders of the occasion. The Fair has been a success in every
respect. The weather has been, not to state it

Administration,

President Grant declared most positively that
he endorsed Davis, the Radical candidate.—
He also declared that he would sooner vote

Throckmorton, or any other outspoken
Democrat, than for Hamilton, under the presfor

sent circumstances.
Ho also said: “Gov.
Hamilton has gone over to the rebels, but that
is no reason why I should.

BOOTHBAV.

dwelling, built by Cyrus B.
Hagan, damage estimated at from §500 to
?G00. A barn owned by Samuel Bird was
blown dowD, killing a yoke of oxen, which

unknown,

STATE.
its force

The storm did not expend
entirely
upon the coast. From the Bangor Whig we
learn that much damage was done in that
city

and vicinity. A new house on the
Ilampdeu
road, belonging to J. F. Hinckley, was blown
iowu. The houses of
Judge Appleton and
Wm. H. Mills were much injured
by falling
diimneys. Houses and hotels rocked so omiI lously that the inmates feared they would fall-

Portland has disclosed

capabilities

for

will think of holding their Fair anywhere else.
The success of the festival this week is due
in a large measure to the vigorous and unre-

The Trotting at the Park.

j

mitting
Loring, President, and
Llol. Needham, Secretary of the New England
Society, and Hon. Seth Scammon, President,
3. L. Boardman, Secretary, and Wm. E. Mor•is, Treasurer, of the New England Society.—
dr. Wasson, Superintendent of Halls, Capt.
tnight and Mr. Gosseof the Anjus, press comnittee, ought not to be omitted in our comnendations.

:

mium.

The stockholders of the Laconia Company
Biddeford last Thursday and elected
iVm. Dwight, Thomas Wigglesworth, Chas.
!V.
Josiah
Edmund

Cartwright,

Dwight,

iiardwoll, Wm.
directors.

P. Haines and James Langley,
Wm. P. Haines, Treasurer; Au-

| gustine Haines,|Clerk.
1 ions was favorable.

The report of opera-

premium.

For ewes, three years old and over, Messrs. Stowell
Mid Holden were the successful competitors, the two
fiisfc piemiums tailing to the lot ol Mr. Stowell
and the second premium to Mr. Holden. A third
premium was awarded to S. W. Piukliaiu, ot North

The attendance at the halls was
but it was not so much crowded as
Wednesday. The various rooms were throng-

overclouded.
very
on

large,

Anson.
Ewes ot

three years old and under. The first two
were awarded to E. S. Stowell, ol Cornwall, Vt.; the two second premiums to Mr. Holden.
The two third premiums were obtained by G. W.
Tinkbam, and for ewes 1 year ol 1 and under 2, to E.
S. Stowell. Mr. J. Holden took the first a.done
second premium.
For ewe lambs, one first and ono second premium
were awarded to E. S. Stowell, and Mr. Holden took
one first and one third premium.
The first premium tor the best ten ewes that have
suckle 1 their own lambs was cntried oft by E. S.
Stowell, and the second and third premiums to Jerome Holden—a gentleman who lias proved himself

ed with visitors, who appeared to bo delighted
at the display. The agricultural room attracted a large crowd of visitors, and it was amusing to see them examine the specimens of potatoes there exhibited. The other articles exhibited in that room did not escape attention,

premiums

and many were the enconiums bestowed upon
the larm and dairy products.
crowded throughout
picture gallery
the day, and after the visitors there had satisfied themselves they wended their way to the
The

was

a

of the Natural History Society, and
thence to Fluent’s Hall, where the sewing machines were in operation and sweet music was
discoursed from the various instruments on ex-

hibition.
The receipts at the Fair have been very large.
They will amount to from twenty to twentyfive thousand dollars, paying all the expenses
of the Fair and leaving a handsome balance for
future purposes. The Fair has been a success

stone, owned by

CITY PARK.

The track

luc

Massachusetts,
England Society, delivof

President of the New
ered the address (for which
The attendance
15.000.

was

large,

first page.)—
numbering about

see

TOE BACKS.

Entries—Delhi, by J. D’Artbeney, Augusta;
Gibson Horse, s. g., by S. F. Gibson, Bethel;
Ned Lewis, b. g., by A. M. Savage, Waterville;
Brown Nathan, brn. g., by E. Russell, Back-

The positions assigned were thus: 1st, Gibson
Ned Lewis; 3d, Delhi; 4th, Brown

Nathan. Previous to the Btart the Gibson
horse was withdrawn.
First Beat—Brown Nathan, driven by E.
Russell, took the lead and kept it handsomely
throughout the heat without breaking, and

winning in 2.41 3-4.
six lengths behind

Ned Lewis came in about
and Delhi about seven
lengths behind Brown Nathan.

Second Beat—After scoring twice they got
the word “Go.” Brown Nathan immediately
took the lead and maintained it throughout
the heat, Ned Lewis, however, pressing him

closely.

Delhi came in third. Brown Nathan
the heat in 2.45 3-4.
Third Beat—In this heat as in the others,
Brown Nathan took the lead and kept it in
won

Ned Lewis contested the latter part with Delhi in an exciting manner aod
came in ahead of the latter horse.
Brown Na-

tested

having

uroii

piixc

man

Tho second race was No. 43, for horses that
have never trotted better than 2.54, mile heats,
in harness, 3 in 5; 8150 to first, $50 to second.
—-oiei

Boone,

g..

s.

B.

nv

First Heat—Humming Biid had tho pole.—
The horses got tho word at the second score.
Humming Bird took the lead in the first quarter, when she broke badly and Daniel Boone
took tho lead and maintained it handsomely,
heat in 2.51 3-4.

Second Eea.—After scoring twice the horses
got off. The sorrel horse took the lead and
maintained it, only breaking once and that
slightly, winning in 2.47 3-4. Humming Bird
broke badly once or twice, but came in at the
close eight lengths behind.
Third Heat— After scoring three times they
got a send off. Daniel Boone took the lead
as usual and maintained it
handsomely, and
won the heat and the race.
Time—2.513-4;

3-4; 2.47 1-2.
The third race, and that which attracted the
greatest degree of interest, was No. 44, open to
all trotting horses, mile heats, to harness, best

races.

First Heat—In the toss India Rubber Ben
the pole; McClellan 2d, Troublesome 3d,

won

and

Topsey, formerly Empress, the outside.—
scoring three times the word was given,
although the horses d id not get an even start;
After

but it was evident tho driver of McClellan intended to jockey. Troublesome took the pole
on the first quarter and maintained it
throughout the heat, although sorely pressed
by Topsey and India Rubber Ben. Time, 2.37 3-4.

w-ia vwrv

nrf>!f

nPinllor,

n rr

Topsey
length.

won

the second

position by

half a

Third Heat—This heat was not as
interesting
a3 the other two, as it was evident from the
start that India Rubber Ben had it all his own
way. Topsey, however, did not break during
the heat, and came in second. Troublesome
came in third and was set back for
running._

Time,

2.37.
rourth Heat—The start was given on the first
score, and all four horses turned the first quarbut Ben proved too much for his
competitors and came in the winner of the
third heat and race in 2.361.4.
ter

together,

SUMMARY.

2
3

2 8
3 2

Among

Farmer of Farmington. He won the first
purse
four years old Thursday. He was sired

fot

by

Flying Eaton, owned at present by Philip
Owen of Brunswick, who by the way is a connisseur of stock horses.

After the address of Dr. Loriug, Col. Needham offered the following resolves, which were
That the thanks of the

Society be

given to the city of Portland for the careful
and extensive preparations made for the New
England Society, and the hospitable generosity given te it; also for the cordial co-operation
given to tne officers and members.
thanks of the

Society

be

the reporters and members of the
dress for the generous and efficient aid
given
to the Society by them.
Resolved, That the thanks of the Society be
tendered to Col. Cochrane for the stock exhibited by him, which added
greatly to its interest
and its complete success.
given

to

-—-—

dispatch from Paris says that
of the Emperor has improved.
A

public

as a

1st

premium $3; domestic,

1st do

$3;

$2.

do 2d do

Muscovy: S & W Allen, 1st premium; topknot,
do $3; HA Archer, Fairfield, Aylesbury, 1st do
$3; J S Ives, do 2d do $2.
Pigeons: David Plummer, 1st premium $3; Howard scammon, 2d do $2.
Wool and Flax—J Hoi len, Westminster, West Vt,
fine wool, 1st premium $10; same, 2d do $5.
Fleur Gram and Seeds—Kendall & Whitney,
bushel red clover seed, 1st prem um; do buckwheat,
lfct do; do oats 3d do; do red top, 1st do; lot flower
seed, 2d do; N L Marshall, W Paris, bale hops, 1st
do; John Q Dennett, Biddeford, bush Norway oats,
1st premium; Ira Winn, West Falmouth, bushel
spring wheat, 1st do; L H Moore, North Gray, tobacco plant, 1st do; James Walker, bush wheat, 2d premium; G VV Allen, Cape Elizabeth, bush sweet corn,
1st do; Washburn & Co, Boston, 3 cases garden
seeds, 1st do; & E Rockwood, Holiiston. Mass, bush
oats, 1st do; do beans, 1st do; do peas, 2d do; tobacco plant, 2d do; WH Pearson, Vassalboro, bushel
flour troin mammoth wheat, diploma; Wm Fames,
Worcester, Mass, bushel wheat, 2d premium.
Vegetables—Daniel Marston, West Falmouth, Allen sweet tomatoes, 2d premium; Patrick DuflVe,
Portland. 1 parsnip, 1st premium; same 2 stalks cel
cry, 2d do; same four specimens tomatoes, 3d do;
specimen mountain pepper, 1st do; G W Allen, Ca^e
1st

Elizabeth,

3 drum head

1'*

M

1

cabbage,

2d

premium

;

same

peck Danvers onions, 1st do; same, varieties of
onions, 3udo; same, 3 squeshes, 2d do; same, 12
beets, 2d do: Alvin Googins, Saco, 2 pumpkins, 1st
«

VU.U,..., V/UJ/U UOUUI/eill,

A

UUOUUI

I/OUIV

1st premium; Charles Hannatord, Cape Elizabeth,
1 doz squashes, 1st premium; SDill, Phillips, 2box s
cranberries, 1st premium; Charles G Al'eu, Cape
Eliiabeth, 4 drum head cabbage, 1st premium; 1
on'ons, 2d do; J W Merrill, City Farm, Portland, 4 Hubbard squashes, 1st premium: greatest variety do, 2d do; 4 mar row-tat do, 2d do; 4 French
do, 1st do; 6 caulliSowers, 1st do; 4 cabbages, 3d do;
4 bundles carrots, 2d do; Isaac Hawes, Falmouth, tf
pumpkins, 2d do; T C Hersey, Portland, celery 1st
premium; A E Rockwood, HoJliston, Mass, 12
beets. 1st premium; greatest variety, 1st do; 1 peck
seedling potatoes, 3d do; 1 bushel cranberries, 2d do;
Moses Hussey, North Berwick, 1 peck and lbush potatoes, 1st premium; 1 peck Breese seedling do. 2d
do; J S Monroe, Lexington, Mass, 12 sugar beets, 1st
premium; 12 mangel do, 1st do; 12 carrots, 1st do;
F E Goodwin, Portsmouth, N H, 1 bush potatoes, 3a
premium; S It Sweetser, Cumberland, 1 busb potatoes. 2d premium; basket tomatoes, 1st do; 5 squashes
1st do.
Fun.aees, Stoves, tfc—Norcross & Woodbury, August*, portable coal burning furnace, 1st premium;
wood burning do, 1st do; J C Buckley, Portland,
portable cooking range, 1st premium; CC Tolman,
Portland, best exhibition cooking ana parlor stoves,

peck

turnip

gratuity recommended.

Fruits—Apples: A E Rockwood, Holliston, Mass,
best collection apples, 1st, $10; H M Chase, North
Yarmou h, 2d best collection do, $8: Patrick Duffee,
Portland, 3d best do do, $6; L M Berry, Winthrop,
8 varieties do, $5; W S Place, Charleston Me, 8 varieties do, $4; Milton Dyer, Cape Elizabeth, best
dish do $3; Calviu Charabeilan, Foxcrott, dish do
$2; A E Rockwood, dish do $1; H M Chrse, North
Yarmouth, ornamental dish assorted varieties $?.
Pears: Albert Burns, Portland, 12pears $2; Jedward Gould, Portland, 12 do $1.
Foreign Grapes: Patrick Duffee, Portland, 16 varieties $10; E Pays -n, Westbrook, 6 varieties $8:
Jno Burr, Freeport, 4 bunches 2 varieties $4; E Payson, black Hamburg $3; Jno Burr, 1 dish varietiei

$3; Patrick DuTy, whita grapes, 1st, $3; Jno Burr,
do do, 2d, $2.
Native Grapes: G W Gage, Waltham Mass, best
collection, 1st premium, $5; 2 bunches Concord, $2j
2 do Hartford, $2; 2 do Isabella, $2; Calvin Chamberlain, Foxcroft, early Hudson, $j.
Figs: J W Page, Bath, best specimen $2.
Flowers: Mrs Charles Stanley, Winthrop, best table design $10; Joseph A Dirwanger, Portland, 2d
best do do $6; Albert 'dirwanger, Portland, best
wreath $4; best basket cut flowers $5.
Plants in pots: Joseph A Dirwanger, diflerent var’e.ies $10; Albert Dirwanger, tor same $6; T C
Hersey; Portland, ior same $5; Miss Mary Jones,
Portland, for same $3.
Specimen Plants: Patrick Duffy, Portland, 1st preir'um $6; A Dirwanger, 2d do $3.
Variagated Leaf Plants: J A Dirwanger,6 varietiei
$5; T C Hersey, 6 do $4; J A Dirwanger, specimen
&3; J A Dirwanger, do $2.
Ferns: J A Dirwanger, 6 pots $5; A Dirwanger. 6
do$t; A Dirwanger, plants in bloom $5; Patrick
Dully, do do $3; JA Dirwanger, caladurins $3; A
Dirwanger, parlor bouquet $5; Patrick DuCy, do do
$4; J A Dirwanger, do do $3; Miss Mary Jones,
Portland, hand bouquet $4; Miss Mary Jones, do do
$3; A Dirwanger, do do £2: do do, cut flowers $6;
Patrick Duffy, dodo $5; Miss Mary Jones, do do$4;
Patrick Dufly, collection Annuals, $3; T C Hersey,

splendid

shoes, 1st premium, $15; Duran <5fc Johnson,
Portland, trunks, valises, &c., silver medal: M. T.
Dunn, Portland, 1 case harnesses, 1st premium, diploma; Edwin Branch, Manchester, N. H., 1 harness, 2d do; $5; Maryland H^.se Collar Co, entered
by H. Dunn & Son, 3 dozen rubber lined horse collars, saddle, ^ads &c., diploma; Edwin Branch, 9
wool collars, silver racial.
nugar unu no teg—Aug mosner, tiorham, best
honey, 1st prize, $5; S L Smith, Davton, second best,
2d do, $3; J L Hubbard, Walpole, Mass, best beeswax, 1st premium, $3; Z H Ureonwood, Farmington, best maple syrup, do. $5; Portland Sugar Co,
samples of sugar from molasses—committee recommend sliver medal; Forest City Sugar Refining Co,
samples ol sugar and syrup—committee recommend
silver medal.
Agricultural Imp! menls—Hiram Holt & Co, East
Wilton, lot of scythes, silver medal: N L Hatch,
Cape Elizabeth, meat cutter, diploma; C H Smith,
Bos on, cheese and butter worker, do; D J True,
Portland, wringing machine, do; John M Todd, do,
mackerel bait cutter, premium $50; Kendall &
Whitney, Portlaud, washing machine, 1st premium;
1 dizen apple pearers, gratuity $3; J doz hay rakes,
1st premium $5; j doz do, diploma; J doz hoes, 1st
premium $5; 1 do scythes, do; 1 do snathes, do; 1
grain cradle, d >; 1 post auger, diploma; J Copeland,

Mew York wer four hundred tons of St. Croix
rum for P. II. Drake & Co., of that city.
This
is but a wcek’i supply of this article, which
these gentlemcnuse in the manufacture of the
celebrated Plantation Bitters. We are informed by an exchange that Messrs. Drake & Co
have not advertised a dollar for a year, but that

D K

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Funeral of the late >.n..«r
den.
Mayor’s Ovricr., sept lo, 1869.
It is earnestly requested that all masters of vessels, and all other persons having charge 0f flags,
will display the same at half mast on the occasion
of the funeral of the late Horn W. P Fessenden,
WILLIAM L. PUTNAM, Mayor.
suit

The News.
ill at

Stockbridge,

Mass.

Miss Kate Field's lectures for the ensuing
season are "Women,” and “In the Woods.”

middle-aged American Lady desires a situation
Best of
as house-keeper in a first clans family.
retereuces given slid required. Address for consultation, MRS. A. 13., Portland, Me.
sepl ss dtod 2w*

A

senden.
Messrs.

Porter, Miliiken and Bandall, of the
Executive Council, are inspectiug lhe property at the various State arsenals with a view of
disposing of surplus and useless property.
The losses by fire throughout the United
States during the month of August, just passed, amounted to $6,438,000. This is a startling
statement The loss is nearly double that of
August, 1868, and much exceeds the total of
any mouth during the past or present year.

WELLCOME’8

-AND

is

correspondent reports that Geo.
the Democratic candidate (or Gov-

>r.

tor Scrofulous and
gyitisa valuable
weighing vvphilltic Diseases,and remedy
all Glandular Enlargements,
in the Stomach and Bowe<*,CostiveRheumatism, etc. It is Iree trom Calomel and
Hoes—has all the uood properties of those Drugs
ind nonecf the bad. This is a Purely Vegetable Remedy, sate lor all.
CP~Sold by all Druggists and Mcdicino Dealers.

Jauker, Humor

It is not

less,

thal he will run well under such circumstances.
At a meeting of the stockholders oi tl a
York Manufacturing Company at Saeo on

Prepaied and Sold only by

following officers were
elected: Directors—James Ellison,
Samuel
B&tchelder, Charles H. Parker, Samuel W.
Swett, Samuel G. Snelling, Thomas Wigglesworth, and H. Temple. H. Temple was
chosen Treasurer; Ira H. Foss, Agent and
instant the

boy’s bats, caps and clothing
Congress street, Orin Hawkes & Co.

YARMOUTH, ME.

I/l LI’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HAIR
RENEWER.
Physicians aud Clergymen.
to its merrits in restoring GRAY HAIR
Testify
its growth.
its
color and

at

Fessenden.

to

promoting

origiiial

the health

It

makes the hair so t and glossy. The old in appear*
It is the best
ante are made youBg again.

d&w
The offices of the Collector and Assessor of
Internal Bevenue will be closed until 2 P. M.
to-day on account of the death of Hon. W. P.

BUXTON, JR.,

Hso Proprietor of the Great German Cough Remedy

The

Buy your

HAIR DAtESSING
ever

used.

Eruptions.

It removes Dandruff and
It does not stain the skin.

ail Scurvy

Treatises on the Hair sent free by mail.
Beware of the numerous preparations which aro
sold upon our reputation.
Manufactured only by R. P. HALT. & CO., Nash*
ua, N. H. Proprietors.
For sale by all druggists.
anl4eod&ecflmrim
Our

If the weather should be pleasant to-day F.
Bailey will sell at auction, in Market
Square, a large consignment of new and second hand carriages. They can be examined
this morniDg.

O.

Painless Digestion.
“No man,” says Sir Astley Cooper, “ought to
know by his sensations that he has a stomach.”
We shall sell 50 dozen heavy shirts and draw- In other words, when digestion is perfect there is
ers to-day at 65 cents each.
Call early. Geo. neither pain nor uneasiness in the region where
it takes place.
Nausea, want of appetite, flatuW. Bich & Co., 173 Fore street.
lency, oppresdon alter eating, shooting pains in
The Portland & Bochester Kail road have the epigastrium, a flushing of the face at meal
times, and a turred tongue in the morning, are
run heavy trains, seventeen cars at times be- amon;' the direct
Consymptoms of indigestion.
nervous irriiaing brought into requisition, during the fair. stipation, biliousness, headache,
bi ity, physical weakness, and low spirits, are its
Thanks to the careful management of Super- almost invariable accompaniments
All thete incr
intendent Woodbury and the watchiul eye of dications ot DYSPe rsi a, whether immediate
are
usually aggravated by hot weather.
secondary,
•'Connie,” no accident has occurred.
The close ot summer is therefore the season when

The best place in town to buy jewelry
is at Colesworthy’g, 92 Exchange street.

Persons

cheap

visiting

Portland during the New
England Fair, will please hear in mind that
George W. Bi'-h & Co., 173 Fore street, keeps
the largest and finest stock of clcthing in the
State. The goods sold by them are mostly of
their own make, and are all warranted.

aug26tsepl2&dfsep6tl2
Valuable Property at Morrill’s Corner
for sale—21-2 story store and house. Enquire
on the premises of O. A. Hill.
.opteif

H"‘,‘

The highest premium at the New England
Fair—$20,000 worth of Beady Made Clothing,
to be sold without regard to
cost, at E. Leveen
& Co.’s, 28 Market Square, Portland.

Duffy, 2D varieties $5: J A Dirwaneer,
$1;
Fuller, Winthtop, 12 varie
ties *3; Mrs Charles
Stanley, Winthrop, 12 do *2; A
F
12
A F

do $1.

Glailiolas: George Craft, Brookline, Mass, 12 varieties 96;-I A Dirwanger, same Si; George
Craft,(
do S3; A Dirwanyer, samo
?2; George Cratt, single
spike S2; A Dirwanger, same 81 George Craft, best

sep7dlw
A Certain Cure for Cholera,
Dyscuteiy,
Diarrhea, &c. Use Mason’s Cholera Mixture. It gives instant., elief. It is a certain

7

seedling $2.
Stocks: Miss Mary Jones, best display $3.
Verbenas: D F Hayes, collection 20 varieties $5; J
A Dirwangeg, do 12 uo $3.

cure.

ward

Stale INi; ws.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
Mr. F. M. Ionian of Auburn, this
year will
raise 100 tons of cabbage.
The First Baptist Parish at Lewiston has
decided to build a parsonage on the eligible lot
just south of their new church. The house
will probobly be of brick, two
stories, with a
French roof.
Hebron has a native cow which
daily pioduces 20 quarts of rich milk—15
quarts ol
which is daily sold to milk venders. The cow
cow has good pasturage and is fed on
cabbages
that are rot suited to market.
The next term of the Supreme Court for Androscoggin County will meet at Auburn on
Tuesday, Sept. 21st. Judge Walton will prob-

JEREMIAII

company is in a flourishing
condition under its present management, but
we do not know that it would bo proper for us
to state the details of the account rendered to
stockholders.

292

LIVER

nown, which act directly on the LIVER and KIDI EYS, correcting Digestion, Purifying the Blood,
tegnlating the Nervous System, Curing Pain in the
tide, Shoulders, Back, Head, Neck and Limbs,Sinkng and Faintnoss ot the Stomach, Weakness ol the
Jinbs, Languiduess, Yellowness ot the Eyes and
»kin, Jaundice, Pain in the Bones. Dyspepsia, Dry
3ough, Sore throat, Night Sweats, Irritability, Nervousness, Loss of Memory, Weak Eyes, Dizziness,
Dropsy, etc. These difficulties arise trom a bad Liv-

expected

Clerk.

an

an

An Iowa

the 9th

for the

extraordinary remedy
1 KIDNEYS, when diseased. It is compoundrHIS
d ot several of the best Kootw.lierb* and If arka

held in WashingThe
December.
will be excluded
honestry and in-

ernor, is a ponderous individual,
three hundred pounds, more or less.

Curer I

Dyspeptic

dustry.
Gillaspy,

Regulator

Liver

The National Executive Committee of the
colored laborers and mechanics have issued a
call for the convention, to be
ton, on the first Monday in
call is general, and no one
who hears the credentials ol

Wanted,

Situation

Of the members of the United States Senonly Sumner had seen more years of service iu that body than the late Senator Fesate

Dahlias: Patrick

Fuller,

Magnolia Water.— Superior to the best
imported German Cologne, aBq 90|d athalf th
«eptlteoddlw&w

Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe has been quite

do do $2.
Asters: A Dirwanger, 20 flowers 10 varieties $4; J
same

the sales of this artich continue at the former
enormous figure.
In \8f>4 the receipts of the
Plantation Bitters were equal to those of the
New York & New Haven Railroad.

Price 50 cents.

Prepared only by
Mason, Apothecary, Portland.

the victim ot d\spepsia most urgently needs a
Of course, every
tonic and regulating medicine.
One triend recominvalid has inauy advisers.
mends one drug, another auothcr; but in a multitude ot counsellors there 's not always safety.
The STANDARD REMEDY OF TUE PRESENT AGE FOR
indigestion, in all its stages, is HOSTETTER’S
STOMACH BITTERS.
Time, that proves all
things, has establish'd its reputation on an impregnable foundation the spontaneous testimoNo acrid
ny of millions of intelligent witne-ses.
oil or acid defiles irs stimulating principle; its
tonic constituents are the finest that botanical research has yet discovered; it combines the properties ot a gentle evacuent, a blood depurent, and
an anti Mii .u»
medicine, with invigorating qualities of the highest order. and is admitted both by
the
aud the profession to be the surest protection against all diseases that are produced or
propagated by pestite ous air or unwholesome
water, that has ever been used either in the Uuited
States or Tropical America.
In cases of constipation retailing from a want
ot muscular tone in the intestines, the effect of the
is perfectly marvellous; and
BITTERS
withont
I
the dangerous sequences ot
mercury, it restores the
disordered liver to a normal condition.

Ed-

_augl7dlaw8w
highest premium at the New England
Fair! $20,000 worth of ready made Clothing
The

to be sold without regard to
cost, at E. Leveen
Co.’s, 28 Market square, Portland.

&

—

public

Ellis* Iron

Bitters,

Will enrich the blood and prevent it from becoming watery and weak, giving a heal ihy complexion,
restore the appetite, invigorate the system, aud are
vary palatable. These bitters are recommended to
all persons requiring a safe and valuable tonic to
Impart tone aud strength to the system, not given by
bit'ers merely stimulant in their effects; which, althoug they may possess tonic:, vegetable properties,
caunot give the strength to the blood which the
Iron Bitters will give.
Prepared by Wm. Ellis, Themis*-. For sale in
Portland by Grosman & Go., 303 Congress street.

sept7dlw
je 2l-<16m sn
To Sleioh Dealers and others visiting the
Batchelor’s Bair Dye.
Fair: We invite your attention to our extenThis splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world;
sive assortment of Sleighs.
Specimens ready the only true and perfect Dye; hrumless, reliable,instantaneous; no disappointment; no ildiculous tints:
for examination at our place of
business, 1G & remedies the ill effects
of bad dyes; invigorates and
18 Portland street.
leaves the hair soft and beautiful Mack or brown.—
all Druggists and Perfumers, and properly
Sold
by
Farrow & Adams,
applied at the Wig Factory, 16 Bond st, N. Y
septG-lw
June 3-SNd<&wlyr
Portland, Me.

ably preside.

Timothy Bailey, Esq., of Auburn, declines
the nomination ot County Commissioner tendered him by the Third Party, for reasons
which appear sound aDd unanswerable.
The following Republican
representative
nominations have been made in
Androscoggin
County: Lisbon, Durham and Webster—Jos.
G. Goitof Leeds; Minot and old Danville—
Isaiah Woodman of Mioot; Turner and Livermore
Zebulon H. Bearce of
Turner; Poland
and Wales (classed together but elect
separately, Poland electing this year,) Andrew J.

■_

NEW

ADVEKTISEMENTS.

Westou.
The Republicans ot Lewiston have nomiuated for Representatives, Samuel R. Bearce and
o.

H.

Murray.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.
The Wilton Cattle Show and Fair will
hold
Show and Fair at East Wiltnn
If the 22d should be
Sept. 22d, 1860.
stormy
J
the next fair day.
their animal

The thread spool
boro, combined corn and bean dropper, do; K W
manufactory of Messrs
Austin & Sanborn, in Weld, turns
Griffin, East Pepperell, Mass, Griffin’s hand threshout, on an
do; D M Dunham, Bangor, Chandler’s horse hoe,
four
hundred
and fifty gross of spools
average,
diploma; E Totman, Greenfield, Mass, horse power
four
per
day,
using
hundred
cords
of
wood in
and wood mill, do; F s Whitman, Williamantic, Ct,
the course of the year.
hand threshing maehino, do; L L Safford, North
The Republicans of Strong at their
Appleton, horse rake, do; N Hawkes, do; Whitman,
caucus,
Belcher & Co, wheel hoe, do; horse, do; T T HolTuesday, nominated Washington L. Daggett
THUS
8AYE T II
brook, seed drill, do; A Crawford, Warren, stump
for Representative to the Legislature, unanielevator, do; D A Fisk, Shelburne. Mass, Raymond
mously.
elevator, do; A B Barnard, Fitchburg, Bay State
The Republicans of Wilton have nominated
horse rake, do; J C Stoddard, Worcester, Mass,
Peerless horse rake, do; Parker & Gannet, Boaton,
Leonard F. Green for Representative to the
best collection horticultural Implements, 1st preLegislature.
mium ; Kendall & Whilney, same, 2d do; WE BasKENNEBEC COUNTY.
sett, Proviuence, same, 3d do; Holbrook, best seed
Orrin Hawes ot Vassalboro’ has been nomsower. 1st do: Daniel Dennett,
Buxton, inter-axle
lat
do.
lnated
for
dump waggon,
Representative by the Republicans
Household Manufactures—A Mcl-hail & Co, Bos- of V assalboro’; Warren R. Lewis, Pittston.
ton, 8 pianos, silver medal; Small & Knight, PortMr. Thomas J. Fuller a “Hallowell
boy,”
land, 1 cabinet organ and 2 melodeons, diploma;
has recently been appointed a clerk in the
Evans & Josselyn, do, parlor set furniture, chamber
book-keeping division ot the Internal Revenuo
set and side board, 1st prexium $5; WmP Hastasuicau db
ings, do, 1 melodeon and 2 organs, do; Tebbetts &
TTiUmu^lUU.
Mitchell, do, black wa’nnt chainin'• sot and side
The Augusta post office has
recently been
board, diploma; Mrs E R Towle, case
luillnery,
gramade
an office for issuing
money orders payatuity $1; Small & Siiacktord,! case specimen ot book
ble
in
Switzerland, and for paying orders
binding, diploma; MrsCE Abbott. No Vassalhnrn.
drawn in that country in favor of
Bngnan,
premium $1; S d Burgess, Livermore
parties rePails, home-made carpet do; SF Cobb, Portland, 1 siding in this country.
case musical instruments, diploma; Leon M BowThe Tiger engine, of
Hallowed, which took
iin, do,showcase, do; Edw S Lewis, shell work. 2d one of the
A
silver trumpet! at the firemen's
cts. a
F Goth, Portland, case of rifles and
guns,
iploma; Chas Curtis & Co, do, case gent’s’ turn! fl- muster, is a veritable teetotaler, having been
u-*
a
«
in the cold water business lor
ing goods, do; A J Petteng.il, do, case fine shirts, do,
thirty-four years. Good
Mid shell work, 1st premium $1; Mrs D W Sawyer
Ezra
(t
Pray was nominated by a decisive maa
3
Boothbay, rug, do $2; Miss G Clifford, fancy be d
work, gratuity 50c; Mrs Sarah C Soule, South Free- jority as a candidate for Representative to tho
Real
and upwards
wax flower wreath, do; Mrs Wm Garland
to be supported by the
A
20
Legislature,
cts.
each,
port,
Republicans of the class, composed ot
Winslow, needle work, do recommended; Henry
China, Albiou,
“
each
A upwards.
Blako, Portland, crayon drawing, 1st premium $3 :
Clinton Gore, and Unity Plantation.
25
The
Mrs F U Seaburg, Yarmouth, diploma; Jordan
Hichbom men were out m force,
«
a
37
a
throwing
_
_
desk,
Portland,
do;
Bros,
go
Ossipee Manufacturing Co, votes of the 91 votes cast. Mr.
Pray was a
Saco, blankets, do; Bellows Falls Chair O, Bellows
member of the Legislature in
“
Table
“
t(
of
----Vt,
and
sample
1868,
his
cluirs,
Falls,
so
do; Mayo & Morse,Bath, nomination is
sounter show case, do; E B Austin Portland, worstvery satisfactory to all good Re'd work, 1st premium $1; Miss D L Hudson, Westpublicans.
**
25 ** per
irook, worsted work picture, diploma: Grace Perley
The Baptist church in Watervillo is
n ithout
**
Portland, pencil drawing, 1st premium $2; Orin a
05
“
and
to
per
pastor,
secure
failing
other supply,
dawkes & Co,do. case boys’ clothing,
diploma; Mrs Mr. C D. Hathaway, shirt
3 D Miller, do, worsted picture, do; Mrs Levi Lymanufacturer was
50
“
invited
to preach last
ord, E Livermore, home made carpet, 1st premium
Sunday, which
Mrs M G Musaus, Portland, pair slippers, 2d
duty lie performed with a proper spiritunusual
Table Knives and
1.00 “ per dozen
“
and to
lo 50c; chair seat, do; Miss Abby Purrington,child’s general acceptance The fact
’
that 16 out ol
1st
do
Miss
Hattie
“
ti;
lack,
«
Purrington, night I 17 churches in the Kenuebec
1.00
((
Baptist Associa
Iress, 2d do 9lj Walter Corey & Co, lot furniturue.
tion are without
pastors, iz a strong argument
Id do 93; Mre R G Stuart, Hollis, rag rug, 2d do $1;
gument
in
favor
of
Castors,
_
lay preaching.
die, Hannah Walch, Portland, shell work, diploma:
qo ct^
drs Mary Hall, Portland, fancy basket, do; Allred
PSNOBSCOT COUNTY.
Ladies* 20 Tuck
_
£ Buxton, do, pencil sketches, gratuity 91: Mrs
100
Mrs, Esther McPheters of Omn. a* a
Itary Collins, do, chair cover,1st premium 92; Helen
°n
Pocket
the 5th inst., at the
5 Sellen, Saco, tidy, gratuity 50' ; Mrs Clara French,
of ninet v
23
1.00
She
sofa
was
the
Portland,
pillow, diploma; Mrs Chas
first child born in Otono
which
i Jorham, home-made shirting, 1st premiumMoulton,
axors,
93; suit
*° haTe been °“ the
v*a cts. to 1.00
of
I -ents’clothing, diploma; Mrs Eliza .I Baker, PortGlass
end, quilt 2d premium $1; ME Stevens, worsted
SO ct
f *'
Messrs.
Chas.
H. Dunning and N. B. Ellowers, diploma; Miss R A Fisher, Portland, em
Kerosene
Of Bangor, have
iroidery work, do; Mrs Sally Harris, do, embroidbeen erecting a fine
Kn
red slippers, gratuity 50c; W T Brown, cravon
the present season, which
Over 2000 Wool
now
lead, 2d premium 92J Mrs E B Lord, Portland,
1.75
ready to commence operations,
1 >ead wreath and wax crosses, diploma; Mrs Alvin
unwards
n.o
zbe
building is of two stories, 87 by 58, with a Over 1500
1st premium $2; Mrs W T Perkins, Portsloogins.
:
bed
1.00
for
the
iiouih, N H, 6 water c lor pictures, gratuity rccomstorage of bark. It has 51 pits for
1 aended 93; Mrs M
tanning, three large vats for extracting the
S Thaxter, Yarmouth, wax
anuin from the
fork, 1st premium 91; Mrs J N Stiiuson, Altred, 2
bark, and if supplied with a
at
1 allow shams, diploma; Myra E Frye, Portland
iweuty horse power engine. It has a capacity
tax cross, do; Mrs Eliza J Baker, embroidered
~r
4000
to 5000 hides per year.
tammnjj
They
birt, 1st premium 92; Mrs John .Johnson, Westwill begin the business of tanning in about a
i rook, hair wreath, <lo $1; Mrs J D
Jordan, Cape
month.
1 llizabeth, wax cross and 2 rugs„gratuity 91 reecrn1 lesded; Jennie Irving, Oldtown, 2
Howard A. Cleveland, convicted of the murrugs, diploma
1 Ordway, Cape Elizabeth 2 tamilv picture
irames* ler of Warreu A. George, was sentenced,
0; Mrs O F Mixer, Portland, child’s apron anri
[ hirt, do; Mrs Helen Foster, do, tidy,
rhursday, at Bangor, by Judge Cutting, to be
do; Mrs A H Sung. Cleveland maiutained the
same unI ’rench, do, crochet shawl,
gratuity 60c; Mrs AM
Lost!
Joncerned and stolid appearaoze as he did upj ielson, Dedham, Mass, wax casket, do 25c- O q
Wanted.
1 ’ierce. Westbrook, 3 water color tictures d,’i «?’•
* Calf-Skin Wallet, containing
move
TENEMENT suitable for u Rmull family, up
His counsel
about $80.00 in money.
—<*r^trial.
dice A Stillings, Portland, sola pillow
town
Preferred,
1^inferences given.
Aiitlrcsw
writ ol error, and mean
—•"
I .ewiston
"• BOX t£ib
Mills, 2 pieces ti»n| urtlier in the case by
Also two notes, one for $200
8pttl-d3t
signed by Charles H.
->iMoma;
haw, Portland, case h-he will be sent to State Prison.
while
swewart. The other was
D.
dP
Jordan.
signed
John
by
$150,
( has R Look,
..using, do;
House tor Sale or to Let.
Cornelius Haley of Bangor was accidentally
The Under will be rewarded
1 trill.-~
.j,s and caps, rasa lurs, do;
by returning the same
SMALL two story House, on Eraukliu at, No
to
tilled Thursuay while cutting down a tree in.0 shell work, do; Lizzie T Nlcliols,
A 78 will be let or
sold on easy terms, l’oseosslon
& 00,
storm.
Meserve
the
WILLIAM
A.
u
ured
Stic;
Locke,
McKEHNEY,
uesk,
by
gratuity
as
immediately. Apply to
premium *5;
the iepll J3t*
Decimen woolen manufactures, 1st do
PutU1« Junction.
AJLBEitX J. MJ2BKILL, 10 Lincoln It.
During the storm of Wednesday night,
“
pepUdlw*
Vi
foot
stool,
John Hall, Portland,
er,

Hassan to the Fair

Cogia
Ones

Coming

to the Fair

Who desire to meet Fair

Treatment,

and

bug Goods at Fair
The following is
my list in Fair,

Prices.

Plain Figures.

Stockings,..

Sremium;

20Ogd. Spool Thread,
Japanese Switches
Coils,

Skirts,
Corsets,

upwards•

pair

Bracelets..

spool.

_

Cloths,

Marseilles,
Handkerchiefs for

ag“

?.dl*d

yard,

dozen,

GenVs Taper Collars,
Forks,
Tlated Spoons,
Silver-Plated
Skirts,
Knives,

Aprilfim!"**63

((pet' 100,

_

cl..’to

Sets, four pieces,

_

Lamps,

RESOLUTIONS.

adopted:
Resolved,

to tho

tnlll at Bradley, owned by Messrs. N. C.
Birr your room Papers aud Window 8bad
Ayer & Co., of Bangor, and t). & W. Eddy of itGeo. L.
Lothrop*s,97 Exchange street. T.
Bradley, containing two gangs, took fire and
was totally consumed.
Loss about $25,000, >olj exclusive dealer id this State.
which
there is a partial insurance.
upou
sejKTdlw
^erry, was fatally burn„jM.r'5rla!
Progress —Columbus sailed to the Ameri
ed
at West ?,uwen!.'!f
Great Works, on Wednesday at*
ternooB, byfalliug into a furnace for burninc :an coaA in a four hundred ton ship, and first
»«. Mr. Bowen was the landed
S* w“tof of.» Ba"
rtjon the Island of St. Domingo. Last
of fave sons. three of
whom, week a voael from St. Domingo unloaded in
r.Vl^L’y
with their lather, were killed iu
tho late war.

•aw

Hoop

Ben.2 1 1 1
Troublesome.t 4 4 4

India Rubber

Topsy.3

Bangor,

loom and 1 spinner, committee recmedal; Parker <& Ganne', 12 Partridge’s torus, diploma; 0 shovels, do; Whitman,
Belcher & Co, Boston, 1 sample fertilizer, do; do
scythe snathes, do; Mills’double action force pump,
silver medal recommended; Holmes & Blanchard,
Boston, stump and rock puller; Palmer & Nickels,
Kenduskeag. horse hoc, diploma; J P Weeman,
Brunswick, improved pump, do; Dennison, Pierce
& Co, Portland, potatoe digger, do; Lane, Pitkin &
Brock, Montpelier, Vt, double board machine, 1st
premium siler medal; waterwheel, do $10; Isaiah
Frye & Son( Portland, horse hoe, diploma; H J
Greeu, Leominster, Mass, handwheel rake, do; Kendall & Whitney, Portland, 2 horso thresher and
reaper, 1st premium; Burts’ horse take, diploma;
horse pitch fork, do; H C Briggs, W
Auburn, hoeing
machine, do; Kendall
Wliitne’_, Portland, potato
digzer, d»; garden harrow, do; uydraulic ram, do;
wheel jacks, do; lawn mowing
ma-hlnc, do; GW
Packer, Mystic River, Ct, wall builder and stump
extractor, do, W E Barrett, Provldeu e, R I, Shore's
horse hoe, do; oo harrow, Biiver medal; seeding hatrow, diploma; double harrow, do; Geodes’ harrow
do; M E Rice, Stetson, pulverizing harrow, do; Parker & Gannet, Boston, rotating
harrow, do; horse
hoe and c-ltivator, do; lawn mower, do; w Thompson, Gardiner, chain pump, do; J S Grant, Vassal-

first, 8300 to second. Entries—
McClellan, buckskin, by A. M. AVorcester, of
Boston; Troublesome, ch’n’g, by S. H. Jacobs,
of Westbrook; India Rubber Ben, blk. g by
H. A. Hall, of Boston; Topsey, by George H.
Bailey, of Portland.
The judges were the same as in the previous

who up to this point had been the last horse,
passed Troublesome and then went for Topsey.
Down the home stretch the race between these
two was very exciting and interesting, and

I'o.ols—Hens: John S Ives, Salem, Mass, best collection different varieties, 1st premium $10; S& W
Allen, Vergennes. Vt, 3d best, 2d $5; J S Ives, best
2 It Bramas $3; A F Rock wood, Mass, 2d do $2; J
S Ives, 2 best black Spanish $3; S H & A R Doten,
Portland, 2d do 2 best black Spanish $2; J S Ives,
white leghorn, 1st premium $3, S li & A R Doton,
2d premium $2; J S Ive-*, Creve Cocur, 1st premium
$3 : Houdaus, 1st premium $3; do 2d do $2; S & W
Allen. Dorkins, 2d premium $2; gray Dorkins, 1st
do $3; Golden Hamburg, 1st do $3; Game, 1st do
do, 2d do $2; S H & A R Doten, Bantums, 1st pre
mium $3; J S Ives, 2.1 do $2; do, Polands, 1st do $3;
S & W Allen, 2d d > $2; J S Ives, Royal Java, 1st
premium $3; W H Fenderson, Scarboro, Guinea
lowls, 1st premium $3; S II & A R Doten, 21 do $2.
Turkeys: W 11 Fenderson, 1st piemium $3; Seward Dill, Phillips, 2d do $2; S & W Allen, Bremen
Geese, 1st do $3.
Ducks, common: Wm Fames, Worcester, Mass,

and

Bangor, 1 hand
ommend silver

3 in 5; 8700 to

the race was very exciting, Troublesome, Topsep and Ben being neck and neck, but on the
second quarter Troublesome broke and Ben
took the pole aud held the lead throughout the
heat. On the third quarter the contest for the

aiu.

Agt.Bri lgtou.p hoe and weeder, no; S P Holden, Woburn, Mass., churn, silver medal; Batchelder &
Jones, Vermont, hay anil menure torks, 1st premium; W E Barrett & Co, Providence, R I, 2 horse
hoes, diploma; Parker & Gannet, Boston, horao
pitch fork, do; 12 axes, 1st premium; clothes wringer, do: 10 torks, different patterns, diploma, 14 do,
do; 3lightning apple pearers, do; D M Dunham,

2.47

Second Heat—This time the word “Go” was
given on the first score. For the first quarter

nviguo

H W Simon-

60c;
SOMERSET COUNTY.
tary anil masonic goods, diploma; Mrs Mary blakc,
The Bangor
Portland, pin cushion, 1st premium $1: Mrs H
Whig says that Shepard Bran,
1st
woolen
who
works
3
mittens,
on
a seetiou of the track at
Greenwood, Farmington, pairs
Clinton,
do $1; Mrs M J Robbins, Portland, globe wax worx,
was fatally injured
Thursday tnorniug by be2d do 50c; Phebe M Kelsey, N Y, tancy wooden
crushed betweeu the platform of the
ing
freight
ware, diploma; R M Mansur, Augusts, show case,
house and a box car that wa« run in upon the
gratuity $1; Mrs J Adams,Poi tland. box shell work,
Bidewalk. At the time of the accident he was
2d premium; F C Buck, So Paris, affghan, 1st do $2;
Jennie A Warre-i, Windham, carriage robe, gratuity
standing on the track near the platform. He
$50; Hall L Davis, Portland, g;>eclmen book binding, I was warned by several to leave, hut probably
diploma.
supposed there was room ior him betweeu tho
Butter—Wm Fames, Worcester, Mass, 25 lbs June
car and the platform and remained there and
butter, 1st premium; Sami C Loring, Yarmouth, lot
He lived but a few hours
was badly crushed.
ot butter, 9il do; L G Moore, Worcester, Mass, 20
after arriving at his home in West Waterville.
lbs butter, 3d do; Sami Libby, Gorham, jar butter,
do; Wm Fames. Worcester, Mass, August butter, 3u
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
do; June do, diploma.
A. Campbell & Co., of Cherryfield, have
Cheese—Wm H Putman, Brooklyue, Ct, 1st premium for old cheese; Barre Central Cheese. Co,
just launched two schooners named “MargaBarre, Mass, 2d do do; Aaron R Aldrich, Portland,
ret” aud “Caroline.”
3d do do; Wm H Putman, Brooklyue, Ct, 1st do
YORK COUNTY.
for new cheese; Barre Cheese Co, 2d do do; Lucy A
Coleman, Gorham, 31 do do.
The Hicbborn men iu South Bcrwiek have
< 'ollection Birds and Insects—1J Bailev, Saco, be<t
nominated Bev. O. W. Scott an candidate for
collection insects, 1st premium $5; A'Dickenson,
Wo-cester, Mass, 2d best do, copy ot* “Harrison lu- Representative.

BjWPttitoif'aor'Wm ifirrV.-pOTtfaid.'f'Kiie'llWS

inoi«,

Torn Thumb, b. g, by Geo. H.
Bailey, of Portland; Humming Bird, blk. m.,
by John May, of Augusta; Cotton, w. g., by'
by A. M. Savage, of Waterville.

winning the

u«'i

dtplma;

cushion,

Jrtisles manufactured from Leather—J. A. & N.
Harwood. Boston, for one bundle of leather band,
silver madal; M. G. Palmer, Portland, lot of boots
and shoes, diploma; H. & C H. Fling, Portland, 2
dozen dressed sheep skins, diploma; H. M. Brewer,
Portland, leather belting, do; Page Bros., Franklm,
N. H., single and double belting, silver medal; to
same tor belt lacing, diploma; Chas. J Walker, 4
cases boots and shoes, do; C. Hanson & Co., lot ladies’ boots, do; H~B. & H. M. Hart, Portland, 1 doz

who prowithdrawn his horse. Second

Farmington;

vm

Stallion* fir General Use—Eight years

H Strickland, of
stock horse.

prize to Ned Lewis.

Ent-of

juuo

H W»de, do, wonUd wremth,

ton & Co, do, oase ladles’ furnishing good, do; Haatie Stevens, do, pedcil drawing, 2d premium $1; Mrs
Wm Huston, Augusta, coumerpans, 1st do $2: J
Flake, spring bed, diploma; Mrs Martha D Woodbury, Portland, flower stand, gratuity; D1 Deland,
d i.l dozer bottles preserves, 2d premium 60; Mrs
Helen Curtis, BilcUsiwrt.jd pairs woolen socks 1st do
$ 1; 1 do flannel, 1st do $3; Geo W Rich & Co, Portland, case gem’s clothing, diploma; Mrs G W Rich,
do, sola pillow, do; W Toupalnt & Co, Boston, side
hoard and cabinet, do; Wm Paine, Port land, brackot gr:unl piano, 2d premium; Mrs H M Forsyth, pin
J A Merrill, Portland, case mill2d do

West Westminster, Vt.
lu Cla s 22 the committee made the following additional report:—We, the Committee on Stallions,
recommend the stallion Farmers’ Glory, entered by

splendid style.

xuo

<o

Taylor,

horse; 2d,

iud ucau iu A.ix

same.

Lyon.

After consultation he was allowed to trot under protest.

nuu

v.\

No. 21.

Judges—Gen. Natt Head of N. H„ Thomas
Sanders of Mass., J. T. Berry of Rockland.
The horses came to the stand promptly on
the call of the judges, soon after one o’clock
Objection was made to Brown Nathan, he
having trotted, as was stated, better that 2.f 8.

given to Brown Nathan, the

de-

old and upward, 1st premium to J R Poor, Somerville, for Draco Prince; 2d do to T S Lang, North
Yassalboro, tor Gen Knox; 3d do to A Palmer, Palmyra, tor his Gen
No. 33. Saddle Horse*—First premium to Henry
Taylor, Portland; 2d do to C S Ela, R heater, N|<-..
No. 48. Middle Woolcd Sheep—Sweep'takc premium to M H Cochrane. Canada, for his Oxford
Down buck and 3 ewes; 1st premium to Wm L Sisson, Portsmouth, R I, for S juth Down buck 3 years
old; 2d do to same.
Secood premium to G W Hammond for pen of 3
ewes; 2d do to J B Sanderson, Concord, N U, for 1
pen of South Down ewe*.
The committee awarded a diploma to H Dodge,
Sutton, Mass, for his Oxford Down buck.
No. 34. Fancy Matched Hcrses—First premium
to Jos Kilgore, Portland; 2d do to Henry
do;
gratuity to Dr Hiram Drew, Frederick ton, N B.
No. 7. Hereford Slock—Sweepstakes for bulls to
Compton Loo, 3 years old, entered by Burleigh &
Shores, Fairfie d; T Hebe, entered by same; herds,
to Burleigh & Shores, Society medal; bulls, 1 year
old, 1st premium to Phil Sheridan, owned by W P
Cummings, West Waterville; 2d do to W Hou’liton,
Anson; bu>l calves, 1st premium to W P Blake, Waterville; 2d do to Burleigh & Shores, Fairfield.
No. 8. Hereford StcCows, 4 years old and upward, 1st premium to W P Blake, West Waterville;
2d Co to Burleigh & Shores, Fairfield; 3 years old
and under 4, 1st and 2d premiums to Burleigh &
Shores; 3d do to W P Cummiugs, West Waterville;
heifers, 2 years old and under, 1st premium to W P
Blake, W !8t Watervdle; 2d do to Burleigh & Shores.
No. 17. Steers -Three years old, 1st premium to S
T Holbrook, oxford; 2 years old, lht premium to
Lewis Chase, Fayette; 2d do to W Wescott, Gorham.
Discipline—Discipline ot steers, 2 years old, 1st
premium to J A Hami ton, Winthrop; do o: oxen, 7
leet and over, l?t premium to George Ladd, Anson;
under 7 leet. do to 3 W Warren, Scarboro.
No. 53.
Wool and tlax—Fine wool, not less than
five fleeces, 1st and 2d premiums to Jerome Ho!den,

field.

vuwu

one

Millbury,

The weather was cloudy and cool, and just
the day for a race.
The first race was No. 42, for horses that
never trotted better than 2.58, mile heats, in
harness, 3 in 5, $100 to first, $50 to second.—

was

than

No. 13. Grade or Native—1st premium of herds
to Wm Eames, Worcester; 2d do to $ & W Warren,
Scarboro; 3d do to Geo S Shores, Waterville.
First premium tor cows to Lewis J Brackett, Gorham; 2d do to Wm Eames, Worcester, Mass.
First oremium for 2 years old to Wm Eames Worcester, Mass; 2d do to John L Swett, Waterville.
Calves, 1st pieinium to H C Burleigh, Fairfield; 2d
do to Mr Eames, Worcester, Mass.
No. 24. Statlr .is—Three years old and under 4.
1st premium to J G Wood, Vest
Mass; 2<1
do to Chas Proctor, ttorinna; 3d do to H B Jones,
Fairfield.
The eojimittee recommended some expression of
appreciation be given *3 S D Brucd for exhibiting
his beautiful stallion in this class.
No. 27.
Geldir, vs and Fillies—Three years old and
under 4,1st premium to G W Hammond, Cumberland Mills, for his filly Emma: 2d do to B S Kelley,
of Winthrop, for gelding; 3d uo to John E Noyes, ot
Portland, for his filly Black Hawk.

At 9 o’clock A. M. the grand procession of
the stock on exhibition took place. The horses
in particular made a fine display.

Loring

more

Mares 4 years and over, 1st premium $25 to 'Bello
Lewis, owned by W W Chenery; 2d do $20 to Ken<
jcky Belle, owned by the same.
No. 18. P'at Cot.tie—1st premium $30 and Society’s
'Mploma to a pair of 5 year old, weighing 4900 lbs,
o vned by Charles Shaw, of Dexter; 2d do $20 to J F
jLeavitt, of Portland, tor 7 years old.
First nremium lor tows to Burleigh & Shores, of
Fairfield; 2d do to D Thompson & Co, ot Portland.
The committee recommend to notice the splendid
white grade ox entered by Mr. Compton, ot Canada.

The weather opened this morning rather inauspicious, being cloudy and foggy, but towards noon the fog lifted and a better day

At 11 o’clock Dr.

in

sheep,

halls we unintentionally omitted the products
of the Fortland Sugar Company, Messrs. J. B.
Brown & Sons. They were awarded the premium for sugar manufactured from molasses

could not have been wished for.
was iu a splendid condition.

competitor

mium for lambs.
Bv the Society’s rules Mr. Chochrane, of Canada,
coaid not be a competitor in long wools. The committee, report, referring to this tact, that “it was a
fine show and well worthy ot special commendation.”
W. W. Chenery, ot Mass., presented a pen ot Carand also one of goats, tor
aman or flat-tailed
which the committee feel themselves bound to award
a gratuity ot $5.
No. 20.—Thorovghbredsi-SttkWion 4 years old and
over, 1st premium $30 to Grey Eagle, owned by W
W Chenery, Belmont, Moss; 2d do $20 to Touch-

It has attracted to our city a
larger concourse of citizens than has ever before been known, and it has established the
fact that Fortland is the place to hold an Agricultural Fair.
In our notices of articles exhibited at the
in every way.

FOREST

most successful

par Lnent.
For sweepstakes lor the best buck. Mr. Holden’s
name stands first, he having carried off in this prne
the Society’s gold medal.
Jong Wooltd Sheep—Sweepstakes best buck, Socle'y’s medal to M. H. Cochrane, C. E.: lor two year
old Cot. swolds, pen of three ewes, Society’s medal
was also awarded to Mr. Cochrane; for two year old
buck, second premium to E. Wadsworth.
The first and second premiums for buck lambs and
ewes were awarded respectively to S. W. Pinkham,
ol Anson, and \Vr. W. Chenery, ot Belmont, Mass.
Ewes, three years old, to E. Wadsworth, ot Livermore Falls, who took the first premium (a diploma),
and the second, for Cotswold yearlings, wont to the
W. W. Chenery took tho first presame exhibitor.

rooms

Resolved, That the

net at

Messrs. Stowell and Joromo llollen obtained on
track lambs, the former the first and one second
premium, and the latter one first and one second

The closing day of the Fair opened auspiciously. The weather was beautiful and the
shies were lovely and serene, though at times

efforts of Dr.

rudd£"and other

damaged'moreVor,lelSs.aS*

Grounds.

the notables present this afternoon
were
Gov. Chamberlain and lady, ex-Gov.
Washburn, ex-Gov. Coburn, Hon. Hannibal
Hamlin, Gov. Faddieford and staff of Rhode
Island, Hon. Sidney Perham, and others.
Among the pedigrees yesterday we omitted
that of “John Franklin,” owned by Samuel

Society

i)'b a"d,

THE IKTEBIOB OP THE

Sheep—Mc-lncs—For bucks, three years old and
iver, the two first and ono second premium were
i fiven to E. S. Stowell, ot Cornwall, Vt.; one second
rad one third to George Ladd, ot Stark; and one
bird premium to E. Maxharn, ol Waterville.
Two first premiums were awarded to E. C. Stowjll, ot Cornwall, Vt., and the two second premiums
,o Jerome Holden, of West Winster, Vt.
This exlibttor took the first and one second premium tor
nicks, one year old and under two, and to Mr. E. S.
Stowell was awarded the first and one second pre-

Great Concourse at the Fair

The little episode of Wednesday, in the shape
of a full size hurricane that created some con-

casion.

!°S?

°re’

at the Halls.

McClellan.4
Time, 2.371-2.36-2.37—2.36!
India Rubber Ben was awarded the first
prize and premium, and Troublesome the second.

receiving and entertaining large bodies of people that are creditable to the Forest City, and
wo do not believe
that henceforth the State

tied np at the time.
A fleet of two hundred sail of vessels was in
the harbor at the time. The schooner Isaac
Walton,” Gloucester, drifted ashore. Probable damage, §1,000.
Schooner Andes, Gloucester, ashore. Total
*osa; crew saved.
,®cb°oner Alary J. Young, Gloucester, drifte’.wljere she thumped heavily and unrudder. She lost cable and anSU8UiDC'1 other damage, estimated
at §1 000

were

loss of

Large Attendance

too strongly, passable, the attendance has been
all that the most sanguine expected, the exhibition Of the agricultural and industrial products of New England has been most gratifying, and “the best of feeling has prevailed.”—

fusion at the grounds, is the only thing that
has seriously marred the enjoyment of the oc-

new

savcA

the IVesv England Fair,

our readers to-day the last of
scries of full and accurate reports of the great
festival that during the present week has made

Bootubay correspondent writes that a
dwelling house not wholly completed and owned by Mr. Jerry Baker was blown down and
damaged to the amount of §1000 or §1200. Al-

ashore;

•t

a

Our

crew

fol-

few miscel-

STOCK.

flPP.OTld nnfiiMnn
as

We lay before

floated off and the other has her steru broken.

ofSch'am”CaudV'anehor,r:lmli’naf10re’
dew" b°£m’

wnarr,
then sepa-

them.
A new unfinished house was blown
over and demolished.
Such a gale was never
known here by that veteran, the oldest inhabitant.

Kittery Point, four schooners went
ashore; one lost her whole stern, and the others were much
damaged. Three have been

sails;

Mt u.imu.u u a

A southerly tornado swopt past here at about
eight o’clock Wednesday evening, tearing up
trees of ail sizes, blowing off chimuies. breaking down the corn, and making general destruction In its path. The roads in every direction are blocked by trees being blown across

At

Gloucester

custci,

YORK.

“Garibaldi” of Gloucester lost foresail, cable
•
and anchor.
“Charles Frederic” of Bockport lost mainsail and jib.
“Western Light” of Wellfleetlost foresail.
“Eri”of Alacliias lost maiusail and part of
her deck load of staves.
“L. J. Hammond,” of Nantucket, lost foresail and stove bulwaks the eutire leugth of the
vessel
“Hover,” of Frovincctown,had jib-boom carried away and lost her head gear by collisiou
with another vessel hailing from Hiugham.

other

ii

A correspondent from York writes

land, light.

one

i>uu

The Gen. Chamberlain kept on her course
and ran into the schooner Comet, owned by J.
Wakefield, & Co., and A. Palmer, of this city,
which was lying at city wharf, breaking both
of the schooner’s masts, staving in her bow,
and carrying her up the river where the
schooner finally went ashore on the Woolwich side, and is a total wreck. The Captain
of the Comet, Alvin Oliver of Arrowsic, and
his brother, a small boy, in attempting to
board the Gen. Chamberlain, were both lost
overboard, and while the boy succeeded in
drifting ashore on a plank, tho captain was
unfortunately drowned. Comet’s loss, $1,500.
At Hodgdon’s Mills a two story house was
blown down.
The bell in one of the meeting houses was
dropped to to the ground, and singular to relate, did no material injury to the building.
At Parker’s Head, a barn belonging to Capt.
Alex. Percy, was blown down, killing one
yoke of oxen and two valuable cows. The
barn of Mr. Rollins was also blown down,
aud one cow killed. Also a barn belonging to
John Morse was brought to the ground.
Schooner Monitor of Cohasset, Capt. Cyrus
W. Gammons, went ashore at the point and is
a total loss.
The captain was drowned.
The Gen. Chamberlain was subsequently
secured.
Her loss is unknown. She was
brought to an anchor within half a mile of the
wharf by Frederick Wright, who was the only man on board at the time.
The Lu .y H. Gibson was finally anchored
without receiving any serious damage save tho
loss of her jibboom, but her captain fell into
the lower hold aud was bidly injured.
At Woolwich, a two-story unoccupied house
belonging to Z. Coveil, was blown blown
down. Loss $1,500. A blacksmith shop near
the ferry was demolished.
At Wiscasset the elegant residence of Capt.
Richard H. Tucker, was unroofed.
The schooner Exchange, Captain Hutchins,
loaded with wood and lying at Rica and Robinson’s mill, broke adrift, and went ashore in
Trott’s Cove, Woolwich, where she bilged, and
filled with water. Her deck load is a total loss.
The brig Fromtier, of Philadelphia, went
ashore on Jewett’s ledges, but has been got off
without much injury.
The yacht Commodore went ashore at Woolwich, but has since got off. Damage $200.

and boat.
‘Andrew Dodd.” Gloucester, same.
•‘Benj. Baker,” Wcllflleet lost foresail.
Vanguard of Dennis, ten miles South of
Cape Elizabeth, passed British Brig “W. D.
B..” bottom up; bound from Boston to Port-

so

i/j

and carried her away. The three
rated and the steamer ran into tluvn,'-d:.
cus of
GardyyycJfjfij, awyy her foretop an3
and top gallant masts and head of foremast
aud bowsprit, and causing ether damages to
the amount of $2,000. The steamer had her
bulwarks damaged and rudder. She was finally safely anchored in the stream, while the
brig is now at Patten’s wharf. Damage to
Eastern City is at least $1,500.

“Crystal Wave” lost wiainsail and cable.
“Olive A. Lewis” of Provincetown, lost foresail, anchor and chain, 10 bbls of mackerel,
and sustained other damage.
“Dawning Day” of Gloucester lost foresiil,
anchor and cable, and stove bulwarks.
“J. P. Nickersou of Wellfleet, lost foresail.
The “R. D. Rhodes” passed a new schooner
of St. John, N. B., green bottom, about 150
tons, upside down. Probably the whole crew
is lost.
“Annie B. Thomas” of Gloucester lost main,
sail, anchor and chain, was knocked down
twice and lost everything off deck.

conservative, praise Attorney General

Hoar's opinion on the
test oath and profess to
be satisfied with it.

and it

shipyards, workshops being

J ITTEBY POIA'T.

The newspaper* of Virginia, all, with one
accord, Wells Bepablican, Walker Republican, Democrat, “extreme Democrat” and mod-

Congress

In Bath, as we learn from the Times,
many
persons were so frightened that they rushed
into the street in their night-clothes.
The
whole damage to property cannot be less than
$30,000 or $50,000. The destruction of the
Freewill Baptist church alone involves a loss
of $10,COO.
Great damage was done in the

as

answers.

erate

BATH.

mpde by W. P. Drew and Na-

and cable.

In the

A Democratic
paper Sacramento, Cal., felt
called upon before the election to
deny, iudignantly and emphatically, that Chinese lanterns had been used at a
Democratic meeting
In that city.

were

damaged.
“Neptune”

Gen. Sherman has been
appointed Secretary of War de facto, and a commission has been
issued to him

Ffifn

ting.

known, sunk off Seguin, spars polished and
iron bands. It is feared that it may be the
British Brig Mayflower, from Shields to Port-

port

strong enough

n.

Sch. Mary Patten with lumber, at Winterport, full of water.
Sch. Andes, Lynn, by N. C. Ayer & Co.,
with lumber, full of water, at Hampden.
Sch. Juliet, Coombs, Bangor, for Bridgeport, Ct., with lumber, 1st inst., sunk at Cas-

fishing schooners have arrived and refollows:
“Gamecock” and “Vision” of Hingbam,
foresails damaged.
Franklin D. Scbanks of Rockport, 5 miles
S. E. of Mark Islaod, bad her masts, jib-boom
and everything attached carried away. One
of the crew named Frederick Brown had his
arm badly injured.
Towed in by the Schr.
“Ambrose.”
“Golden Eagle,” Provincetown, foresail

When men have been slandered and the fact
is known to the
public there is always a reaction in their favor. But even without this
accidental advantage they are

westward wero laid on the table hv
to 42.

ter.

den.
These

the case no one can fear for the result.

accordingly.
Mississippi Valley Commercial Convention, now in session at Keokuk,resolutions
favoring the removal of the national capital

held

A fishing schooner is
Point, Essex built and

regular nominees must now relegitimate methods of warfare. This

triumph.

was

land, with co.il.
A dismasted Brig was towed into Townsend
Harbor; Eastern built, with round stern.

nents of the

to

Thursday evening

to
take action in regard to the death of Senator
Wm. Pitt Fessenden. Among the gentlemen
present were Hon. E. B. French, Nathaniel
Hatch, Edward Fenno, Llewellyn Deane, W.
P. Drew, J. L. Dodge, Lemuel Bursley, CaptH. A. Snow, Colonel C. D. Gilmore, Dr. Kent
Hill, A. S. Smith, Charles L. Whelpley, and
others. The meeting was called to order by
Col. Gilmore, who nominated Hon. E. B.
Mr. L. Bursley was
French as chairman.

Washington,

Schooner Cbas. McDonald of Dennysport
lost foresail, 40 bbls. of mackerel and everything on deck. She passed a large ship, un-

brought upon themselves, and the exposure of
their falsehoods have caused a sudden cessa^
tion of effort in that direction. The

being

Fessenden was a man of remarkable
dignity and force of character. In the Senate
he held a position of acknowledged leadership, to which his superior abilities entitled
him. Ho was a thorough classical scholar, a
close anil untiring student of political philosophy and the economy of Government, a close
and accurate observer of events, a refined and
accomplished gentleman. Ho will he remembered in the future as one iu a school of statesmen who belong
to the past generation—
which embraces such names as those of Webster,Clay, Calhoun, Wright and Adams-men
who gave a peculiar character to American
politics, and who are forever to be considered
apart from and above the demagogues and
mediocre geniuses who have recently dominated iu our Legislative councils.
A meeting ot the citizens of Maine, now in

Additional IVcwg of the Losses of Life
and Projierfy on Account of the Great
Storm*
Yesterday the following additional disasters
were reported at this port:

The contempt which the slanderers of some
of our Republican candidates for Senator

sort to

yj
war.

with them in tills sad hour of sorrow, and assure
them that our warmest sympathies attend them,
but that onr griel'is tempered by »he thought that,
though gone *rom us, li s life is yet with us in its
noble example of integrity, purity and justice.
Resoived, That copies ot these resolut ons be forwarded to the family 01 the deceased and to the
newspapers in the State of Maine.

account of the

account of the

or on

of the

ture’s, God.”
Resolved, That we extend to the family and the
relatives the heartfelt expression pf onr sympathy

will have to be reminded that it takes
Monday, and that there will be no post-

ponement

Saw a fisherman running in for Georges
Harbor in compauy with a pinky. The former
with sails gone; a schooner ashore outside
White Head, high and dry at high water.—
Between White Head and Owl's Head a number of schooners ashore; in Owl’s Head six
vessels ashore—one loaded with lime, discnargine: one wuu oarK, ana one lumDer: balance apparently light—some in bad position.
At Rockland two vessels sunk at Sanford’s
Wharf; a bark and three schooners ashore.
At Camden a lumber laden schooner ashore
and a wreck—she hails from Waldoboro—(this
is the Jane Eliza, Captain Creamer, for Boston, loaded by James Walker & Co.) At Belfast nine vessels went ashore. At Searsport a
number of small sailboats asbore and gone to
pieces; Sonford’s Wharf badly injured.
A schooner ashore below the old wharf at
Bucksport Darrows, lumber laden; two schrs
asbore above Winterport, one discharging and
the other under water. At Mill Creek one
lumber vessel on shore.
The Eatahdiu found a heavy sea outside and
blowing a fearful hurricane. Left two hours
after time. It blew the hardest in Boston between five and seven nightof Wednesday.—
Saw many vessels with lo^s of sails. Saw a
large fleet of fishermen lying to, apparently
all right. The Katahdin met with no damage.
The following named vessels are partially
included in the above list: Sch. Sarah Hall,
Kimball, Boston, for Bangor, with assorted
cargo, ashore at Winterport, discharging.
Sch. Eastern Belle, Bangor for Providence,
with lumber, at Winterport. on her beam ends.
Brig M. A. Herrera, at Winterport, loading
for Cuba by James Walker & Co., full of wa-

bcucu

« u.i

The Katahdin reported the following
as we learn from the Whig:

disasters,

ting

Aiurne

place

gland.

Whereas, The custom of ages has sanctioned and
sanctified public expression of regret and condolence
when, in the process of nature, the great and good
of our race are removed by death; and
Whereas, We, citizens of Maine, have bosn advised of the recent death of our Souator-William
Pitt Fessenden and are desirous ol placing on
record some tokens of our affection for his person
and gratitude for bis services, therefore
Resolved, That iu the decease of our distinguished citizen orr State, our nation and mankind suffer a common bereavement.
Resolved, That we regard Senator Fossenden ns
pmhoflviiftF Anil PXP-mnlifvinir in 1ii« Hfn anil nharac.
ter all that ran bo embraced in the word Stvesman,
and, as above all things else, in th<4t noble title, a
true man—above party—above sect; bis hands were
soiled by liobrii^
manhood that enabled him to grapploU oaceessiuily with the strongest minds of the age; to look
death caimly in the lace through the weary days of
his last illness; bound to no sect, he walked no private path, but looked through Nature up to Na-

cowardly
faithful friends with whom
they have workso long, and to whom
they owe whatever

sons

Rockland. Steamer New England broke
the connection between steam pipe and steam
box and was towed into port by the New Enat

thaniel Hatch, alter which the following resolutions were reported and unanimously adopted:

nearly accomplish-

trust that but few of those who have been
instrumental in getting it where it is, will
gratify the common foe by a
desertion
of

Spy.]

period

at

While the committee

top
of the hill—another,
perhaps several efforts,
be
may
necessary to put it in position. 1Ye

ed

tho Worcester

iui|P'i tauu |>iuuo
a very critical

tuc

people

speeches

ed—its work may be almost done. Certain
it is that the former is not fully
accomplished
and the latter yet lacks
something of com-

pleteness.

hut will probably come within $300 to §500.
On the whole line of the Maine Central the
damage was immenso.
In Oldtown, Orono, Carmel and Hampden
we have intelligence of houses unroofed and
blown down. In Winterport vessels wero
sunk at tbs wharves. Steamer Katahdin arrived sale in Bangor and Charles Houghton

of Portland, 0. D. Gilmore of Penobscot, Willis Patten of Bangor, George W. McClellan of
Eastportand Edward Fenno of Augusta.

crat and New York World.
The answers to these questions are
apparent and we need not spend the time necessary to write them down. The mission of the

Republican party may

ously estimated,

On motion a committee cf five was appointed to draft resolutions expressive of the sense
of the meeting, consisting of Messrs. L. Deane

Pomeroy, the Eastern Argus, Bangor Demo-

•

contractor, Mr. A. Furbish. The iloss is vari-

chosen Secretary.
Upon taking the chair Mr. French paid an
earnest, eloquent and heartfelt tribute to the
memory of the deceased Senator.

from the fact that it les-

followers of

structure was 100 feet long and 15 feet widei
with shed roof, and was boarded aud shingled
but not fully completed. It is entirely demolished. The building was in the hands of the

[Albany Evening Journal.]

Are the survivors of those who at their country’s call crowded the pathway to the grave as
to a festival, and on land and water
fought

'brmation of

promiscuously.
The only serious damage in Lewiston, says
the Journal, was the blowing down of the shed
stables building on the trotting course. This

Mr.

ganization in storm and sunshine, from its
first inception until now—the noble, self-denying, unselfish men who have wrought and
toiled so long and hopefully for the establishment of justice and the advancement of the
human race,—kept together now by the ties
of friendship and the force of habit only?

the

about

Mr. Fessenden's iound judgment, intimate
familiarity with public business, aud his skill
in debate gave him a position ot great influence in the Senate.
Hardly any of its members would be more missed, and there are lew
men iu the couutry whom we could so ill afford to spare.
[From tho New York Post.]
Mr. Fessenden was an able lawyer, an upright citizen, a statesman of sound views, high
character and independent judgment; and a
man of great and deserved influence iu tho
Senate of tho United States, of which ho was
for many years ono ot the most generally respected members.
The confidence which lie inspired in his
character and abilities was well shown in his
selection by President Lincoln to succeed Mr.
Chase when he resigned the secretaryship of
the Treasury; and by the general, satisfaction
with which Mr. Fcssenpen’s reluctant accept-

publican principles become the settled and irrevocable policy of the country? Has all the
precious fruit of our dreadful struggle been
safely garnered? Is the 15th Amendment
Is the idea and docsure to be adopted?

fairs,

house belonging to Capt. Quint was broken
down as if crushed by the very weight of the
winds. A number of barns and buildings of
lighter structure were blown down or moved

a

aneous

damaged

At Bowdoinbain the roof of the new school
house was blown fifty feet. The old store formerly occupied by J. C. Coombs was moved
partly across the railroad, detaining the morning train for Portland over an hour. A store-

For the daily transaction of ordinary legislative busiucss, no Senator had better aptitudes
or a more valuable experience; and his State
has no man yet known to the country who is
at all capable ot filling his place.

the

much

quite large.

and

pungent debater, most dangerous to encounter, and rarely worsted, will bo oue of the
traditions of the body be so long adorned.
[From the New York World.]

the constitution and laws of the country, were
all the issues growing out of the war settled

so

The meeting house of the Society of Friends
at South Durham was very badly injured—
one end was blown in and the building unroofed. The building was quite old, of brick,

country

honoring him. However many of his
with him upon some
friends may have diflered
few to impeach the integoccasions, there are
and the name of William
rity of his action,
Pitt Fessenden will ever he held iu kindly renot
membrance,
merely by his hosts of personal friends, but by his State which he has so
ably represented and by bis couutry which he
has so laitfully served.
[From tlie Springfield Republican.]
Mr. Fessenden had great virtues and great
talents. He was an earnest worker for party
and for country in everything that he believed
to be right, and he has left a record such as
few attain to. He was eminently a man in
whose judgment the people had confidence,
whose integrity it was safe to believe in; and
though lie sometimes went wrong, lew will
care to think of that now, but of the many
more times when lie was a power for the right.
[From the New York Tribune.]
His splendid stand in the later stages of the
anti-slavery contest in the senate will never
be torgotton so long as the triunih in which
that contest ended is celebrated; his character
us a pains-taking, sagacious aud practical legislator will never cease to afford an example
to those who come alter him, and his fame as

PRESS.

Saturday Morning, September II, 1869.

Lisbon Falls bridge was
as to be unsafe for travel.

wagons, carriages, essays and
articles:

i or

gine

a™™
detomug^ufs r^oTdU
dTurthLr S'*
has been hon-

"
of

Closing' Day.

The logs were set
a million logs.
adrift and mingled with a million and a half
from tho Bangor boom. The wind blowing up
river the logs did not go out to sea. The enhouse of the E. & N. A. R. R. at Lincoln
was blown down.

Premiums Awardsi,
The following list of premiums embraces all
tot heretofore published, except the premiums

THE NEW ENGLAND FAIR.

being
which held

WASHINGTON.

Whig.]
[From tho Bangor

society,
government and
sons

protection.

MEETING IN

Tlie respect felt for our distinguished fellowcitizen who died Wednesday is indicated by
the universal attention and profound regret
which the news of his decease excited. Wo
in
make a lew extracts from papers published
different parts of tho country:

cherish the Institutions which they transmitted, and to hold high the American system of

which all the

& Co., at the
The new bark of McGilvery
of its hawsers
Brewer yard, was moved, one
attached to Palmer and Johnson’s boom,

The Late Senator Fessenden.

rests, to what a host of prophets
as our teachers
men does she point
in education,
believed
As
they
‘uiides.
and
in a wide-spread
in social and civil equality,
a well ordered
<>i
prosperity as the foundation a
of
proud and honcommunity) in the power
that the
est people, so should we. Rejoicing
and that we stand
trials of their day are over
soil dedicated to our high
upon a common
I appeal to you to
and humane civilization,
matness

j
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Funeral of the late Senator Fessenden.
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Lost—Wallet.

House for

Sale—Albert J. Merrill.

Wauled—Tenement.
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Congress

and Locust

Bector.—Services at 10.30 A.
»,!,r’uR.> «?I'\Root>
®e“ta
and tho

M

tree,

fUaUy invited

St- A.
.vM».UNTFORT
the Mounttort street

public

are oor-

M. E. Chuboh.—Service at

Church to-morrow, at the usual

hours. Pleaching by Rev. John E. Thomas, pastor.
Sabbath School at close ol afternoon service. All are
invited. Seats tree.
P. Y. M. C. A.—Prayer meeting at the rooms of
the Young Men’s Christian Ass ciation every Wednesday and Saturday evening, from 7\ to 9 o’clock.
St. Lusk’s Cathedral.—Sunday service at 10£
A. M.t 4 and 7* P. M.
Williston Chapel, corner of May and Danforth
Streets. Sa ibath School at 1| P. M. Friends of the
School are cordially invited.
avikst

niPTisr

cauttuu.—xuere win

dc

preacn-

the pastor to-morrow morning, at 10$ o'clock,
o’clock P. M. Sabbath School at 1.45 P. M.
High Street and Central Churches will
unite in service to-morrow at the hoise ot the latter,
and Rev. Wm. H. Penn will preach at tho usual
hours.
First Parish.—Rev. Mr. Cutler, ot Charleston.
S. C., will preach at the First Parish Church to-morrow, at the usual hours.
State Street Church.—Rev. Wolcott Calkins,
of Buffalo, will preach at State street Church tomorrow morning and evening.
Evening service at 7
o'clock. Sabbath School at 3 o’clock P. M.
New Jerusalem Temple.—Rev. Mr. Harden
will preach in the New Jerusalem Temple, ou High
Street, to-morrow morning, at 10$ o’clock, on “Rest
and Truth in the Lord”; Ps. xxxvii, 3d. Sabbath
School immediately after service. Evening meeting
in tho Vestry; Subject, Fulfillment ot tho Book of
Revelation, and the signs ot the times.
Preble Chapel, corner ot Preble and Cum jeiland streets, will be reopened for religious services
to morrow. Sabbath School at 2 P. M. Preaching
at 3 P. M. The rite ot the Lord’s Supper will be
observed at the close of tho services. Seats tree to

ing by

and

3

First Universalist Church, Congress Square.
Rev. Quincy
of Mass., will preach ia the
Whitney,
First Universalist
Church to-morrow, at the usual
hours.
Second Advent Hall.—Elder niram Munger
will preach at the Second Advent Hall, 353$
Congress
street, to-morrow at the usual hours. Seats tree.
All

are

invited.

Casco Street Church.—There will be no services at Casco
^street Ciiuich to-morrow a.ternoon.
Sabbata School Concrn iu the
at 7 o’clock.

evening
nude? the auspices of
Portland Young Men’s Ch?'stian Assoc.ation at
the 1st Congregat’onal Church,
Westbrook, to-morrow morning at 10$ o’clock.
Praye meeting ?n the
evening, at 7 o’clock, in School house at Stroudwater

Westbrook.—P.’ea?aing
the
Village.

All

are

cordially

1 lvited.

Saccarappa.—Rev. Mr. Lewis, of Alfred, will
preach at the Congregational Church to-morrow.

lflamicipal

Coart.

RECORDER KIDDER PRESIDING.
Friday.—State vs. Charles King. Intoxication.
Pleaded guilty. Fined $3 and costs. Committed.

The Close of the New England Fair.

Dinner at the Falmouth.
A MOST INTBBBSriNfi OCCASION.

Speeches by Dr. Coring—President of Ibc
New England Society—Ron. W. E>. Putnam—Mayor of Portland, Gar. Parielford of Rhode Island, Neuator
Hamlin,
Col. Needham—Secretary of the New
England Society—, Ei-Gor. Coburn,
Hon. Sidney Perhanr, and non. Noth
(teammon—President of the Maine Stale

Agricultural Society.
The Falmouth Hotel

was

the scene of

a

delightful Catherine last night. It was
o dinner given by the officers of the New
England Society to the distinguished gentlemost

who had honored the Fair with their
Plates were laid for some fifty
presence.
guests, and although many who were invited
men

were unaoie

10

oe

present eitner

on

beyond the man who plods
word,
along, picking np an income for himself hut
the re«ult of his labors being of no benefit to
his fellow-creatures. Meet this sneer then
with the remark We are working for others,
not lor individual gain.”
I should like to say,
il I was one of you,“I am
proud of being a
gentleman farmer.”
Dr. Loring then gave

account

of being called away by the evening trains, or
from busiuess engagements, there were a number who enjoped the hospitality of the Society
on the occasion. The dinner came off in the
gentlemen’s parlor at 5 1-2 p. m., and the menage embraced all the delicacies of the season.
There were present among the notabilities
Senator

Hannibal Hamlin, Hon. Sidney
Perham, Ex-Member of Congress from the 2d
District, Gov. Padelford of Rhode Island and
Cols. Lyman, Mnrray and Rhodes of the Governor’s staff, Ex-Gov. Coburn of Maine, Gen.
Shepley, Col. Howe of Massachusetts, Hon.

Joseph Porter of Burlington, Hon. Seth
Scammon, President of the Maine Agricultural Society, and Dr. Loring the President,
and Col. Needham Secretary of the New England Society, beside many others. Gov. Chamberlain,

who had hoped to be present, was
compelled to leave in the 5 o’clock train, and
Gen. McClellan left in the noon train for the
Mountains.
After the cloth was removed, Dr. Loring
arose, aud in a few felioitous and well-chosen
remarks spoke of the Fair as creating a fraternal feeling between the men interested and
engaged in industrial pursuits of every de-

scription throughout the New England States.
He said that theoretical education in colleges
was all very well, but that practical results
were displayed at these Agricultural Fairs.—
He had been extremely gratified at the results
that had been exhibited at this great Fair held
in Portland, and ho desired to express his ap-

preciation of the liberality and hospitality displayed by the city, which had contributed so
largely to its success, aud ho would therefore
offer as the first toast of the evening,—
The State of Maine and the City of Portland

—Mayor Putnam in response said—He believ-’
ed in practical results, and the results of the
week had shown what could be accomplished
by men thoroughly in earnest. What labor or

Needham said he was always glad to respond for Massachusetts for he
thought she was tho producer of a great deal
of American
civilization, by sending abroad
more men as educators in all branches of
knowledge than any other, aud he was certain
that New England was as proud of MassachuFetts as Massachusetts was proud of New England. When the New England Society talke 1
of coming to Maine
they were told it was too
far off; her population was too small and
scattered for the long premium list, but the
Presidents of the New England and Maine
Societies thought differently, and they have
given us the b^st agricultural exhibition we
have ever had—better cattle and more of them;
better horses aud fewer nays—and we have
had such

ten

begin-

nings to places of eminence. There was ono
present among them who had been a Vice

President of the United States, and who, if
the mantle of a lamented President has fallen
upon him, would have been found true to his

country.

Gov. Chamberlain has directed minute guns
to he fired at the Arsenal at the conclusion of
the services at the church, while the procession
is moving.

Our Agricultural Colleges.—Gov. Coburn said
that he trusted the College at Orono would bo
a
success, although the progress had been slow.
A bequest had failed
them, owing to a proviso
in the will which bad not been
complied with.
The labor system of the college was a success.
It toughened the boys up for their studies.—
The boys had taken au interest and not a single instance of bad conduct had occurred the
past year. The number of scholors had been
and they might have had fifty if they
could have been accommodated. He believed
the time was coming when a hundred farmers
could be graduated every year, carrying their
knowledge with them to every part of the
State. These fairs strengthen the interest of
the farmers in their employment, and an educated agriculture was needed. He \:as ashamed
it was the first of these fairs he had attended,
but it should not be the last.

High

uut

rum

for a long time past, though I19 was not confined to the house till a short time
previous to his
death. He was a man noted for his probity
and strict integrity in all his dealings with his
f.dlow citizens and his loss will bo severely felt.
Bubgxabt.—On Thursday night, or early
Friday morning, the residence of Hon. J. B.
Brown on Bramhall Hill was entered by burrlars who pried open a window and thus got acto the lower floor. They attempted to pry
open the safe where the silver is kept and in
cess

represented, but
our Legislature.

saw the rogues, two stout men, and said if ho
had possessed ap'stol he could have shot
them^

Rescued fbom a bubnino ship.—Wo yes-

terday saw a portion of the crew of the barque
(we think she was) “Mary” which was hound
from Philadelphia to Galvaston, Texas, laden
with kerosene oil.

which

they had started, and he

would

The holiest merit of the Maine State Agricultural Society.—Hon. Seth Scannnon remarked,
in reply, that they could hardly expect him to
say anything that would interest the gentlemen who had preceded him and
expressed their
views so fully.
But ho was prompted to say a
few words.
The Maine society had been two
years making preparations for this fair.
We
Icy dormant four y^ars on account of the labor
we undertook to
help put down the rebellion.
After kind Providence had favored the Union
arms and placed the
country on a solid basis,
then we turned our attention to our interests
and to the formation of our prosperity as a nation-agriculture. So when, two years ago,
we commenced our
preparations, wo said the
New England Fair has been held in all the
States but Rhode Island and Maine; it meets
in Rhode Island next year, and the year after
it must come to Maine. We had bids from the
different cities in the State, but Portland’s l!beraiity surpassed them all. It had been his
province to work, not talk. He wanted to
make the affair a success and prosper the institution.
Col. Needham had said they bad
worked together harmoniously, and they had.
He said they wanted a course of action to impress upou their boys that agriculture was an
honorable employment. He assented strongly
to Gen. Shepley’s ideas about sneering at farmers, and wished the boys to understand that if
they cauld see the present assemblage, where
tVl« lr*

Vll

r> (T

man

nf ilia

HaiiuIf,.

nenicowl

tuie

demonstrations are

toldiery of the country.
Shepley said in reply that he

felt most
deeply, as every citizen ot the State must, the
oompliment to one who in his own career
afforded a most brilliant example of what the
citizen soldier was and should be.
He had
made his own record and the page of history
was the best eulogy of Gov. Chamberlain.
OnC r®mark had been made by Dr Loring
which a? cou,(1 not Pass unnoticed. He referred to the educated farmer, or rather the
farmer who hao been sueeringly called the
who had been said to
fancy farmer. The man
raise cabbages at the cost of a dollar a piece.
That these men accomplished nothiug for agriculture because their labor paid them nothiug.
He asked if Milton or Shakespeare accomplished nothing for literature because they received no pecuniary benefit from their labors
during their lives. He paid a high compliment to Col. Lang for the improvements he
had made in the breed of horses. These ara
the practical men in the real sense of the

on.

Republican Delegates, Attention.—The
Delegates to the Convention to nominate can-

Representatives to the Legislature
reminded that the Convention is to be
held this afternoon in the Municipal Court
Room at 3 1-2 o’clock. Entrance on Myrtle
street.
didates for
are

Oace Mare—The Cheek List*.

Be sure that your name is on the list. Attend to this duty personally. Our registration law is for the protection of the purity of
the ballot and not for the disfranchisement of
citizens.
Receipts.—The receipts of the Fair, Includthe grounds and the halls will amount to
nearly twenty-five thousand dollars. On Thursday the receipts were between eight aud ten
thousand dollars.

ing

A Mistake.—In yesterday morning’s paper
we said the Portland Band would play at Forest City Park Saturday morning. It should
have read Friday morning.

IATEST NEWS
PORTLAND

DAILY

PRESS.

Bangor, Sept. 10.—Tbe steamer Cambridge
arrived at Rockland early this morning and
will be towed up to-morrow. Passengers and
officers report a fearful night The boat w as
unmanageable and unable to use its sails, and
falling into the trough of the sea, drifted from
half-past 9 Wednesday night till half-past 3
Thursday morning, when they found soundings and came to anchor. When davlight
broke they found themselves off Egg feock,
near Bristol, and within half a mile of breakers.
The steamer rode safely at anchor till taken in tow by steamer New England and taken
into Rockland, not much damaged except by
the breakage of tho steam connection pipe and
rudder braces. Tbe Cambridge passed Monhegan abont 7.30, and soon after took tbe force
of the gale. The boat after being disabled
rolled and pitched fearfully, and hardly any
expected to outlive the stor n. Their preservation is regarded as entirely providential.

afternoon at 3 p. M., Judge Howard, the President, in the chair, to take action in regard to
the death of the late Senator Fessenden.
Messrs. Phinebas Barnes, John Band and
Bion Bradbury were appointed a Committee
to draft resolutions and present them at the
October Term of the Supreme Court. It was

EUROPE.

voted that the members should show their respect for the memory of the deceased by attending the funeral in a body. The meeting

Croat Britain.
EXCITEMENT ABOUT MRS. STOWE’S BYRON AR-

ed Boicoo

that the wheel crushed the
of his feet and injured two

large toe of one
others slightly besides pulling off the nails.
He was taken by Mr. Wood in his carriage to

Merrill's,

who thought he should be able
the toe. It was a narrow escape for

whole foot.
Presentation.—The The Ariel Boat Club

presented,

Thursday evening last, by
several young ladies of this city, with an elegant silk American flag. After the presentaon

WEST INDIES.
GREAT BATTLE AT LOB TUNAS—THE PATRIOTS
VICTORIOUS.

tion ceremonies were over, a supper was provided by the beautiful donors, to which ample
justice was done by the club and invited
guests. The occasion was a very pleasant ona,
and all enterad into the spirit of it with
peculiar to the Ariel boys.

a

via Key West, yesterday, give the following account of the battle near Los Tunas on the 16th
ult.:
A reconnoitering party was sent out by Gen.
Queseda, numbering 300 men. On the afternoon of the same day this force was attacked
by a largely superior force, but succeeded with
a loss of 5u in killed, wounded and missing in
regaining the main body. The commanding
General immediately prepared for an attack,
which did not take place till the 18th. On the
morning of that day Gen. Valmaseda was reported as approaching with a large force of
cavalry, artillery and infantry, and preparations were immediately made to receive him.
Shortly alter sunrise the Spanish forces made
their appearance and commenced the fight
with artillery. The artillery made hut little
impression upon the Cuban army, when the
infantry were brought up and a charge upon
the Cuban position ordered. The Cubans reserved their fire until the Spaniards came within range, when the order to fire was given and
it was ro effective that the Spanish line was
thrown into disorter and compelled to fall
back under protection of the artillery. After
some three hours the attack was
renewed by
Valmazeda’s forces, numbering over 4000. The
Cuban force was about 6000. The contest lasted five hours, when Valmazeda was forced to
give way and fall back on his fortifications.—
The total loss of the Spaniards was 600.

zest

A Card.

ITEMS.
teller of the North National
is reported a defaulter to the
amount of from ninety to a hundred and thirty
thousand dollars.
The Pope is making great efforts to convert
the negroes of America, and has got 200 of
them studying for the priesthood.
The Londou Telegraph, referring to Sickles’s
negotiations with the Spanish government
concerning Cuba, says that the recognition of
the insurgent government by the United
States would he regarded by the practical
world as a confersion that the latter government has no just ground for her claims against
1'Efl.E GRAPHIC

paying
Bank, Boston,
The

“King’s

Personal.—Rev. Mr. Root, Rector of St.
Paul’s Church, left yesterday to spend a portion of his vacation among the lakes and

England.

Thirteen Cubans escaped from Fernando Po
landed at Queenstown, yesterday.

woods in the central and northern
part of the
State. Rev. John
Philson, of the Diocese of
Louisiana, will officiate at St. Paui’e during
Mr. Root’s absence.

The proposition for continuing the regency
of Serrano three years longer is gaining ground.
Napoleon is convalescent and the Empress
will shortly start forthe East.
Speaker Blaine declines to attend the Louisville Commercial Convention, but sends his
good wishes.
President Grant and family arrived in New
York yesterday.
The Rawlins fund now amounts to over $37,000 in New York.
The latest news from Spain is to the .effect
that Gen. Sickles has made no propostion to
the Spanish government in regard to the recognition of Cuban independence, hut has declared that the filibusters have m de immense
advauoes in gaining the syn pathy #f the peo-

„Gl““ETUB K“°X—Wo understand
Mr. Gilbreths proposition to

that
trot the winner

yesterday

not

accepted, G.lbreth’s Knox leaves
♦ing train for the Kennebec.

having
on

the

been

morn-

Sent Off.—Six Boston roughs who had been
in safe keeping at the police station during the
fair session, were sent off by the Boston boat
list

evening.

The offices of the Collector and Assessor of
Internal Revenue will be closed to-day until 2 P. M., on account of the funeral of Hon.

Wm. P. Fessenden.
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right?”
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FOWLE,

I
Millinery
8t.,

Wo 4 Clapp’s
Block, Elm

Sept 7-8N-dlw

New

Portland.

England

119/

119}
84J

142
121
115
925

Fair!

114j

113
140
130
99
83 j
950

GKEATldVING
CURIOSITIES!
To be

until after tbe

seen

Pair,

On the Fair Ground dur ing
the Day,
Audi in the Marl, Congress .St,

the

near

O.

City Hall, Every Kvening.

F.

Lirjonla Lodge No. 5, T. O. O. F.

Rakes.

Problem for Naturalists and most learned
the .age.

A

UA\ WAUD9

will heal the sick on the sime
principle that the late Dr. Quimby did. without
medicine olten with one treatment by hi9 Natural Vital Magnetic Grift.
The system is vitalized. equalized, and quieted, giving new life
and vigor.
Has had good success in Boston,
New V ork and Chicago.
03r~Consultation tree.
sep9sNdlw*

Co.’s

GENUINE

men

of

HERCULES,
A

PERFECT BULL, father ol offspring, having
teats and giving milk in large quantities.

The Cow

Beauty.

Wonder of tbe age, having a HORN growing on her
back, also 5 LEGS, 2 TAILS, 2 UDDERS, and giving milk on her back the same a3 underneath. Also,

CYCLOPE,

Superphosphate
The Standard

Fertilizer for All Crape.

Standard Guaranteed by Prof Jackson, of Boston.

Offspring

of these animals, having only ONE EYE,
In the centre of thetoreliead, an l a TAIL OYER
THE EYE.
Etyif any person is not satisfied with this Exhibition, their money will be refunded.
Admission 25 Coats.
P. S. Special explanations of the Great Cow with
Five Legs, will be given to Ladies every afternoon.

sep7-SNdlw

Contains 10 per cent. Soluble Phosphoric Acid.

ANDERSON’S

ple.

I

Thirty thousand collari have already been
subscribed for the reifei of Mrs. Rawlius, and
friends are determined that the funds shall
reach fifty thousand dollars.

Assets in Gold,

New

New Price List for September

England Office,

151 Commercial St,-

Portland,

Samuel H. Robbins, General
Box 6013 New York

B^*Price $58

per Ton to
A discount to Dealers.

Bargains, Bargains, Bargains,
Me.

Ag*t,

Hoop Skirts 25c. 50c, 75c. $1,1.25, 1.50,
At Anderson’s.
Corsets 50c, 75c, $1, J.25, 1.50, $2.

City.

At Anderson’s.
Ladles’ Merino Under-Vests 88c, $1,1.25, $2.

Farmers.

At Anderson’s.

Agents Wanted.

Hem-Stitched Handkfs

10c, 25c, 50c, 62c.

sept Cdlfsx

At Anderson’s.
Invisible Nets, 10c. Silk N ts, 25c, 38c.

MERCHANTS

At Anderson’s.

—

and-

TRADERS !

At Anderson’s.
Japanese Switches, 50c. Mohair Coils 42c,
At Anderson’s.
Linen

Collars,

Paniers

Combs, HiDge Side
cheap.

colors,

skeins tor 25c.

new

Combs, Wallets,

Back

style.

At Andet'son’s.
Saxony Yarns,

Call and Examine
Before purchasing elsewhere, the vers large stock of

HATS,
Gaps

Recently laid

in

for your special benefit.

LUFKIN &

FOBES,

No. 2 Woodman Block,

Portland, Sept 6th, I860.

new

assortment of

French Corsets cheap.

At Anderson’s.
Hoop Skirts made

to

order and warranted,

At Anderson’s
Hoop Skirt Corset & Fancy Goods
Store,
can save

of Forfeited

money.

Goods.

Collector’s Office,
)
of Portland & Falmocth, }
Portland, August 25, 1869.
)
following described goods having been
forfeited tor violation ot the Revenue Laws ot the
United States, public notice ot said seizures having
been given, and no claim to said goods having been
made they will be sold at public auction, at tbe
office of the United States Appraiser, 198 Fore street,
in this city, on Friday, September 17, A. D, 1869, at
11 o’clock A. M,f to wit:
47 boxes Cigars. 4,830 Cigars: 7bbls, 2 casks,2 halt

District

scpCiKdlw

Hydraulic Cement

Drain and Sewer Pipe.
with age, in water as well as out. It
is reliable, as sewerage matter of all kinds
hardens the pipe from year to year.

HARDENS

THE

bbls, 1 udag-* bbl and 1 keg Molasses; 3 kegs Olives; 1 keg Wine; 2 bbls ami 2 bags Sugar; 3 bbls
Gin; 8 bottles Gin; 2 demijohns Bum; 22 bottles
Brandy; 1 empty Barrel; 2 1 2 bbls and 1
small bag Nutmegs; 1-8 box Tobacco.
ISRAEL WASHBURN Jr.
Collector.
au25dlaw3w&dW

For Well Sides
There can be nothing better, as it i. a sure pro'ection against quicksand and unhealthy surlace water.

Beady for the Fair!

For Culverts
On railroads, streets, or country roads, it is far
cheaper than any masonry, or even Jwood, when its
great durability is considered.

For

Chimneys

using it with great satisfaction.
The cities ot Lewiston, Auburn, Saco, Biddetord
and Portland. Me, and Portsmouth, N H, are using
it largely.
Most of tne railroads in the State use it
with advantage.
Our first Architects, Eugiueers,

Many

Boots and Shoes
At

and Builders use it.
It is mauulactured under Patents of materials
natuie tor the purpose, by

ex-

J.

W.

MTOCKWKLL

&

Street, Portland.
Also for sale by N. M. PERKINS & CO, Kendall
& Whitney, R. E. Cooper & Co., W. II. Jerris,
Perkins & Gerrish, F&CB Nash, C C Tolman.
Haines & Smith, Emery & Waterhouse.
sep4sNd2w#

Wholesale !

Lord, Haskell & Co.,

CO.,

Have

on

Hail*

*
m

Work !

Ladies in want of a nice Hair Band,
Braid. Switch or Curls, are requested to call at my Hair Store, 100 Ex-

Street, and examine mv nice
assortment of the above gtods, which
1 am selling at prices 25 per cent lowJBF
WT er than any other dealer in this State.
*
^
Call and see lor vourself.
Ladies
should save all the hair they romb out, and have a
nice switch made of it.
Remember the place, 100
Evchange Street, opposite Cogia Hassan’s.
J. P. SMITH.
sep7dlwSN

change

City Liquor Agency.
who may have occasion to use
liquors of any kind for medicinal or mechanical purposes, are informed that the City Agency is supplied with articles of excellent quality, selected expressly lor these purposes. Ho

All

persona

MAHINE JSTKWB.
Friday, Sept. 10.
ARRIVED.
Barque Cbas Fobes, (new) trom Yarmouth, iu tow
>f steam tug (Jucle Sam, to load tor Buenos Ayres.
Brig B S Hassell, Tbombs, Baltimore.
Scb Eri, (ot Macbias) Boyce, Norfolk, with staves
0 Geo S Barstow.
Lost mainsail, and boom, and
attained other light damage in the gale ot the 8th.
Scb Mary Standisb, R;ch Georgetown.
Sch Idaho, Davis, New York.
Scb Dramhall, Hamilton, Boston.
Scb Lebanon, Jordan, Boston.
Scb Seabrim, Griffin, Gloucester.
Scb Sagamore, Osier, Gloucester.
Scb Vandalia. Whitmore. Ellsworth.
Scb Banner. Stover, Gouldsboro.
Scb Helen Maria, Prince, t amden.
Scb Mmaral, Sciders, Damariscotta.
CLEARED.

Brig

Lizzie

relied on as pure and of standard proof, as certified in the certificates of analysis from the
State Assayer. The price list has been revised,
and only sufficient profit will be charged to

500 cases Men’s, Boy’s, and Youth’s, hand made
thick Boots.
50cases Men’s heavy hand made Kip Boot?.
50 cases Men’s fine light Kip Boots.
50 cases Men’s hcav calt Boots.
50 cases Men’s fine tap sole calf Boots.
lOO cases Moccasins.
500 cases Men’s Ladies’ and Misses Rubber ov ershoes and immitation sandals.
250 cases Arties.
100 cases Water Proof Overshoes.
lOO cases Men’s Rubber Boots,
together with a full assortment of Ladie’s Misses and
Children’s pegged and sewed work, all manufactured for the New England trade and every boot and
shoe warranted, call and examine our Stock before

purchasing.

We think this mode
meet current expenses.
of conducting the agency cannot fail to receive
public approval. Per Order
Committee on Liquob Agency.

June 17,1869.

&

Co.,

Cor. Middle and Pearl Streets,
Over Woodman, True A Co*

8Cp6-SNlw

Ballots,

seplOtf

Pianos!

Licen ced Pawn Broker
M.»«f advanced aa all Uiad. ot pcnoaol
property, oaJewelry. Diamond.,

Carpet.,

Arc

Ballots.

Republican Ballots for the ensuing election w!ll he
furnished the several Town Committees of Cumberland County on application to tho Press Office. The
name of the candidate for Town Representative will
be printed on the same, if forwarded in season,
au 31 sndtosep 13

MARRIED.

Wr Unredeemed Goods for sale at low prices.
19 Middle St., Plummer ■» Block.
au30sn-d3w#

In Augusta Sept. 7, Wilbur F. Lunt, Esq., of Biddeford.and Miss Mary F. Riggs, ol Augusta.
In East Livermore, Allen A. Smith, ot Mercer,
and Mary R Williamson, of New Sharon.
In Lewiston, Sept. 7. Horace W. White, Esq.,o
Bowdoinham, and Annie M. Stewart, of L.
In Auburn, Sept. 8, Jonn W. May, Esq., and HatB. Wiegin.
In Vinalliaven,
Aug. 25, Wm. P. Uusscy and Per-

Mittredge, ot V.
In Farmington, Sept. 5, Daniel M. Teague, ot Weld
and Hattie E. Stincbfleld, ot F.
In Weld, Aug. 2d, Cyrus F. Chesley and Phebe A.

sia A.

Merchant.

«^o^~-

Great Red action in Prices One Week
-hO#».

injury.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 1st, brig Deacon, Heed
lor “Trinidad.”
Cld 9tb, ship Bon Quixote, Nelson. Liverpool.
Sid 9th, barque Pekin, Seymour, Hong Kong.
PENSACOLA—In port ls‘t, brigs L M Merntt, Eaton, tor Matanzas, ldg; Edith Hall, Snow, for Philadelphia, do ; sch Starlight, Robinson, ior North of
CHARLESTON—Sid 8th. brig S E Yoorhees,
Fultord, tor New York; Cyclone, Frisbie, for Georgetown. SC

WILMINGTON—Ar 6th, sch H G Bird, Drinkwater, Rockland.
RICHMOND—Ar 7th, sch E Arcularius, Gregory,
Now York.
NORFOLK—Ar 7th, brig Emily Fisher, Clark, ftn

New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 7th, sch Frank & Nellie,
Bean. Charleston.
Sid 7th. brig D B Doane, Veazie, Charleston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 7th, sch Anna Lcland, Bennett,
New York.
Cld 8th, barque Elverton, Benson, West Indies;
schs Union Flag. Maloney, Boston; Hattie Coombs,
Jameson, Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 8th, schs Ralph Souder,
Crosby, Barbadoes; J A Gridin, Foster, Portsmouth
E G Erwin, Atkins, do.
Ar 8th, brig J C Clark, Freathy. Sagua; schs J V
Wellington, Snow, Boston; M AI Pote, Abbott,irom

Cld 8th, sch Hattie Ross, Ulrick, Barbadoes.
Ar 9th, barque Desiah, Gilkey, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 8tb, schs Calista.Reed, Bluehill;
Elizabeth. Wasson, Bangor; Gentile. Kennedy, and
Oregon, Ross. Rockland; Onward, Arey,Providence.
Ar 9ib, barque Josephine Martin, Fickett, Marseilles 48 days; brigs Lima, Hill, Cieniuegos; Alex
Alillikeu, Moulton, Sagua; sch Casco Lodge, Pierce,
Elizabethport f *r Salem ; Wm Butman, Smart, Port
Jobuson tor Bangor; Palos, Bellaty, Elizabethport
lor Portsmouth.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 8th, sch Starlight, Shute, from

Vineyard Sound.

PAWTUCKET—Ar 8th, sch Sybil, Tracy. Calais.
Sid 81h, scb Julia Maria, Gott, Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 9tb, sch Stampede, Stratton,

•*

S.

Senlember6. 1869.

KNTKKTAIWM EWTH.

1643.

PORTLAND

in

England

Mutual Life Insurance
OF BOSTON”.

a

Dollar

THEATRE!

Company,

Jole Manager and Proprietor,

J

PURELY MUTUAL.

Another New

by Forfeiture.

bo

35
40
50

1
1
2
2
2

293
329
3
49
23

80
1
1
2

228

4
4
5
5
4

300
12
96
8

72
246
56
86
80

8
9
9
8
6

Kathleen Mavourneen I
CATHLEKN O’CONNOR,
L'ERRANCE O’MOORE,
To

Tli©

death.

The New England offers all the advantages of an
old and well established Company, with a broad basis of operations, and a low ratio of expense: advantages which no new Company can oiler till years
ot heavy expenditure ot the Policy-Holders’ Money
in Expenses.
BF“P‘Tsons of good character wishing to work
Insurance are invited to call and see tho Gen’l Agt.

JAMES
FOR

MAINE

74 Middle,

HAPSHIRE,
.1., Portland.

NEW

AND

of Exchange

cor

Corn.

rpHE

E. M. PATTEN & CO, having sold their interest
in the Auction,Commission and Brokerage buwn**ss,
to Robert A. Bird,esq,with pl-asnre name him toths
public kg their successor, believing that he will receive from t e public the same generous patronage
that we have enjoyed for many past years.
aulTtf

R.

OX THE GRAND TRUNK ROAD,
And in store, for sale by the car, at as low a figure
We have also large
as can be obtainod in the city.

Please

&c.

Feed,

Oats,

call before purchasing, at

our

And Real Estate

17.177

seplO-dlirGREEN.

To

be

FOGG u

CO.

Let*

Possession Given Immediately.
fTIHE large Store No 47 and 49 Middle Street,
1. Thompson’s Elock, lately occupied by E. L.
Stan wood & Co.
The Store is fitted up for a first-cla«s wholesale
house, and would be suitable for Dry Goods, Fancy
Goods, Apothecary, Millinery, or any light goods
where a good location and a nice store would be an
object, inquire ot
WM. M. STUART, No 133 Brackett st,
OrT. E. Stuart, No 352 1-2 Congress si. seplldfw

LEOY HI. BOWDOIHI

Sla 9th, schs Whitney LoDg, Hayes, and S H Cady,
Wood. Philadelphia.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 8th, sch Maria Foss, Hoyt,

Yellow Corn.

GLOVES. &c.

New & 2nd_Hand Carriages
BY AUCTION.
SHALL
next, S*pt. 12, at llo*eloek
A. M. in f ont ol
a large stock ot
City
New and Second hand Cajriages, consisting ot Top
Buggies, Sun Shades, Carriages. Jump Beat Bronnell wagons. Bide >pring wagons, Jenny Linds.
Brown Buggies. Arc., these Carriages, are consigned
to me to be sold and I shall sell without erserve to
the highest bidder, great bargains may be expected,
don’t lad to attend the sale.
F. O. BAILEY, Auctioner.
P. S. Shoud it ram the sale will be postponed until
the next fair day.

scoj

a*

they

Boilers at Auction.

Buildings at Auction.
Buildings belonging to the City, on the Hay
rpHE
X Scales
the head ot

lor Bangor.
BANGOR—Ar
Portland.

Grand Trunk.

8th, sch America, CousiDS, from

Southern

FOREIGN FORTH.
Sid fm Manila June 21, ship Endeavor, Warland.

in store.

New York.
In port June

San Francisco.

30, barque Nellie Abbott, Jordan, tor

At Iloilo June 30, ship Sonora. Hutchinson, from
Hong Kong, ar 16tli, lor New York.
Ar at Venice 19th ult, Tejuca, Howcli, from Phila-

Meal

Horses, Carriages, &c., at Auction
at 11 o'clock a. m., on o< w
1 shall sell Horses
Harnesses,
Carriages,
F. O. BAILEY. Auctioneer.
Apl2y.

Saturday,
market lot, Market street,
Every
&c.

Two Houses

ON

Sid tm St Ubcs 11th ult, Neponeet, Tracey, for
Halilax.
Ar at Liverpool 29th nit, ship Lancaster, Jackson

Mobile.
Ar at
Tint

loaf

St Thomas 31st ult, sch Alice Parker, Luther
SPOKEN.

Anna Whitting, Hutchinson. trom New York lor Demarara.
lat
Ion
33,
Aug 21,
66, brig Tally Ho, trom East
Machias for Jamaica.
lat
44
Ot. Ion 53 36, ship Elsinore, trom
Aug 29,
Cronstadt for New York,

Wanted.
FEW Good

Agents, Ladies

Chronological History

or

of the

Gentlemen, tor a
World, trom tbe

creation of man, until January, 1*69. This book
has been highly recommended by the best authorities in New England, and Agents declare It to be
the best selling book in the market. Terms very
liberal. Address, S. HAWES, Publisher,
89 Court street, Boston,
seplOdlw

LEWIS, CHASE & WHITTEN'S,
At No 11 Custom House Wharf.
seplOdlw*

Administrator’s Sale.
Joseph Hale’s Estate.
to a licence of the Judge of Probate
lor Cumberland County, I shall sell at public

PURSUANT
the

auction, on
premises, ou
Friday) the eighth day of October, IS69,
at 3 o'clock p, m. a lot ot land situated on tbe corner
of Newbury and Church s'.rects in
ortland about
55 X58 feet, subject t) a mortgage to the Portland
Savings Bank tor $2500 with interest, dated March
13, 1863, also a lot ol land situated on tbe easterly
side ot Church street about 58 X 80 feet, known as
the Cross lot, also another lot ot land on the easterly side cf Church street about 60 X 00 feet. The
widow's right of dower will be conveyed with the
preperry. All ol said land is centrally situated and
is of great value tor busines* purposes.
Foi further particulars inquire ot the’undersigned.
B. C. SOMERBY, Administrator.
It. A. BIRD & Co., Auctioneers.
sep8td

Maine General Hospital.
Whereas the State ot Maine on the 24th day of
February 1868, passed an act to incorporate the
«Maine i-eneral Hospital,” and whereas, we,
the undersigned, were named in said act as part ot
the Corporators; and whereas it is desirable aud
important that said Corporation, should be speed-

ily organized;

uow,

therefore, we hereby notify

the

several persons named in said act as Corporators,
that a meeting o« said Corporation will be held at
tbe House of Dr. John T. Gilman, on Free Street,
in Portland, ou Friday evening Sept. 17th inst. to
see ii the Corporators will accept said charter, an 1
it so, to organize the corporation, admit associates,
elect proper officers, and establish such by-laws and

regulations as
ol

may be necessary tor the

said lnstitut

government

on.

John T. Gilman,
j. b. Brown.
Wm. Willis.
Iskael Washburn, Jr.
S. E. spring.
Nathan Cummings.

__,cp8td
city hotel

Poriand, Sept. T,

the

Having been renovated and newly furshed throughout in a sty lo unsurpassed
fl.y ary hotel in Pew England, is uow opened lor the reception of guests.
1
L. H. HUMPHREYS,

1hni
■

1869.

Providence, R. I., August 31, 1869.

Proprietor.
sepSdlw

on

TAKEN

Corn I

band and tor

amT

m. o. cr
Commission Merchant,
OFFERS HIS SERVICES FOR THE

Sale,

Yarmouth

for

a

Thomas Worcester’s Estate.

auction,

Rise

ihance tor Investment.

F. O. BAILEY,
Portland, Aug 30,1-69.

Joseph Hale’s Estate.
to a

Auction,

Contractors.
Streets will receive proposals
for grading
portion of the Eastern Promenade
between Munjoy street and the angle in the promenade about seven hundred feet north easterly from
Munjoy street according to the established grade
and in conformity with the plan of the City
Te

on

Engineer.

Ine proposals to specify the price per cubic yard
for material removed. The material removed is to
beat the disposal ol the contractor.
Profiles and specifications may be seen at the
iutorma ion
City Engineer’s Office, where further
..

HUNT,
Commission Merchant and Auctioneer,
VI0 316 Congress Street, will, on Thursday even
ing, Feb. 11, at 7 o’clock, sell at Anction a large

J3|

consignment of Staple

Salem Lead company.

THIS

on

by

abl,

IToi

Tieas’r,

JMOTICE.

1

ceases

sepKMt

“nlt_
__

t

•

Grand Trunk
tho 9th Inst, in the coioreu
<*J* ell pocket Book, cunK. K. DepoL a leather
talning about
, ,,
.V

the remaining members under the style as hereto
tore at the olu stand, No. 177 Commercial street.
GREEN, FOG & Co

»

at^„

*•

•ep10d3t

Fasten

interest and liability ot H. C. Freeman li
ON
from thi
the firm of Green, Fog &Co.,
THE
date. The bu»inet*s of the firm will bj continued b;

Portland, 8#p. 9,1869.

9.
Hall Thursday P M, Septwill
Tho finder

the

City
ATSashaud
Belt, attached.
rewarded
ienving It

FRANCIS BROWN,

8ep3t*w3niW&S

Goods.

Lost!

proves conclu-

ibe line ot ilie

Fancy

the
ami

sively that a strictly Pnre White I-ead is appreciated,
With largely increased facilities this Company will
promptly supply the incteasing demand.
Lower grades of White Lead also manufactured ai
the Comi anv’s Works
Railroad, Salem. Mass.

and

Anction sales every evening. Goods will be sol*
during the day in lots to suit purchasers at wholeiaJe
oi goods.
prices. Cash advanced on all descriptions
Consignments not limited.
Lebruary 11, 1868. dtf

Company CORRODE AND GRIND
the most beautiful

season

Judge ot Probate

K.

It.

_WM. CURTIS, Chairman.

The demand for it the past

the

ol

ou

B. C. SOMEKttY, Administrator.
R. A. BIRD & CO Auctioneers.
BepHdtd.
___

Pi.
The proposals may be left at the City Clerks
offl e until Friday next at 12 o’clock uoon.
to
the
reserve
right
reject any
The Committee
and all bids not satisfactory.
lVr Order Committee.

PURE WHITE LEAD
It Is selected and ground from
best material, Warranted i>triclly Purr,
lor Brilliancy and Body it has no equal.

licence

on

flrst dav Ot October, A. D. 1*69 at 3 o'clock P. M.
the valuable real estate, situated on the westerly
•ideot State st, between Pine andCongres. streetl
numbered 92 on said State st,known as the tometead
ot the late Joseph tiale, consisting ol a thr.e story
brick H iusr with an Ell and lot of land connected
therewith. House is convenient, healed by steam,
thoroughly finished it roughout, and snpp'led with
hot and cold water. The widow’s right ol dower will
be conveyed with the property. Said premises are
subject to a mortgage held by the Five Cent Savings
Bank dated May 28 tS59, or $112.3, with interest,
also a mortgage to Almira Stetson dated May 28,
For further partic1863, for $1666.67 with ‘.merest.
ulars inquire ot the undersigned.

that

offered,

au31td

lor Cumberland County, 1 shall sell at Public
PURSUANT
the premises,
Thursday, the tweniv-

City ot Portland.

ever

Auct.

Administrators Sale.

__

be obtained.

Terms Cash.
GEORGE W PARKER Adm’r

ses.

ONE

The Committee

_

Pursuant to a licence from tho Judge of Probate
for the County of Cumberland, 1 shall sell at public
ou
the premises, on *■ hsrnln. iba
Merenih .lay oi Onobrr next st 12 o'clock M.
ttie valuable Heel 1C el ate No. 42 on tho westerly
side of Clara. Street, in the city ot Hartlnad,
known us the homestead of the late Thwoaae
Wavceater, consisting ot a good 2 1-2 story wooden
House and Ell. very convenient and lot 90 X 38.
The whole subject to the Widow's rght ot Dower
thereiu, which wilt be sold at the same time, thereby giving the purchaser a perfect title to the premi-

Million (1,000,000) Feet of Upland and Flats
within ten to fifteen minutes waU of Cily Hall;
a portion ot it embracing some ot the finest building
lots in the ciiy, and the balance fronting some 01 the
deepest water in the harbor, an mo>t admirably
Manufacadapted lor Wharves, L'epot, Grounds and marvelous
tories, to be sold in lots or quantities at
low rates for a short time oulr.
For particulars and Plans enouire of
J. C. PROCTER,
Real Estate Agent, No 93 Exchange st.

sep8d2w

Depair Nherif.
iept

1869.

Administrator’s Sale.

IN TORTLAND.

Splendid

August 16th

more

acres

NITCBELIm

sep22distt

OF MAINE.

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
Augusta, September 6, 1809.
adjourned session of the Executive Council,
will beheld at the Council Chamber, in Augusta, on
Tuesday the fourteenth instant.
FRANKLIN M. DREW,
Attest:
Secretary ot State.

gtj.8

said road, containing sixty
D. L.

An

roa'

Saturday,

b>
Purchase, and Shipping ot easterly
or less*
Merchandise.

saie.

&nertjf7s

Cumberland §s.
on execution and will be sold at public
the 25th day of September
auction on
1869, at three o’clock It*. M. at my dwelling housr in
Yarmouth in said county, all tho right title and
interest which Daniel Small ol Lewiston has, whether
in equity to redeem or to h«ve a conveyance by virtue ot a bond or contract in writing in and to tho
homestead tann ot t te late Edward Doughty sltuited in Gray and is described as follows—to wit:
bounded southerly by lane of Moses Thoms—sou heasrcrly by lhnd of Samuel Skillings and James
Whitney—northeasterly by land of Moses Haskell—
northwesterly by the road lead ng from Cumberland to Gray road, also the other portion of said
farm lying on the opposite side ot said road wi«h the
buildings thereon, and is bounded senthwes erly,
northwester’y and northeasterly by land of James
Whitney. Thomas Casey, alden Doughty, and ot the
heirs ot Hezekiah Doughty deceased and south-

September 7. d&w3w

Real Estate
A T Hog Island Roads a Boat named ‘Fort George.’
ri. jjv i,roving property the same mav be obtained,

Oats

116 Commercial Street.

Aug IT. lat 33, Ion 63, sch

A

ning bark 60 feet. This sale offers a good opportunity for investment Terms at sale,
F. O. BAlLbf. Auctioneer.
seplldtd

W. TRUE <0 CO.,

GEORGE

on Canton street by
Auction I
Friday Sept. 17th, at 3 o’clock P M, I shal

sell the property Nos 4 and 6, on ant on street.
No 4 it 1 1-2 story wooden House containing six
No 6 is 2 1-2 story
rooms, large attic and cellar.
house, contains 9 room, closets, attic, eellar, Ac.—
sou
water:
lot C6 ft front, runPlenty of hard and

Also,

irom Casco Bay Mills, constantly
sale by

delphia.

W. L. PUTNAM, Chairman.

sepTdtd

Oats,

Cracked

and

Hampshire st,

Lot, opposite

will be sold on the premises, on Tuesday, Sept 14th.
at 12j P M. They will not be peimitied to be moved
standing, but must be taken down tortnwith.
Per Older.
Terms Caeb.

135 Middle 89., opposite head of Union.
sep9dtf

on

CO.) Auctioneers,

Boilers—with their fittings—now in use in
City Building, will be sold on the premises,
deliverable in the yard, on Saturday, sept 11th, at
Per Order.
12j P M.
W. L. PUTNAM, Chairman.
7dtd
Sept

LEON 31. BOWDOIN,

Mixed. Corn and

&

'pHE
i the

Out I

are

BIRD

A*

Half,

OFFICE EXCHANGE STREET.

THOSE

as

sell.Satnrday
o^d

R.

who think it nececessary to go to Boston
or New York tor tie latest and best styles of
these goods will satisfy tbemse ves that such is not
the case, by examing my stock. My connections in
New York enable me to present

New Styles

Brokers,

bv either public or private sale.
Will also attend to tue appraisal ot Merchandise,
he.
au26-tf
August 26,1869.

WHOLESALE

LIXEX COLLARS, AND CUFFS,

CO.,
CO.,

14 Exchange Stre°t.
eive .fecial attention to the di.po.al ol Real

J

store,

Commercial Street.

BIRD &.

Auctioneers,Commission Merchants.

stock

Laces, Embroideries, Hdk’fs.,

NEWBURYPORT—Sid 9th, schs C Matthews,
Lunt, Bangor; Bengal. Hatch, and Mary Langdon,
ior Rockland; Nettie Cushing, Pressey, do ; Elouise,

A.

Successors to E. M. PATTEN &

Will
Estate

Both Yellow and Mixed Corn

SAL KB.

copartnership heretofore existing under tk
X firm name of E. M. PATTEN & CO, dissolves
ibis day. Either party may be found at their old
office lor the present, ready to receive tbeir dues,
md pay their debts.
After this mouth. August,
their accounts may be found with FREDERIC FOX
E. M. PATTEN,
Esq., Exchange st.
S. M. PATTEN.
toau2i
Aug 16.18G9.

sep 9dtl

Corn,

King’s Gardener.

E. HI. PATTEN Se CO., Auctioneers
OFFICE 14 EXCHANGE STREET.

PALMEE, General Agent

M,

FRANK ROCHE.

hide with

AUCTION

ITA Ten Year Life or ordinary Endowment Policy would be kept in force more than three times as

The Company gives one his choice to take the full
surrender
valuk, or a paid up policy, or to
allow the whole amount of the po. icy to
continue as per table above.
Dividends are paid y« arly from the first in cash,
and increase with I he age of the policy.
There are no Stockholders in the Company; all the
surplus is returned to the policy-holders.
N. B. The amount ot Dividends in tbe New England has always been greater than tbe losses by

con

DOLLIE BIDWELL.

KT*Great Bill, Monday.
ITfT* Box Office open from 11 to 1, and from 2 to 4.
Doors open at 7-commence at 8.
seplldlt

272
87
24
141
78

long.

Play To-Night!

This Saturday Eve’ng, Sept. 11th,

Massachusetts Law protects all those insuted in
Massachusetts Companies.
The following Table shows tho time a Policy is
kept in force uy this law after payments hay© ceased, exclusive ot dividends.
Age 1 payment. 2 payments 5 paym’ts. 10 pmts»
when ins. yrs. daw. yrs. days, yrs, days, yrs da s
25

C. E. BJDWELL.

Tremendous Success!

Justice to all Insured.

can

CO.

8c

»._

Organized

in 1635.

New

Not

STEVENS

143 Middle Nirrrt. Portland.

M t SCELLAiN EO V
Incorporated

II.

edislw

Savannah.
Sid 8th, schs Henry, Dobbin, for Machias; Lnna,
Smith New York.
Sid 9tb, sch Lottie, Johnson,Norfolk.
NEWPORT—Ar 8th brig Mountain Eagle, Jarvis,
St John, N B, for Philadeljmia; sen Wm Penn, Davis, Alexandra for Warebam.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 9th, brig Geo E Prescott,
Mills. Baltimore.
BOSTON—Ar 9th, brig Eagle, Wilson, from Anguilla 19th nit.
Ar 10th, ship Mutlah, Ballard, Manila; barqne
Emma C Beal, Dawes, Liverpool; brig Wm Nash,
Merritt, Canada Creek.
Cld 10th, brig M W Norwood, Washburn, New Orleans; sets D S Williams, Hail, Baltimore, to load
for San Francisco: Ella M Pennell, Ackley, Philadelphia; M L Crockett, Crockett, Bangor.
SALEM—Ar 8th, sch Maria Foss, Hoyt, for Eliza-

bethport.

Onlyl

—

Notwithstanding the unusual low prices at which we have been selling
for ihe past season, we shall make a still further reduction of from
$25 to $50 on each Piano sold during the week of the fair. H e have the
H Kit hit PIANO,” now
largest assortment in the State, inctudinri the
We are agents for six different
acknowledged the best in the world.
manufacturers, and can furnish new 7 octave Ptanos at from $460 to
$1,000.

Exact

jff without
A dispatch irom Holmes* Hole reports the brigs
A M Roberts, and Chas Miller, both ashore at Tarpaulin Cove.
Sch T R Hammond is ashore on the east side of
Conanicnt, with loss ot sails and part ot deck load
ol laths.
Sch L T Knight, ot Camden, broke from her moorings at Newport 8th inst. and stove in stern.
Sch Z Stratton, McFauden, from Philadelphia for
Lynn, carried away forecail and jib 8th inst. off
Barnegat, and sprung aleak.
Brig L Staples, at G oucester, dragged her anchors
[luring the gale 8tb inst, and her mainmast was cut
away to keep irom going asliorc.
Sen Mary Eliza, oi Calais, is ashore < n the rocks at
Gloucester, her slern being about eight feet higher
than her bead at low water.

ot Lewiston.

S. SCHBYVFB.

■—

EVERY FORM OF POLICY NOX-FORFEITABLE.

lismasted.
Sch Banger, Collins, Irom Portland tor New York,
s ashore at Coaster Harbor's Island, but will come
>ft'without damage. Sch Fred Fish, trom Portland
lor
Philadelphia, got ashore at same place, but came

Pianos!

Pianos!

One of i he Oldest, Safest, Cheapest.

lost.

In this city, Sept. 10, by Rev. Dr. Shailcr, Napoleon b Stockbridge and Miss Nettie Donnelly, both

dtfsn

JOS. B. ST. JOHN, Assistant Manager.

TWOMBLY & TUOKER, Agents and Attorneys,
No.30 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

as soon as

An unknown ship, nearly new, spars recently varlished and iron bound, is sunk oil' Seguin. Nothing
s known as to the late ot the crew.
Br ship Maylower, from Shields tor Portland, with coal, was on
:be coast in company with barque A B Wyman, a
few days since, and it is feared that she has shared
;be fate of other vessels wrecked in the late gale,
fhe A B Wyman has arrived at Boston.
An unknown brig, deep loaded, with round stern,
sastern built, was towed into Townsend harbor 9th,

by any flrst-clats Company.

as

EDW. W. CROWELL, Resident Manager.

Bg^The Custom Bouse will lie closed to-day out
respect to the memory ol Wm Pitt Fessenden.

at

liquors will he sold at the Agency except those
purchased of the State Agent, and they can he

cheap ia this Company

as

..

practicable.
By order ot ite L:« :»t Fcute Beard.
JcHN 1GPE,

far

RB9BRVB ia

ASTOMNHING
RISKS AI.OISE.

Risks token

Wyman,Gammage, Philadelphia—Yea-

See gencal account of the late gale elsewhere lor
lisasters to the following fishermen which have put
n since ihe ga’e—Scbs Franklin S Scbanks, oi Provncetown; Cbas McDonald, of Deunispoit; GameJock, and Vis in, ol Hiugbam; L L llammomi. of
Nantucket; Rover, of Provincetown; Golden Eagle,
Jo; Neptune, ot Rockport; Crystal Wave; Olive A
Lewis, ot Provincetown; Dawning Day. and Jennie
IS Thomas, o» Gloucester; J P Nickerson, and It D
Rhoades, ot Weilfleet: Eliza Anu, oi Gloucester;
Sarah Louisa, ol Weilfleet ; Charlotte Brown, ol
Nantucket; Nil des Brandon, and Benj Baker, ot
Weilfleet; Andrew Dodd, oi Gloucester; Vanguard,
if Dennis; Garibaldi, oi Gloucester; Cbas Frederck, oi Rockport, and Western Light, ot Weilfleet.
Lbout fitly other vessels have come in without havs ng sustained damage.

in the World-

Surplus

i»
Fire Once—its
MClnjircly
the sEtVKirY of Filip;

The par value of the Imperial stock i* $230 per share; sales by the'last London quotations. 1,7B0 per
share. Tnls is the stamp which the London sto ;k market plaees upon this Company. Wonderful as Is the
Imperial in many respects, there is nothing intrinsically wonderful in this market value. Dividing from
4u to 50 per cent, annually upon its cash capital, with a net accumulated earnings nearly six time? greater
than that capital, the price of its shares in the markets is in simple consistent with the basis upon which
their essential value reposes.

& Boyd.
Sch Margie, MeFaddc^, Windsor, NS.
Scb Topsy, (Br) Fash, Ciementspoit, NS.

ion

Earned Fire Insurance

Largest

Found!

PRICES:

LORD, HASKELL

York Insuiance Commissioner’s lieport to January 1st, 1869. Ho
Imperial Company al the beKiunlug of this year wji Throe Mlllmu One
He ^.-“TaU

The Imperial being

hand and offer for sale

28 and 103 Dan forth

AT BOTTOM

,he Ncw

weSelievetl'imfqoalS'bj'anyDoll!,r,'

STATE

are

pressly adapted by

<J’om

anT iciami S,Vfp,u* of the

I In ml roll

New Yorn for Boston.

333 CONGRESS ST.
%jtT~Find out the place and you
Sept 2-SNd2w

Sale

MIDDLE STREET.

6

At Anderson’s.
Ladies* Hose, 10c, 15c, 25c, 38c, 50c, 62c.
At Anderson’s.
Black Jewelry Sets, 60c, 75c, $1. Bracelets, 15c,
25c, 5Cc.
At Anderson’s.
Yells, Kid Gloves, Edgings. Rufflings cheap,
At Anderson’s.
200 yd Spools 4c. 3 p9 Alpacca Braid for 25c.
At Anderson’s.
A

& Gloves!

all

$3,180,155

IS A NET SURPLUS ALSO IN GOLD.

•avT°

Portsmouth.

Children's Undervests, all sizes cheap.

.$8,000,000

Or which amount.-

Hatter as.

9 per cent. Ammonia.

more than

Miniature Almanac.Srpt. 11.
!un rises.5.36 | Moon sols.10.00 PM
Sunsets.6 17 I Hieh water. 3.30 FM

>e

Vital Magnetism

United States Branch Office, Nos. 40 & 42 Pine Street New York.

II
It
11

MKMUKAMJA.
Br scb W D B, trom Boston for Portland, in balast, was passed bottom up 10th inst, with sails and
ogling dragging alongside. All hands supposed to

83^* Be sure and examine A. J. Green’s Hand
Wheel Rake, at the Fair Ground.
sep8d3l#sn

Phosphate

Seuorion.Quebec.Liverpoo1.Sept
;ity Washington...New York.. Liverpool.Sept
Jlmoria.->ew York. .Hamburg —Sept

L. H. mspi cior, If t District.
Portlard, Sept. 10,18. C.

Ferfctiou Attained In

LONDON.

DESTINATION

Elanza.New York. .Bremen.Sept 9
Jolumbia..New York .Havana.Sept 9

: dace

Rubicel
Instantly alleviates the siing ng sensation caused
sun-burn.
Sold
by
everywhere.
8epl0sNdlw

Hartford

FROM

KAMI

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Notice is hereby g;ven tbrt .he 2d class iron Can
iuoy p’aced to mark Taylor’s Beet, entrance to Portana harbor, Me., disappeared irom Its moorings durAnother Buoy will be set in it’s
ng the late gale

Rubicel.

A. So
Congress Hall,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

Launched—At Macbias 6th inst, Irora the yard ot
1 M W is well & Co, a selir oi 200 tons, named the
lamina, to be commaned by Capt Urban Huntley,
I ormerly of schr Tamoa.

infallible', specific for tan, freckles, sun-burn,
or any discoloration of the skin.

Hand

Vyrs

»t

Members are hereby notified to meet at Odd Fellows Hall. Saturday, at 9 1-2 a m, to attend the
luneral of our lateBro. Wu. P. Fessenden.
Members of the other Lodges aie respectlully invited to loin with the Ligonia Lodge.
A. E. CHASE, Sec’y.
sepl0sn2t

An
moth

months, and l.lllan Etta, seed 2 vSTrn B
months, children ol Joseph L. and Mary U Hr.wn
In Minot, Aug. 29, Edna Estelle Dayig, aged
r months.

H

Square.

Fashionable

In
years 10

PORT OF PORTLAND.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Washington, Sept. 10.—Letters from Cuba,

Forest City Park, Sept. 9, 1869.
We, the undersigned, representatives of the
Boston press, attending the New England Fair,
hereby tender our sincere thanks to Mr. Geo.
O. Gosse and Mr. Enoch Knight, for the polite
and impartial manner in which they have discharged the duties of their office; also to the
City of Portland, and members of the Portland
press, for the many courtesies received at their
Thos. Bradley, Boaton Ueral*.
hands.
U. E. Bryant, Boaton Journal.
L. C. Holden,
Wm. B. Smart, Boaton Poat.
J. W. 1’Erkins, Daily Advertiitr.

of the sweepstakes

I

‘He does! just call and see his work
And you will soon express delight!”
Then Smith and Jones went on their
ways,
Jones to his store did soon repair,
And Smith did for a
door-plate go
To Thirty-one on Market

E. It.

OF

«Ied32ye!;“!ld’

“And does he furnish numbers too,

Boston Stock £jlst.

O.

Murphy, aged
years
^ B’ Wi"lam Robi“8<>P. R*lFarmington, Aur. 31, Edwin Alph nzo, aged 4

“Well good Squire Smith my door-plate came,
Prom Thirty-c ne on Market Square,
The building’s called Lancaster
Hall,
—And A. H. Atwood’s working there!
The people all his work
admire,
He makes his door-plates neat and
plain,
And orders have been sont
Prom many—many parts^of Maine.”
To number doors and houses

Imperial Fire Insurance Com’y

I/months.'

PORTLAND.

Sales at the Brokers* Board, Sept. 10
American Gold...
United States 5-20s, 1062,.
July. 1865.
186<.
Union Pacific R R Sixes, goid.
Boston and Maine Railroad.
Androscoggin Mills.
Bates Manufacturing Company.
Peppered Manufacturing Company.
Eastern Kaiiroao.
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth Railroad
Hill Manufacturing Company.
Michi&an Central Ranroad.
Connecticut States Sixes. F.
Vermont Central 1st mortgage bonds.
Ijaconia Manufacturing Company.

I.

aliercon at 2 o’clock,
./Su1!*?8* eerTioes Sunday
*i„ n? *i 78uJeDce' No-28 Free street.
M., only child ot
roL .ir T?,’ SePl *• Albertie
need 8 mouths 4 days.
WIn l ewmh,u ,S?pt’4,
5a‘ber!»nd.
Kat0
17

A nicer—neater one before!
Oh tell me where
you got it made,
Speak quickly Jones and tell me true,
That I may have
my name engraved—
That I may have a door plate too?”

ment.

TICLE.

London, Sept. 10.—The excitement in regard to the article written by Mrs. Stowe on
tbe subject of Lord and Lady Byron, has not
abated. The newspapers still teem with correspondence on tbe subject. A letter in tbe Newt
this morning says: <-In no instance in history
has any one told tbe most unpalatable truth
and repented of his handiwork. When the
first flash of indignation subsides, all will
thank the author and publisher for telling the
truth. Mrs. Stowe unveiled a secret formerly
carefully guarded by a few, and restored virtue and vice to their proper places. In future
it will be remembered that by her courage
there is one less imposture in the world.”
Mr. Wentworth writes to the Pall Mall Gazette to-day in the matter. He says Lady Byron’s statement in her own handwriting does
not contain an accusation as grave as Mrs.
Stowe’s story, which is inconsistent with Lady
Byron’s letter. Mr. Wentworth concludes bi's
letter with the following words: *‘I cannot allow tbit Mrs. Stowe’s statement is substanstantially correct."

then adjourned.
The members of the Bar are requested to
meet at the Library Boom at 10 1-2 o'clock
this morning to proceed to the funeral.

was

I

__MISCELLANEOUS.

c,tJr’ Sept’10> Samuel N. Beale, aged 6*

years

see you’ve got
door-plate new upon your door,
like its style, I never saw

A

Foreign Markets.
Havana, Sept. 8.—The Sugar market elosel firm
at unchanged quotations. Operations are limited,
owing to the scarcity of classes demanded lor ship

MAINE.
STEAMER CAMBRIDGE IN THE STORM.

Meeting of the Cumberland Bar.—A
meeting of the Cumberland Bar was held at
the Library Boom, City Building, yesterday

to save

sales No. 1 at 18 00; No. 2 at 1100; Shore in moderate
receipt; sales No. 1 at 20 0C; No. 2 at 11 00; No. 3 at
7 25. Fresh Halibut very scarce; last sales of White
at $ 12 50; Gray at $8 00; smoked do 9c
lb. OilCod 85c
gal.—Cape Ann Advertiser.

BY TELEGRAM TO THE

ponse, after which the party separated.
We have not been able to do justice to the
speeches, owing to the want of space, but can
assuro our readers they were highly
interesting
and even brilliant.

Dr.

Domestic Markets.
Gloucester Fish Market, Sept. 9—For the

h'a

“O neighbor Jones I

week.—Georges Codfish at $7 25 qtl. Mackerel—
About 2500 bbls. Bay have arrived the past week;

Yacht Sparkle was not at all injured by
the storm of Wednesday, and is to be obtained
of the proprietor as usual.

sho™

I7ie citizen

going)

at his expense.

ln^

Gen

Ana

ery, 25 bbls. oil, 150 crates peaches, 12 tierces lard, 7
horses, 175 pkgs to Prince’s Express, 200 pkgs to order; tor Canada and up country, 130 bars rairoad
Iron, 20 bales waste, 26 bbls. sand, 90 bars iron, 33
bags wool, 170 pkgs to order.

___DIED.

Smith ud Jonea Convene.

put in complete repair by the best workmen

ayr'-p
V.^v.

Dr. Loring said they would regret the unavoidable absence of Governor Chamberlain.
He then paid a most glowing tribute to the soldiers oi the country and offered

nrna

Prompt Action.—We learn that Bishop
Bacon, as soon as he heard of the damage to
Capt. Choate’s house by the falling of the Cathedral spire, declared that he would make
good all damage; and that Thursday moruing
he accordingly gave orders to have the house

atThat

present^

ond

Large hate ey pickpockets.—A man reported at tbe police station on Friday that his
pocket had been picked, oa horse car No. 14, of
$1100. The conductor thinks he can identify
the man and the police are on the lookout for
him. It does seem strange that men are so
foolish as to carry large sums of money on
their persons when any great Fair or public

Vice President Hamlin said in reply: It was
of the consequences incident to a dinnertable that a man must take the position ol an
individual stopped by a highwayman when
Bodies Found.—The bodies of Beniah Lurcalled upou to stand and deliver. He must
accept the situation. He desired to express Yjy and George Clark, belonging to the crew
his cordial thanks to the President of the So- ; of the ill-fated
schooner Helen Maria, were reciety for the manner in which he : ad seen fit ! covered at Peak’s Island
yesterday morning
to express himself in regard to the position asaud brought to the city. The faces of both
sumed by our litllo State in this Fair. By
were bruised and bloody, aud the
bringing together people from different States
body of the
and comparing breeds of stock and industrial
latter was badly cut. They were taken to Bich’s
in
a
few
products, you promote,
degree
genundertaking shop on Exchange street, and
tlemen understand who do not investigate, the
agricultural and industrial interests of the w;-re prepared lor transmission home to their
country. Man works upon man. Wo occupy
friends. Both were single men; the former apa cold
climate, and can hardly be called :’„a
agricultural community, and
parently 22 and the latter about 15 years of age.
when
yet,
you
wo tkink w,!
clai'ln
to
the
k*y
w"1’are a
title. I hat we
Bidwell’s Theatre.—This first class thearespectable agricultural
tre continues to draw crowded houses. Last
evening the “French Spy” aud “Raphael the
men that there is so oe hu. '.
T y,0Un7
at
home. The facts
W
Reprobate” were performed, in which Miss
and prove the value of these
Dollie Bidwell and Mr. Frank Roche per«
has
exhibition
our
formed their roles admirably. The play toIt has, it has been owiug greatly to
your
•Tumentality, and has done great Rgood
night will he “Kathleen Mevourneen,” after
u to
10 ua
us
and our State.
which the
Gardener."
one

Cape

(rnllnir

Florida the

to pay their fare thither.
We believe they
were successful.
The three men we saw were
terrible burned about tbe arms.

Loring, which were given with a will, after
which Dr. Loring called lor three cheers lor
the Senator, which received a like hearty res-

manner

COMMERCIAL*

SPECIAL NOTICES.

n...:o»l

tural pursuits, and considered them entitled to
the highest honor, they would be more alive to
the desire to stay at home and become good
farmers; and be would like to have the girls
see it too.
He then spoke of how in the dreadful tempest of the other night the President,
Dr. Loring and Col. Needham had gone out to
the fair grounds, and by their example and energy stirred up every man to work, and the
next morning the damages had been all repaired. He closed by stating the receipts of
the fair had been sufficient to pay the expenses, to pay premiums in full, and leave a margin of profit.
At the conclusion of Mr. Scammon’s remarks, which closed the speech making, Senator Hamlin called for three cheers for Dr.

a

would leave in his pocket some memorandum,
written before he was suffocated, but nothing
of the kind was found. All
hope of a record
of the disaster is therefore lost.
The Washington correspondents say that
the cable telegrams which reported the discovery of a mutiny on board the Sabine at Cherbourg were true. The statement that seven of
the mutineers were hanged was untrue. The
frigate Sabine has been ordered home on account of this mutinous couspiracy among her
crew.
Three witnesses, sent by another vessel
in order to avid being tampered with, have arrived in Boston. These tacts have leaked out
at the Navy Department.

troyed. Seven of tlie crew, who were rescued
and brought to this port, belong in Bangor
and were soliciting aid from our business men

tbo popular
He would there-

give

When off

VACSaI tnnlr firo fmm tVlO

branch of
fore give
Tie popular branch of our National Legislature ; may it always be trnc to the highest interests of a free and loyal people.—Mr. I'erhaiu said

point for

an

were frightened by the alarm and made off
leaving behind them a steel jimmy and a bottle of aoid. They got nothing. Mr. Brown

also

he thanked the President for the sentiment ho
had given, but as Maine had been so well represented here this evening, he took occasion to
thank the society for coming to Maine, not only for the success that had crowned their efforts, but for the stimulus that had been given
to agriculture all over the State; for the
bringing together of all these productions of industry. He was glad to hear it had been one of
the most successful fairs ever held, and hoped
it was only the beginning of future successes.
our people had to work harder than
Although
others, New England was not only of value to
the country in its productions, but it was of
value in the men and women it had brought
forth. Her boys carried their industrial training to the West and the South, and, in fact,
wherever they had gone.
He considered her
great importance lay in the principles she was
stamping over the land.
Dr. Loring said they had come round to the

doing started

alarm attached to it which
awoke Mr. Brown who threw open the window and called for the police. The burglars
so

senate

nan

ouiy

Church,

had been from the formation of the
society.
Mr. Beale has been
suffering from lnng trouble

thirty,

been well

It has all along been hoped that Mr. Evan
Huges, the foreman of the mine at Avondale,

Deceased.—Wo are pained to record the Receipts by Railroads and Steamboats.
Congress Street M. E Church.—There will be
death of Samuel N. Beale, Esq., one of our
at the Congress street Methodist Church
oldest and mo3t respected merchants, at his res- preaching
to-morrow, at the usual hours, by the pastor. Subidence in this city yesterday morning. Mr. ject in the morning, “Conditions of prosperity in
the
Beale was the senior partnor of the firm of men.Church.** In the afternoon, sermon to young
Beale & Morse, and was at the time of his
Steamer John Brooks, from Boston—9 eases
dry goods, 16 bales do. 90 pieces pipe, 23 crates crockdeath a member of the
St.
and

rooms

in such

his sinoere thanks for the courtesies extended
him, and those accompanying him, on this
occasion, which he considered as far superior
to any similar festival ever held. He never
entered the State of Maine without
feeling
how much the country was indebted to
it;—for
the lumber of which their
buildings were constructed, and the vessels which carried their
commerce to
every land, and, more than all
tins, for its gallant Governor and the men who
took their lives in their hands and laid them
down on the altar of their
country. God bless
the sweet and precious memories of the dead
and the devotion and sacrifices of the living
God bless the Pine Tree State,
Dr. Loring then said that in his speech in
the morning he had taken occasion to refer to
boys working their way up from small

All th ) flags in the city will continue to be
kept at half-mast during the day, as has been
the caso since his death.

an

lowing

to

so.

exhibition as the one at the
with over 10,000articles
halls, filling
We shall
from more than 400 contributors.
always feel we hive met with a hospitality
and a co-operation we never expected, aud we
shall never forget it to the last day of our lives.
He thanked the Mayor for all the city had
had done, and the President of the Maine Society for all they bad done to make the Fair a
success, and felt proud that during the whole
exhibition no friction aud no envies had
arisen,
but tlie whole bad been a complete
triumph.
Dr. Loring said one of the great features of
the day had been the attempt to establish
Agricultural Colleges. He called4upon Gov. Coburn to respond to
never

Accident.—Yesterday afternoon a boy namTowle, about sixteen yews of age,
attempted to get on to the Grand Trunk train
as it was going through Commercial street to
the Boston depot. His foot slipped and he fell

The New England Society and the Maine
State Society—par nobilefratrum.— Dr. Loring
then said that Rhode Island was on hand, as
she always was, and he would offer the following toast:
Rhode Island—May her prosperity teach the
American people the value of industry and enterprise.— Gov. Padelford, on rising, expressed

o’clock from the First Parish Church. Durthe day the Custom House and all the
City Offices will be closed, out of respect to
the memory of the deceased, and our citizens
will probably close their places of business al-

ing

Farm and

expense the city had been to in this matter
had been more than repaid by the example
that had been set to the people of the State to
apply themselves to develop the resources of
the State. He thanked the society for the persons of distinction that had been brought
here,
and the lessons of sobriety that had been
taught the citizens, and he would offer the foltoast:

F UNI BAX Of THE LATE BeNATOB FlSWSden.—The funeral of the late Senator Fessenden will take place this morning at 10 1-2

and are

FIFTY

The finder wUl
at this office.

be
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VOLFJit^ef.

HDoralty awarded
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Girl Wanted.
Good second Girl, to do general House-work
in a iirst rate tamilv, where the lady of tile bouse
apprec ates a hood girl.
Apply to WM. H. JEltRIS. Real Estate Agent,

A

•ep'-idlw*

Under Lancaster Hall.

House Wanted.
SMALL House, Convenient tor a small
O*

A

within 8 minutes walk of P.
Address, A. PHIN^HY,
80p9lw*
__

to

good Soldcrers. App’y

r acking Co

Portland

n

!

]\TED

"VF %.
rpVTO
1

T>

family,

PORTLAND.
IEV. BAMEt F. SMITH, A. IUM Prill.
Terms $400 per year. No extras. A limited Burnp er ot day scholars will be received at $G0 per year,
o r by the term at proportioned rates.
Heferes by permission to the Faculty ol Bowdoin
^ ollege;Hon. William L. Putnam; Hon. Samuel K.
P’ing; Hon. Wm. W. Thomas; Philip H. Bruwn,
j leq; Francis Iv. bwan, Esq; Geo. E. B. Jackson Esq
stp7 tf

School

Franklin, between Fere and Commcrcialjats.

Ct

Street,

No. 2 Spruce

Home

,

r~vn Atlantic Street, containing eleven looms, gas
ot hard and Bolt
Le throughout and abundance
rater, lot 60 X 100, excellent ne ghborhood.
Real
Estate
Agent.
Apply to W. H. JERKIS,
sepi-2w#

Agents.
ANTED—Agents for Broom nod Biuth
Holder, no competition; selling verv rapidly, exclusive terri ory given by bu\iog. BHOOSl
BRUSH HOLDERS at‘J00 per cent. profit. Enclose
stamp for circular or 2ft cents and have sample sent.
Also combination stove plate and pic lifter.
it. d WAbLArr,
144 WnnhiDglon 8»rcri. Bo*loi»,

Great

<

so

Opening

—

OF

V

vv

Wanted.
and

ff ^

r-

162

fepl-3w*

DRY GOODS.
T

work in the shop

pants makers,
J Custom work.
(10AT
A lifRIl) IIAPKEI *j,
to

? : /’

{

—j

Fore Stre t.

Gentlemen boarders wanted
j rpWG
X Strict.
at the

1/

a!

141

house,

Oxford
au31

Young Ladies’ SemiDary.

THE

How to fit Spectacles.

AFEW
Jnly

nlAncantl-tr cifnahiH

Wanted I
ift n.

\\i

-•%•*

VT*

V

•*

Enquire

GOOD Strong Protestant girl to taVe care ot
children and do some second work.
Inquire 70 Park Street.
ang24tf

A

Cyrus K Babb,

good Boarders at No G2 Free St.
au21dlt
GEO. 11. BURNHAM.
FEW

WANTED.
house suitable tor one or two famiX lies;must be central ami iu a good neighborhood ; must liave alt modern conveniences.
Any
one having such a one will please state tn full location. size of house and lot, and the lowest price they
will take; no other letters not iced. Ho fancy price
paid, address tor two mouths.
aTi24d2mo*
HOUSE.Portland, Me.

rpO purchase

r

CL X^I

Would inform hfs old i»atrons and all fcbnj-ers of
!•

iWl:

>

>V

sUVs /.-o'

DRY

>

sYlO

*\

■

GOODS,

>

Structure of

/»ilf

se3dw-eo<32w *

Hotel

New

Elegant

86
—

IN

&

Pearson,

Middle

St.,

—

1«.iTh .1 D>I /.;1

/ 1

AVE lately added to their slock of Watches the

jj

V >iHv.

ELGIN
Which proves

Fluent’s

Block,

be

to

superior American Watch.

a

Also,

Silver

and

Plated

Wliicb

Goods,

Jewelry,

And Clocks and

*1*

1 ‘.UUOl

WATCH,

they invite purchasers to call and examine.

Fall

Winter

find

Situated in

guests.
For terms apply to the
Proprietor,
F. S. CHANDLER, Bethel.
Possession given Oct 1st.

WHERE

;!

■

HE WILL

are

V

*

Fresh

Mrs.

Millinery Goods,

larger stock

a

goods

than

AN ENTIRE

usual, she offers her

I>. A. V.

—

Darien Automatic Ventilator.
STOCK

FALL
li-o.f

I

;

i.

DESCRIPTION

I

Striped

and

Af

^

Plain
.Ir'ifStf

.1

SILKS!
Neiv and Large Stock
AiM

A

A

H

tS

W L

S !

AUTOMATIC VENTILATOR,
Daiicu Depot, t onu ,
Or, at Room, No. 5, City Building.
septD 3t*

City of Portland.
Mayoe’s Office, Sept. 6, 1869.
To the City Marshal:
the exhbition of the New England Fair,
all known thieves, pickpockets or oilier such
suspicions diameters, lound lurking or prowling in
any place where ihcre is any assembly of persons,
or about any depot or public hall, and all dissolute
persons and street walkers, will be arresid 1 and
held as subject to Revised Staiu’es, Chap- 2!, Sec.
1, and brought before the Overseers ot' the Poor and
Work House lor their action.
Both day and night police will give special attention to the removal of all unanihorized incumberances in the streets or upon sidew -lks as heretofore
instructed; and hereafter all policemen will be held
strictly responsible for the safe condition ot the beats
in the above.particulars.

All persons interested will tako due notice and
govern themselves accordingly, as tho above order
will be rigiuly enforced.

sep9Tw

—

PLAIDS.
11

!

Cloakings for
¥

Arabs

GLOVE 3,
Quilts, Small Wares,
&c., Ac.,
one will

buy

at

this Store:
FIBHT.
LIGHT and elegant as at HOME.

and Irom fbree to Tn’e o’clock in the afternoon on
the lost ot said three secular oavs, for the purpose
of receiving evidence of the qualifications or voters
a hose names have not been entered on the list of
qualified voters, in and tor the seveial Wards, and
lor correcting said lists

GEO. C. HOPKINS, City Clerk.
sept7-(d

attractive.

City

tuihd.
A

largo and

new

stock

opening this

To

week,

FOURTH.
This store is

easy of acoess, having three entrances
FIFTH.

I am determined lo sell all goods at the LOWEST
MARKET RATES.

SIXTH.

Very large STOCK in SILKS, SHAWLS,
CLOAKS, FLANNELS, LINEN i, COTTONS,
MEN'S WOOLENS, HOSIERY, GLOVES,PRINTS,
LINEN and HEM
STICH, IIANDK’FS.SELICIAS,
CAMBRICS, DELAINES, GINGHAMS, CRASH,
SPOOL COTTONS, Ac.,
A.,
I ahall

value in any case

mula,
1

1

1

A

P

It

li

therefore

tinctly from

wo

have

normil

a

y»l

two New First-elans
Dwellings,
THE
the
ot Pine and Thomas streets
for
corner

—

F O R

A

—--

4

able to

see

since

—

4

dis-

8

=

0

Water Co. have removed tlieir
room over the Eastern Express
office on Plum Street near Middle Street,
aepltfL. D. SHLPLEY, See’y.

REMOVAL, _REM0VAL

8

be receiving
every lew days

NEW AND ELEGANT STYLES

in

Furniture !

or

we

R

—

ot Portland*

SJOOM

HP
The results thus obtained represent the focus of
a lens which, if placed upon the
crystalino would
give to rays coming trom the near point a direction
as it coming from the far point.
For determining the degree of presbyopia wc represent the assumed normal power when accom-

at

REM

eight inches being

€7.

s

tid

Pursuant to warrants irom the Mavor and
Aldermen ot the city ol
Portland, the inhabitants of Ward
three in said
qualified to vote In the election
of city officers, wil meet in the wardroom in
said
ward on Monday, the thirteenth day of
September
inst, at ten o’clock in the Ibreiioon, to pive in their
votes tor an Alderman for the remainder ofthe municipal year in place of Alderman Daniel Plummer
(tse. astd.
The polls to remain
open until four o’clock in the
afternoon, when they shall be closed.
8aiJ Ci,y wil1 be ,n scssio11
the
rur
is
,-lle Department, in
0
look in the forenoon anti oiieoclot
V
til
k in the
on each ol the three
afternoon,
secular days next preceding
day of election
and *um three o'clock until five o’clock
on the an ernoonot the imitol said three secular
days, tor the
PIVOK ol receiving evidence of the qualification
ol vuteM whose names have not boon entered on the
Lists ol qualified Voters, in and for said Ward
and lor correcting said Lists.

City,

office hi"
<qfv RohuL. ?
oi^

1

o'k'i ?!" "I,',le
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With

have

n

=

find its
1

11,

or

value ot Pr then will be

simply

point at

1
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The
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1

=-=

8
which

—

near

n

11

Pr

29.1

11

that

er,°,'

su’d,

icp.1dlm4w3w

No.

Shawls, &c.9
rates.

Come every one, who roads this, and brim,

£ailgga'i^^g

Cyrus K. Babb,
Block,

HOTEL STABLE.
81

A

dune

Congress

Exchange Sts.,

8reat sumaiCr

t0

a‘

futilities for ftirnishing at shortest
learns, single or double,
i860, dtf

.®lsss Livery
10,

OPPOSITE CITY HALL.
eepS-dlw

HAS

First Door from Congress

10-dlm

IF YOU WANT A BOOT TO FIT A

Go to PALMER'S Shoe Store, 132 Middle St,
Bools that are wide or
short, light or heavy, easy
graceful. Everybody gets fitted there.
find

can

yon
WHERE
narrow, long
and

Taxes for 1809.
CITY OF ~PO RTL, AND.
TREASURER’S OFFICE,
September 1, 1869.

VrOTlCE is hereby given that the tax
Ja year 1869, have been committed

>

warrant tor the collection ol the same.
In accordance with an ordinance of the citv.

a

Discount of Five Per Cent.
will be allowed on all taxes paid within GO days from
the date ot the commitment thereof.
H. W.

Sept l-d2w

board.

HEKSEY,

Stationery.

FINE Lot of Pine Timber, containing twenty
or less, and situa.ed immediately
^ran<* ^runk Railway at South

THE HENDERSON

^

Pari
The

Self-Feeding

above lot contains in addition to to (bo timber
some ten acres ot cleared laud and
several desirable
house lots. For further information
enquire ot
ALTA SIIITRTLRFF,
au30deod2w&wlw
South Paris Me.

SCHOOL

Fairbanks
THE

FURNACES!
The unpreeedenled sale of this Improved Heater,
since its introduction in September,
1868, is alone
argumentative of its worth.
While si much is being written about the pernicious effects of furnace heat generally on
health,and
while each and all recognize from actual experience
its truthfulness, the testimony daily given by those
who are using and are competent judges of the
qualities of the xienderson Beater, contirm ihc belief
that in its Great Evaporation of
Water, the needed
improvement has been effected.
Call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.
*or sale only by

Scales !

STANDARD.

M. E.

THOMPSON di

CO.,

Worker, of Brnn, Copper, Lead,
Tin,
Sheet Iron, A-c., Ae,

Portland, me.
ESP“Plumbing and Jobbing ol every description
promptly executed.
aug4-dtt

At Paris

NORTH AMERICAN

Prize !
Exposition.

Fire

BOSTON.

ALSO,

Patent Alarm MoneyDrawers Capital and

Company.

Boolest

Surplus $5 6,938,898

J.

1.

Also

no-

Perpetual Policies

Houbes°anif Stores**

Brick and Framed Dwe,lln*

The cost is about one half the
present 1
price
* nald
raW
for insurance ill tiist class office,,

FAIRBANKS,

BROWN & CO,,

Bowkeb,

Pros't

Office 16G Fore Street, Portland.

118 JUtlk St., Boston.
For sale by all leading Hardware Merchants.

aui«i-3taw6w

Albert

JOHN W. HUNGER A
,

jimc28eodCm

LIBBY,

Head Central Wharf.

sep4dlw

I> issolution,
lira ot DEERING, DIII.UKEK As
CO. is this day dissolved bv limitation.
WM. DEERING,
SEl'H M. MILLIKEN,
WM. H. MILLIKEN.

fl'HK

JOSEPH E. BLABON,
OWEN B. GIBBS.

Portland, July 1, 1869.

SON,

AGENTS.

wlh

undersigned have
under the
THEnership
A

this

follows until

as

June

day

formed

a

JVIIIjIjIKFN
Goods Jobbing trade

as

heretofore.
SETH M. MILLIKEN,
WM. H. MILLIKEN.
JOSEPH E. BLABON,
OWEN B. GIBBS,
CHAS. A. STAPLES.

Portland, July 1,1860.Jyl2dtf

Barnum’s

Bath Rooms,

now

open tor

leased this well known Eating Hnn*e
we are prepared to sustain its high reputation
for all the good tilings th»t delight the eye and gratify the taste. The propriet rs being practical as well
aspiofcsMonal cooks, are enabled to supply Ball?,
Parties and Families at short notico, and on such
terras as cannot tail to satisfy all who favor them
with their patronage.
Aleals ai all hours of the Day and Evening.

have just received some NEW WHITE
WHEAT FLOURS, from st. Louis whi,U are
excellent, among them that excelsior floor

WE

FALMOUTH !’’

vnd half barrels.
O’BBIOK. PIERCE & CO.
Portland Aug. JO, 18U). dll

Sale!

lor

the Preble House
WILL
ing the day,

For

Saturday Afternoons,
Sunday all day,
KF*"Single Tickets 40 cents,
ollar.

or

on

Exthe Ton or Cargo at 9 1-2 Union Wharf.
cellent opportunity tor Fishirg Vessels and
Steamboats to lake in supply from the wharf, or to
have the sumo delivered.

BY

Forenoons*

three tickets lot

on«

mayl4tt

Roofing

Corn

on

Vermont Black, Red, Purple, Green and Ml ted
Slues, all at lowest market prices.
The Columbian are first quality Slates roi
first-class buildings.
Shipping Carefully attended to.
A. WILBUR A CO.,
113 Tremont St, Boston.
»p20M,w,F,8m

Grounds,

Fair

U.
Q=p*“Fare 25 cents each way.

aep7dlw

*o

AT me

MEDICAL ROOMS

PRIVATE

No. 14 Preble Street,
Next iHe Preble Done,
consulted gnvateiv and

hours daily,
Dr. **. addr-eees tbow wbo ar* Buffering under toe
affll'-Loii ot jrivatc itsearee, wbcibur arsln* from
Impure connection ox the tenibie rice oi svlf-acusa.
ulai brunet oi
Devoting hiB entire time to that parti,
the medical profession, be feel* warrat-tec m (Juauwhether
ot long
ib
all
Cash®,
a
Cuba
AJfraEiiro
removing
sumling or recently uontrooted, entirely
and making a perfrom
the
of
system,
disease
dregs

fect «l«i PBBMAJ1BNT CUB*.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of hie long-standing and irell-earnad reputation
ffcroiihlufc uuiSlc.t«Bt Lasurance of ole oki.l and eucoess.

For ihe Preservation of Wooden Vessels
not Coppered, from Worms, Barnacles,

Grass,

etc.
or

will likeOld Copper or Yellow metal
wise be kept el* an by the use of tb'.s Paint; and be
made to last nmoh longer.
Three coats will keep either a Wood Bottom, or
an Iron Vessel from getting lonl, for a time ranging
from twelve to eighteen months. Ships’ Timbers,
and Floor Beams or other Wood Work in houses,
painted with it. will be rendered safe from the attacks of the While Ant and Comajen.
liYAN & DAVIS,
For Sale by
J61 Commercial Street,
Agents tor Portland.
sept 7-dlw

Sheathing

prepared to

WE

Boud.

Bell

and

ground

tackle—can be

bought

at

EMIGRATION
-AND

a

Foreign Exchange Office,
93 EXCHANGE STREET.
TICKETS

by the National Line
Bteamcrs from and to Queenstown and Liver;
PASSAGE

for Brick

the Comlructisa of the U.

QEALED nroposa s will be received at the office ot
O the undersigned, in Portland, Ms., until 12
o'clock M., Sept. 20th, 1869, for furnishing and delivering three hundred thousand (300,000) Bricks, more
or less, as tbe Superintendent
may determine as necessary to complete the Government Buildiugs erecting in Portland, Me.: said proposals to be made by

pool.
Also, Dralts
For sale by
inly'Altl

on

the Royal Bank of Ireland,
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
Agent.

_

EIRE INSURANCE
BY

tbe thousand, including the cost of treight and delivery at site of buildiugs. The Bricks to be deliv-

as fast as shall be desired by tbe Superintendent, and to be of the best quality of hard burned
bricks, lair, sound and equal in quality to the samples in tbe office of the Superintendent. No proposals will be considered unless accompanied by a sample ot the Bricks tbe bidder proposes to turnish. The
delivery of the Bricks to begin as soon after tbe signing of the contract as tbe superintendent shall di-

ol

Home Insurance

one

gerous

Etre

Ten per cent, oi all payments will be retained

Y OF

BOSTON.

Public

oi Head Master ot
CITtions in writing for the placeSchools.—Applicathe
wilh

English High School, together
any written
qualifications, will bo received by the
undersigned, at the City Hall, until the first day of
October next. The salary of the place is $3,500 for
the first year’s service, aud $4,000 per annum
subsequently.
BARNARD CAPEN,
Secretary ot the School Committee.
September 6,1869. dtd
evidence ot

persons owing Sewer Assessments
ALL
quested to take notice ot the following
in

are

re-

order
Board ot Mayor and Aldermen, Aug 23d,
to wit:
“Ordered, That all bonds for Sewer Assessments
now due and not
settled before Sept 15, a d 1869, be
placed in bands of City Solicitor ior ollection, and
that the City Treasurer
give notice of this order by
publication.”
H. W. HERSEY,
Aug 25-eodt-sptl5
City Treasurer.

band and sawed to dimensions.

BOARDS!.

Foe

STEP.

Sale by

STETSON & POPE,
and
First, comer .1E Street. Olfic.
Dock,
Whart
Mo. 10 State Street, Boston.ftb27dlyr
all klndl donejrith dll-

PRINTING,
POSTER
patok at lb. Fresi 09m.
of

will find
Co.l

Company.

<■> this
tp,,,re
about «
One V.C8'.L.°
Half the
usual price.
Wm. S. Goodell, Secretary.
1>. ft. Satterlee, President.

John W. fflunger & Son, A fronts,
Office 160 Fore Sfrref; Portland.

june28

eodCm

CLOTHES

“CLEANSED

-KOOND

loan
#Vi;i

Restored.

Perfectly

is not neee-sary to RI I* Gents Garments or Ladies SACQGES and CAPES.
Coats, Pant, and other garments pressed ln good
best pressure in iha
shape, as we claim to have the
State tor such work.

FOSTER

&

SON,

Proprietor. Forest City Dye

He.se,

No. 315 Congress Street.
sep4d3m

Pall,

Tub, Barrel,

Bioop

Keg,

/"lYLTNDETi STAVE SAWS, from 3 In. to 8 fcet

L.u, Fllchbnrg, Bln...
BYKOJt WHItCOJtB.
L. TAT THOMVSON,

July lT-diywr

Veeti-:/

C«

YThte

ivc-.

STAGSOfe SEMINAL W«ABNSB3.
a perfect cure m such
ases, and

f'.,

a

___

Persons who outtoft personally cuuaull the Dr.,
04a do so by an
ii % I
tinner, » descriptioii of their disease:;, art
iu. ayprepxiato rcaedle.
will be ibrwardt J tar -'
y
<
»nd wOl
c aSdentioi
^ Ail oorrespond. i; »
fee returned, if do;. !.
u.
dlii. d.
Addrese:
ilUGHEH,
UPrelie

;

oiert floor
jy Eead

to the Pr-5,* 8**—j- tax

>

■

r~mir.

r

teet,

Poriland, Mo.

JSlectie Jiifiiicul Infirmary,
'£i> 'fjHf. JUA-lWLi-JS.
all l.ad.M, who
DH. HUGHES particularly loritea
ht» rooms, xfo. 14
need a medical aoriser, to call at
I tor their
Preble Street, win h 'hey nil hud arrarsi
mm ial ai coiijW^da^'on.

are unrlfaiLw ii.’a Eleotic Renovating Med-enes
n
edlcacv and *ul^nur virtue >n is alating all
action
fbeir
and
specific
irregularities
irccu.
iirointciuK rebel in a abort time,
obtain o. *
in
ail
canes
of
^
invaluaMe
obfluj
^
LAI»IE>
other remedi**? have been tried In
•traction* a?te»
table, containing nothing in
vain, it is pure*,
-^{ho health, and may be takan
*«
the lea^t Injunon"
time*.
**
with lull
«u

«*,?£_

"'utrJ''

j\ul.lMM*w.

Mo. 14

MISS
Jhe

direction!,

DR.

b,

Pro

HUGHES,

*>l» Street. Vort’and.

JoV

Blind

Clairv

<,yant*
^ihort

announce to her friends and
WJ OULD
that she has returned to the
city for a rnor
period ot time, having lungetl tr in htr fo.
oureMuence to No 41 Huns *t, w here sh-a cau he t
*«
culted upon Diseases, presold and tut me busine*
&e. Hours from 10 o’clock A M to 9 o’ciock F. &•
Aug 19-dtl

Dissolution of Copnrtnersh ip
RAMSAY A WHEELER Is this day
by niutuul consent.
Hotel Business, known as the Falmouth
Hotel” will be conducted by P. E. >\ heeler.
au31tf
Aug 30, 1809.
firm of
rpiIK
J dissolved
The

Stave,

and Chair

diameter; Woodworking Machinery of every
description, Portable and Mammerv Steam Engines
Machinists’ Tools, Turbine Water Wheels, Shafting,
&c, manufactured by the
Bay State Machine Company,
Newton’.

Cea^deaca*

warrant

u.-.i

I

AND--

Colors

v ea mas
w ^ AD*

lUMdlo^Agea Kti,
ihere are many men oi the age of
thirty w
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
der, often accompanied by a slight einartlng or bn in“
lug sensation, and weakening the system in a mm’w
ner the patient cannot account for.
On
the urinary deposits a rory sediment wiiexamining
1 often be
fouud,and sometimes small particle® ot semen ox albumen will appear, or the color will be oi a rkinmilhleh bue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There arc many men who die oi thip difficulty,
ignorant ot fbe cause, which i* the

Something

Entirely

Netv l

Secured by Patent Allowed,

MAOHINERY !

bard pine plank.

PIJTEFI.OORIXO AND

Perpetual Policies Issued.

IT

♦

BARD

Capital and Surplus, $1622,474,39
c.'^5.House?>

anciquau

«ai*sions in sleep,—a
Young men tr^blsd
result of a bad habit in
youth,—fronted sclentnN^J •*«*» perfect cure warrauted or no charge made.
consulted by ona or
Hardly a day passes but we
more young men with the u.Njve disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated •• though they had

NEW HAVEN.

ir

o.

Ojmplamt generally

ered

rect.

tiiAt
weapoo, tn« .'ia ur».
ate

A1 who have committed an excess ox any king**
hether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stlngng rebuke of misplaced conff-Jesce In maturer years,
SKKE FOR AM ANTIDOTS IN SBASON.
Tue Tains and Aches, and Lassitude ano Nerve us
Trostration that may follow impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait lor the consummation that ie sure to follow: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcere, for
Disabled Limbs, tor Tioes of Beauty
J
and Complexion.

Company,

Stores, Ac,,

eyster

gursues
indiecilzuii:aio
lg

the consumption, and by their trien *** 116
have It. All such case® yield to the proper and only
tune are
oorrect course of treatment, and in a
made to rejoice in perfect health.

No. 100MIDDLE STREET.
jy 10-(13m

J/iMyLY bargain it applied for soon, at No. 8
■dBsJL Commercial \V barf.
JORDAN & BLAKE.
sep2 dtt

Proposals

Surplus

Portland, July 9,18C9.

Schooner COLUMBIAN, 51 tons, old
tonnage, wtll fraud in sails, rigging,

»

Co.,

Policies Issued and Losses adjusted and paid by
NATH’li F. DECKING, Agent.

FOR SALE.
J/i/

Ins.

#1,000,000.

O’BRION, PIERCE & CO.
Portland, Aug. 31, 1809. dtf

:a*# *>rjkTi"
l|rao

KJaiaypi' iixyerieace!

OF BOSTON.

Capital and

*^es®

fJLoev JT .V£7

Fire Insurance.

Grand Trank Road.

*Q
practice, rcr
from tnexperienced physic
it is a point generally conceov.^ by the c.-d syphilogi!*L‘ 01
»^nn«
dhers, that the study and
dlainte should enf rois ibe whoiU l*1*1®. os those wLo
heir treat** in
would bo osmpstent and sue c
ment and cure. The fees peri c need
10 Dj*»*
tionur, having neither opporiui.uy no
himself acquainted w!:b
pa:•.*-• o/y, oommoury
an

prevent Iron Vessels from Fouling

Also to

CaideiH to sac.Tibda
Every latein^eni aud nuninn^ person must know
Rut comedies handed out ror :eii«.n»i usr should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience In
the band® ot a regularly educated phvsU tan, whose
preparatory studies tit him lor all the duties he most
mlfli; y;*t the country 1? flooded with poor nostrums
and cnre-a'l®, porp f tg to be the best in the world,
eeiete, bu> always injurious.
which are not or*.,
The un tor tun ate 4f*“d i be particular la selecting
his physician, as it *s a. laoitniabl* yet inoonirovert:misble lact, that iaanv g.^vbilitlc patients arc
erable with rui’> d coii^^tutioiit by rua<< rear merit

general

CALIFORNIA

High Mixed and Yel’ow
Corn by tbe OAK LOAD, on the Urand Trunk
are

on

Columbian and Maine, and Fean.ylraiUa
Unfading Nlalea.

hour dur-

Falmouth, St. Julian, Adams, and

Manufacturers

Slate! Hard and White Pine Timber.
SLATES!

every

FREEMAN DYER.

Aug 18-dtf

P£*n
lcoa,

and

the

at the
S. Hotels.

Calling

Rnsting,

Wo also have some very choice GRAHAM FLOUR
made at tiie celebrated ‘‘Royer Williams** mills of
Providence, IromPuitE White Wheat, In barrets

lee

Barge

Marine Metallic Paint

Hew St. Louis Flour!

“THE

Splendid
leave

Sewer Assessments.
the Season,

bb SO’

lie can be

GEN. GRANT

Leave Custom House Wharf, foot of Pearl st, lor
Peak’s and Cushing’s Islands at 9 and 10 1-2 A. M.
and 2 and 3 1-2 P. M.
Returning, Leave Cushing’s Island for Portland at
9.30 A M, and 2.30 P M.
Leave Cushing’s Island, touching at Teak’s Island,
11.15 A.M. and 5.15 P. M.
0P*Tickets down and hack 25 cents. Children 15
cents.
jc9 dtt

AT

Cape Elizabeth Mineral Springs,

CAN

BtUULo,

B.

J.

Oli.

the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at
WHIKE
and ireza fc A. IL to J P. Mu

PROPRIETOR 8.

14th,

further notice:

until the completion of the contract. The Department reserves the right to reject any or all bids if
deemed ior the interest ot the Government to do so,
Proposals should be endorsed Proposalsfor Bricks''
and addressed to
THO. H. OAKbHOTT,
copart- I
sept6d2w
Superintendent.

style ot' I* *»:i£fHAf€3,
4J«».,aii<l will continue the Dry

McRAY,

sep7dtf

to

Copartnership Notice.

WLLCH

COST!

Irving Morse, Sec’y.

Butter !

Monday

GENEBAL EIRE POLICIES ISSUED

Cnzclle

READ &
HAVING

Custom
House and Foot Office, Portland, Me*

TUBS

Vermont

Are

(July 1,1803.)

Mrs. O. F. Mixer, at 40
Centre fit.
Jelou

Insusanco

Wiramrr
her trips

MOM) AY,
Running

ywr'ffA

BOOKS,

BlanJe

50

A

Fair !

HI II~T

311 a C ELLAS nous.

__

Fancy Good, at Tarion* kind.,
Will be kept and sold at prices satislactory to the
purchasers.
sep413w

Burning

Base

Tho

Him III 11 1!■!! II

.■MIILi

season.

Terms easy.
KALER, BOWEN & MERRILL,
No. 131 Mi idle Street, and No. 3 Frefc Street Block.
September 7. dtf

Peak’s and Cushing’s Islands, The

HAS

Extra

PORTLAND, MB.
SO. 6 SOOTH ST.,
ra- prompt attention | aid to all hi mis ol Jobbing
apr22dtl
in opr line.

Lancaster Hall Restaurant 1

For tiie Islands.
_

B3EBIDA3 it G&IFF1TH9.

LASTEUFiRS,

£3^* Prices low.

cts.

JgjggjgBficommence

t9~All Operations oertorme l pertaining to Dental Surgery. Kthor administered if desired. auCeodtf

TRIMMINGS, SMALL WARES, &o.

afe-t novelties of the

WH. MITCHELL.

acpGdlw

T,

13 1-3 ires Street,

STUOUO St MAisTIO VVOKKEIiS,

WENTWORTH,

taken the Book Store at 33T Gongrn.
»t., corner of Oak, heretofore occupied hy Hoyt
& Fogg, and will continue the Book and Stationery
Business in all Its branches.

Stationery,

Something New!

Trip, 25

the Round

Johnson,

Gloves, Hosiery, Corsets, Buttons,

At 9 and 10 1-2 o’clock. A M, and 2 1-2 o’clock P M,
lor Peak’s and Cushinc’s Islands.
Returning leave Cushing’s Island at 9 "0 and 11
o’clock A M, and 5.30 P M. leave’s Peak’s Island
at 9.40 and 11.15 A M., and 5.15 P M.
for

IF- R-

_►

p

During tho

JEST* Faro

ner B- wi au
0-rg-e.»B Btree‘»,
an24
BROWN'S NEW BLOCK.

Second House from H. H. Hay’s Apothecary Store.
PORTLAND, MAIN E.

OF

Wa hive just returned from New York Market
a tall line of the above good?, including all the

Every Day,

England

PATENTS,

Office Go

with

Ella,

WHARF,

Law,

at

AND SOLICITOR OF

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

aug21-tf

WILL LEAVE

New

Counsellor

Office No.

MILLINERY,

THE

UNION

CLIFFORD,

D E N T I S

FAYCYDRY GOODS,

H, Jerris, Horse Railroad
Paine’s Music store and

Steamer

II.

W.

Us l

See

JOBBERS

,_

Mlficllo introet,
(f it.-- 'i Bank Building.)

Dt.

XALEB; B0WEIT & MEBBILL,

For the Islands.

Treasurer and Collector.

I).

&c.

Boston.

■

lists for the
to me with a

Come and

Ella 1 l

Leaves Peaks* for Portland at 12.15 and 5.15 P. M.
12.30
5.30
Cushing’s
Arrive at City at 1 and 6 o’clock P. M.
J^*WH1 mak* trips on pleasant week days only.
Fare for round ti Ip, Peak’s aud Cushing’s Islands,

1*1

fei*22tt

«/• R» COREY cD Co•
sep7edlw&eod2wis

RETURNING:

25 cents
Tickets for sale by Win.
office, at Falmouth Hotel,

of railroads
Surveys, and estimates ol the coet
made, and their construe*ion superintended. KailPlans and speciilcations ol Bridges made tor
rovls, Countlot* or Towns.
JTirms aud city loi# ‘•urveyed.
Drawing* made ot all kindsof machinery.
Keferrurr* by
Uon. J. 11. Drummond,
Hon. Jacob McLellan,
“
Lewis Piem?, b*>q.
Woodbury Davis,

1

or

Wcvr Lot of BURT’S BOOTS
just received.
HI. Cf. PALMER.
acp3-3vr

Co

TEIPPE, Agent,

No. 00 Kilby Street,
J une 17-UGm

4 Exchange St.

«b®

Made to Order, by

AI»o machine
Hiitching.

Manufacturing

SAMUEL G.

(Children’. Aprons,
Mncqnr., ftc,
and

Don’t.
*

Lamp "Wicks. Yams, Braids,

Ladies’ Underclothing,
Hf-ani.
Ready-Made

Engineer

Boot, Shoe & Corset laces,

uWar,lrobr«,

&

!

everv

acres, more

1,6 "58

Party Carriage!

tr!’Vn HOTELrs”A0BLE.re ^

L

Established H9».

Timber Lands for Sale

Highest

C*fiGrd0uprsriendhindry,!"e1thaftr,er,<]Sr
desiderafum
A

just opened a store where he keeps on hand
all brands of Cigarsand Tobacco, imported and domestic, and begs a call ot all his friends
aud the patroage of the public in general.
All orders promptly attended at the lowest prices

Books and

CAPT. ROBINSON
CITY

Wew Cigar Store !
ERNESTO^ PONCE

COE, TEMPLE & FEDERAL STREETS

is now [moored at (lie

And will make the lowest
market

A

PEARCE & CO.,

Fletcher

and Excursion Barge.

Parly

V

and alter MONDAY, June

Topographical Engineer.

Civil aud

OlHce

900 pr». Blanket* vary cheap, Ulnrsailles
and American Quilts. Damask Table
’Tapbias,
Cloths,
Covering, nnd
Blear he * and brown t ottons Cheap
nad n general assortment of amcash.
for
ple Goo«l», cheap
Wholesale or retail.

Will leave Union Wharf for Cushing’s, Peak’s and
Islands at 9.15 A M and 2.30 P M.

MEKKILL, PKINCE & CO,
140 MIDDLE STREET, over LANE & LITTLE
PORTLAND. ME.
lmsepG

W. 18.—A

a

By order ol the Mayor and Aldermen.
GEO. C. HOPKINS, City Clerk.
Portland, Sept. 6,1869.
sep7dtd

Grand

O

ap29tt

29.1-inch glass is reqnircd
to neutralize the presbyopia at 8 inches.
This method is here exhibited, because it is simple
and carries its proof with it. It is
by no means the
whole of the process, but enough is shown to establish its soundness* It discovers and corrects anomalies of vision and restores the
sight by artificial
means to its normal power.
The undersigned will fit glasses
according to this
method, without extra charge.
Spectacles and Eye Glasses, ot every variety and
price, for sale by
C. II. FARLEY,
means

WHITNEY,

nirllitv tn moot the wnnf« of tVwi r.ultlifl
we hope to obtain our share of
patronage.
S3f*Special attention given to titling Buildings
With Hot and Cold Baths, Water Closets, Urinals.
Etc, for Sobago Lake Water.
REFKIl BY PERMISSION TO
Hon. JOHN B. BROWN,
Gen. GEORGE F.SHEPLEY, President
Portland
Water Co,
Hon. JACOB McLELLAN, Ex. Mayor,
F. C. MOODY, Ktq., Chief
Fire

n
wc

&

41 Union St, under tbe Falmouth.

—-

8

eleven inches,

England, which will be sold at
all times at the LOWEST MARKET RATES,
Orders by mail will receive prompt attention.

HAVE REMOVED TO THEIR NEW STORE

1

eye

WE IV FALL GOOBS.

Plumbers,

We have then the formula:

an

ed stocks ot

trifle above cost.

WOODMAN

n

Now it by testing

MINGS,
SMALL WARES, YANKEE NOTIONS, &C.
Offer to the trade ore ot the largest and best select-

difficult Foot!

au31d2wNo. 51 Exchange Si.

regarded as the starting point of presbyopia, and the
observed power of the eye wc express by

Pr

Hotel.

GLOVES, HOSIERY, CORSETS, TRIM-

Aug

FEAJVJVEES!

the

PAINTER.

CUAS. O. DAVIS,

White Flannels in every wideband quality. 1000 yds
Gray Mix’d Blue, red and orange Flannel at 25 cts.
1000 yds. plaid heavy shirting Flannel at 25 cts.

Bills of Fare, at
sepltt

Steamer

FANCY GOODS

PAPERS

We have just added to our
stock ot Crockery, T. & R. Booths Celebrated Ware,
in clasisc shape, the most durable ware in the market, all ol which we will sell at prices that defy competition.
a

28tb,

WHOLESALE

entire stock ot

our

On

Merrill, Prince & Co.,

CASCO ST. Wo. il.

and Square Shawls In Scarlet and
Grounds. Woolen Lon^ and Square Shawls,
heavy Square Mixed Shawls. Mourning Shawls.
Black

P M.
see

Shawls /

Paisley, Long

NOTICE.

Ftr

The Electors of Ward Three in
City.

Cloaks,

Cor.

have decided to close out

P

A

—.

sible care will be taken to win public favor by the
most f&ithiul attention to the wants of passengers.

in the market.

Croelcery Ware, Carpetings, etc.,

APR

THE

Dress Goods,

our

1

1ST

Fluent’s

move on the 1st of December
to our
STORE being built lor us directly oppresent place ot business.
In consequence of the great increase of our trade

shall

WENEW

posite to

lent formula:
1

!

to 10

tbe Hall.

To be round in New

REMOVAL.

DRESS GOODS

Circle

LAW

AT

Room ill, Old Slats House,
BOSTON, MASS,
Sept/ISSdlyr

FRESCO

Black Silks, French Thibet?, Wool Repp?, Epinglines, Empress Cloths, Wool tie laines. Colored and
Black Poplins, Cretonnes, Wool Plaids, Tycoon
Repps, Wincey, Alexandre Poplin, Camlet Poplin,
Black Alpine, 100 ps. Alpacca in B.ack and Colors,
very cheap.

Shawls !

b.tiitu,

uttn

uf.Mii

COUNSELLOR

Offiee at the Druj Store ol Meters. A. Q, Schlotterbeck & Co.,
305 CougrriiMh, Portland, Ji«.,
One door ab v- Brown,
jan I2*dtt

Inata,
Ladies Cloths in all Colors*

On WEDNESDAY, Sept 8tb, where meals will be
A u

UtfPTJS SM ALL, Special Agent for New Englan I
Life Co. for Maine and New it mpth re.
Office City Uuilding, BiUsfsre, Mains,
August 24-dl jr

c, J. 8 HUn.WHER,

pellants, Gold and Brown
Repellents, pla*d gold
and brown Repel*

Corner of Templo and Congress sis.,
served from 9

safest Co’s.

Ca far Xerk
Agent, far the aid 1*. K. *-lfe

Hearer cloths for Ladies Cloakc** Superior B lark R.»prllnul«, All Wo ©I lie-

IIALL I

CONGRESS

[Representing some of the oldest and

Moscow Beaver Cloths, Overcoatings, Caster Cloths,
German Tricots and Pique Cloths lor Coatings, fine Black French and German
Doeskins, Edward Harris* Cassimeres and Doeskins.
Dotikina, Cassimere* nad Tweeds for
Boy’s Wear.

Eating Saloon,

First-Olass

Agt's,

Life & Fire Insurance
A amity Meier.

WILL OPEN A

C^-For farther particulars

JOHN

Portland
11HEoffice
to the

If however we test the eye by a lens ot high power,
the whole range is then brought within the limits of
a lew inches, and is readily obtained by tlie'equiva-

1

at

ton at 1 P M ; at North Bridgton at 11-2 P M; at
Harrison at 2 P M.
At Biidgton passengers can take stages for Fryeburg and North Conway, on arrival of boat at 1 P M,
arriving at FTyeburg at 5 P M,and North Conway at
7 PM.
Returning stage will leave North Conway, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, at 5 A. M. Fryeburg,
at 7 A M, connecting at Bridgton with steamer
which leaves Harrison at 10.15 A M, North Bridgton at 10 30 A M, Bridgton at 11 A M., Naples at 12
M,, and arriving at Standish at 2 30 p m, where connection will be made with the 4.50 p m train into
Portland, in season to connect with boats and evening trains west.
The above is one of the most beautiful lines of

«

St.

SO.iV,

dt

biddefubd nm.,

Woolens !

Maine.

High

^*^ou*

_*

ItUFUS SMALL

HAVE

HOTEL,

Falls,

Na-

are

d^Bauk,

just received a Targe assortment ot seasonable Goods, consisting in part ot

ocean

The present proprietor having leased this
fine Hotel fora term of years, would reinform the public he is now ready
tor business. To travelers, boarders or parties, considering the nice accommodations and moderate charges, wo would say without fear of contradiction, this Hotel stands without a rival.
dti
Mechanic Falls, Jan. 7,1869.

named places, connecting with stages at
Gorham for steamer landing at Standish.
Steamer will arrive at Naples at 12 M ; at Bridg-

Lulled States

popular

equal to

eijoys

f.omdOd,

tion
Bank, Boston.

MUSSET’S BLOCK,

JV. If. PEAKES, Proprietor.

for above

ItEMOVALS.

co

\

1

A. L IE

a Cottage House with a two
ATstory Ell,Village,
containing eleven rooms with out
buildings and slable; large garden with line truit.—
House newly painted; wood lurnace and cistern.
Enquire 247 Cumberland st., or E. J. JACKSON’S,

Gorham

Should the eye be myopic, having its far point at
eight inches (8) and its near point at four (4), we
should find
1111
A

on
now

CURTIS,
mayiidtf
Gorham, Me.
l,r'l'l,l,l~ll-Tlrrr—.

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays
T,15 A. M.,

auOdtf

and

.j ha

'h.-i.-eofivmlsl

(Independent

paid at the First
Bonds
“W"jgJr i^beu
Portland, and at the Uu"'r,J

123 Middle St.,

AT

1

—,

qo

S

long established

EAGLE

Passengers ior Naples, Bridgton, North Bridgton,
Harrison, Fryeburg and North Conway, will leave
Portland, at the Portland and Rochester Depot, on

ing

J.R. Corey & Co.,

3d.

Government Tax, and

are free from
a- a choice scimh ft"
true
inve Imeius, ami es: cclally ter
oi
Beltast
fully
a
credit
and

recommended

OiVyol

Elizabeth,

SALE

FOB

These Bonds
are

Is tree

Thursday, Juno

Street,

Middle

30,000 BELFAST BONDS.

DRY GOODS!

'resort will possess unsurpassed attractions
sojourners and visitors for the
[fur seaofside
’69,
__Iscason
It is situated eight miles from Portland, on the
head ot Cape Elizabeth, combining a magnificent
ocean view with rare coast scenery and picturesque
drives and strolls.
The Hotel has been newly painted during the past
season, and with facilitiestor Bathing, Fishing, Gunning and Yachting, make it one ot the most comtortab.e and convenient houses on the sea shore.
Horses and carriages with sate drivers always in
readiness.
The house will be closed tor transient company on
Sundays.
je2tf
_J. P. CHAMBERLAIN.

on

the market. They are elegantly and durably built and fitted with all the modern conveniences.
Any party desiring to purchase a desirable residence in the best portion of the
city is asked to call
and examine this property. Apply to
FRED JOHNSON, on the premises.
mylOtf

four

1111
*

are

ready

inches (4) its near point P, to Infinite distance (*), its far point P, we have
—

_LOWELL

Oth.

August

S. G. CHABBOURXE, Agent,

& SENTER,

Two First-Class Houses for Sale,

South at., Gorham.

eve

Hale.
own-

determined by the for-

be

can

for

House No 46 Spring Street, recently
ed and occupied by the late James E. Fernald.
BRICK

A
its

I til,

then and there to give in their votes for Governor,
lor tour Sen itors and lour Ueprcscntativi s in the
Legislature ef this State; lor County Treasurer,
County Commissioner, Clerk ot the Courts lor the
County of Cumberland. Also upon the question:
Shall she CousUUitiou be amernieu as proposed by a
Resolve of the Legislature, providing for an >• mendicant ot the Constitution authorizing the
Legislature to divide towns into votiug districts.
The polls on such day ot election to remain open
until lour o’clock in the afternoon, wheu
they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will he in open session
at office ot Chief Engineer of Fire Department, in
City Building^om nine o’clock in the forenoon until one o’clocs in the alter noon, on each of the three

SECOND.
and

tnaylodtt_
House

8

day of
pti-iubcr
iuManl,
At 10 o'clock in the forenoon.

FLANNELS, LINENS, COTTONS, KID

Everything isjnew

Representing the adaptive power by

medated for near objects by

■VTOTICE is hereby given, flint in pursuance of
1* warrants liom the Mayor anil Ahlermen o( the
City ot Portland, the Inhabitants thereof qualified
by law to vote lor State ami County officers, will
moet in their respective Ward itooms, or usual
places ot meeting, on
IHouday, the

New Stoclc

as

a

mathematical Form nine.
The rules for accomplishing this object were first
devised by Professor Ponders, of Utrecht, whose
method is the only one now in use. It is
necessary,
to ascertain first, at what distances Snellen’s test
types, subtending at difierent distances an angle
one minute, can be read.
Prof. Donders proposes
that the near point of dlstiuct vision thus ascertained shall be designated by P and the far p oint
R.

ble, and Garden. The house fronts on the
College Green, and was the residenco oi the
rof. Wm. Smyth. For terms apply to
ROBERT BOWKER, Esq.,
Brunswick, Me.

1

New

It Is

E

a

1

CITY OF 1>OUTLAYI).

I* OPLIN S

Reasons why every

m

glasses.

ELECTORS

-OF THE—

New

New

Prints,

iemam

* a

BLACK ALPACCASS

Plaid

John Sweit, City Marshall.

THE

FLETCHEK & CO.

le-d.lm

For Sale in Brunswick, Me.J
A 2 1-2 story Dwelling House, with
L, Sta-

hastens the deterioration of the eye, and necessitates a gradual increase in the
strength of the

DURING

TO

#

Etooioi,

WILLIAM L. PUTNAM, Mayor,

New

e

uue

Very resp’y,

CLOAKS.

WOOL

Enquire

J

only prevents the tall development of the sight,

An

EXHIBITION. AT ROOM No. 5,
CITY BLiLDING.
Parties having a Sash and Blind Factory, will do
well to purchase an exclusive right o! territory.
Apply to toe subscribers.

NewJElegant

ALL

■.(‘dure

Workn,

DARIEN

All persons visiting the New England Fair will
find it for their interest to look at this stock, which
will be freely shown, and the prices lound to be at
the lowest market rates.

Black

<*a«

a

or

when the eye is being used,

that

Biiouiu

MODEL IS ON

I

New

important

c-ijsianiuu

■ wuucco

Baiun,

-OF-

EVERY

Houfii-f,

School

G O OD St

JERRIS,

and Land 88 Daniortli st will be sold at
HOUSE
bargain
evchangod lor otlier prorei tv.
of

passive state.
If an effort is made to read with glasses too
strong
or too weak, a constant tension is
kept up on the
ciliary musclc3 wiiich operate the erystallin e. This

by

Ventilate your Barn*, Stable*, Root Cellar*, IlonocH. C hurch*-*, Factories,

OF

H.

Agent, under Lancaster Hal!.

House and Land tor Sale.

1

Patented May 18tb, 18G9.

NEW

ltoal Estate

Monday,

Bankers end Brokers
lOO

Higli St. Circle.

1

SWAN & BA HUE IT,

S(Ii7-fl'2w

Chamberlain's Beach,

1 be Ladle* of Ibc

A

not

At Be tail, at Wholesale Prices*
sep8cl2w

—

IW.

_

t

THE MOUNTAINS.

iflBinr.

sepUdtf

Exchange Street, Portland.

spectfully
J

The Lake Steamers built for travel on the chain of
Lakes between Standish and Harrison, will
begin regular trips on

$1700,

NOYES,
Booksellers & Stationers,

Mouse,

Ocean

/

Trimmings

No. 103 Middle at.,

A

BAILEY

Dress

And

dtf

27.

Mechanic

By Stage and Steamer

/CONTAINING eight rooms, in nice order, all of
Vy which have been papered withiu a week.
Apply to B. Kingsbury, Jr., Adm*i. or
jy 30t

but it

Cushman, No. 2 Dcering Block.

Having

j

July

Danforth street.

47

FAUCI GOODS

Orgar,

OFFER

oc-

few

a

8AHCEL KELL,
Boot and Shoe Dealer,
353 Congress lit.

1 1-2 Story House tor

ready

for

Cabinet

In the city.

pects to welcome all his old friends who come to
Portland and to make a host of new ones. Every
attention will be given to the wants of guests.

J. L. FARMER,
augGdtf

TO

the rays are brought to % focus on the retina.
For Sale or exchange.
The object sought then in fitting
Captain’s interest in a email vessel or Lighter
glasses, whether
will he sold cheap or exchanged for a
for near or far sightedness, is to bring the rays to a
house, or a
small
or a piece ot wood
land, it applied fer
focus exactly on the retina, without calling into ex- l soon. tarm,
For particulars call on
ercise the accommodative action of the cry stalline. * maylSdtt
L. TAELOR, 117 Com. St.

hid

STORES

to

anlSdtf

elongation of the ball and the high refractive power
of the cornea briug the rays to a focus in front of
the retina. Both of these results are
wholly Incompatible with distinct vision, which is only produced

It is

invited

Jmt received by

OPEN THIS WEEK

Apply

Why Accuracy is Required.

Large and Fashionable Stock of

;i...

:W

Ladies of Portland and vicinity
tpHE
A to call aud examine the

nice two story Dwelling House,
miles out oi the city.

mA

on corner

Mew Rente

to Let.

or

LET.

of Pearl and Cumberland sts.,
fitted up in good style for Apothecary,Dry Goods
or Millinery business, with cemeuted cellars and
water conveniences.
Also, Houses on Fearl st., and Cumberland Terrace, fitted with all modern conveniences, abund-

auu23dtf

For Sale

Enquire 60 Com-

immediately.

ance of pure hard and soft water. Now
cupancy. Apply to

best locations for summer resort in
I win accommodate about 100

one

Eng’and.

New

and they would, if continued, meet at a point behind it.
In the myopic or near-sighted eye the

Millinery Goods.
—

House,

when

8ept7-d3w
Cor. Congress A Exchange Streets.

Sale.

Grain

RANDALL, MCALLISTER & CO.

mcl)2dtt

TO

BETHEL, MAINE.

Near and Far Sight,

Store9 Gerrish

for

or

MILLINERY !

tc

city.

This

Commercial Street,

or

intending

are

To call at our Warrrsoma, nml satisiy themselves. our stock ot Instrument 1b tho lauokst

Street, Portland, Me.

Cape

Well adapted tor Flour

by 50 feet.
»>
business.
Possession given
mercial street.
/"v

Pi;no Forte

Tiiis new first-class business Hotel is now open
the public. All the appointments are new and
the location, within a few rods of both the Midd o st.
and Congress st. cars, is one of the most convenient

Re-Opened

LET!

FASHIONABLE

to

the prenrscs.

on

Wo. 02

Store

09 Franklin fit. Portland.

Property

Enquire

May 21-dtr

CHANDLER,

For Sale Hie Chandler

by auxiliary lenses,

"When in its normal condition, the eye is capable of
seoing near as well as remote objects. This is accomplished through the accommodative action of
the crystalline lens, which becomes more or less refractive according to tbe direction in which rays of
light enter the eye—whether parallel or divergent.
When presbyopia comes on, which results in what
is called “far-sightedness,” the crystalline becomes
iucapable of uniting divergent raj s upon the retina,

nGRent low.

TO

Bargain!

rare

W. H.

spectacles. These auxiliary lenses should correspond with mathematical accuracy to the defects
of the lenses of the eye, and to insure an absolutely perfect fit, it is only necessary to devise eome
means of measuring the retractive
power of the eye.

hla old stand to the

MOODY, on the premises.
aul6-Tu&F3w-w4w*

We cordially inyitc parties who
purchase a

The Hotel contains forty rooms, conveniently arThe Proprietor has had experiin suites.
ence in providing for the public, and confidently ex-

t'HE

M.A.B03W0RTH,

Mrs.

Warranted /

Fully

ranged

large store on Commercial street, head
Widgery’s Whart, together with the Wharf and
Dock. It has four Counting rooms, also a large Sate.
Has been occupied as a Grain, Provision and West
India Goods Store. Is fluely adapted lor a Fish Establishment. Will be fitted up lor any kind of busi-

kiti'lV,

■»“{■*,

__*

_

the Agents in this city for the best makers, and
k'.ep none lor gale but such as can be

Adams Mouse

in tho

Possession Given At Oncel

n-nnrl Inf W

o

on

W. H. ANDERSON,
office of Nathan Webb, Esq.,
No. 59 Exchange street.

To be ILet.

good and commodious
bniidlngs, pleasantly located in one
of the leading Towns of'this County,
good facilities lor marketing.
A
soil ot unsurpassed fertility,a
young
and thrifty orchard in bearing; well watered and
fenced, l'or further paticulars inquire of

The eye is simply an optical instrument, composed of an object glass (the cornea), an eye glass
(the crystalline lens) and a screen (the retina),
which is the organ ot vision. In order that any
object may he distinctly visible, it is necessary that
• perfect picture of it should bo formed upon the
retina, which is sirn piy a mirror coveiing the back
part of the eye. The form and relative position of
the cornea and crystalline, like the form and relative position of the object glass and
eye glass of a
telescope, may be mathematically determined, and
their defects may be remedied

ho has removed from

At

ja27dtf

It has

or

That

nlan

of E.

At a

Kje.

the

Chambers on Second and Third floor,
street. Apply tc

tho same

A Small Farm for Sale

the recent works on the eye, the subject of
accommodation, or the fitting of glasses, receives
the largest share of attention. Considering its extensive application, It is regarded as the most valuable result. derived from thc.recent advances in ophthalmic science.
In all

Wanted.

V

Stores 49 & 69 Exchange St.

*n*bt,»t
ut ail

Are

luring the week of the Fair. The Steamer Gazelle
will leave Custom House Wharf every evening at
B 1-2 o’clock. Tea will be serve 1 upon the arrival
The Gazelle alto leaves Cushing’s
id >a<l Steamer.
Mand tor the city at N o’clock every morning.—
Break last served previous to her departure.
Fare down aud back 25 cents.
N. J. DAVIS, Propiietor.
Be(4tf

Temple

jnado

Bailey & Noyes

can

JOHN 8AWVKK, Proprietor.

TO LET.

ALSO

Persons

133

Silk or Plain L>re??OJ cut and
{
have them don* in the flrst rate
and agjod fit warranted, a!»o Cloak*
out aud made to order.

Cabinet Organs.

Fair!

over

Would most

ANE-

House, t’usliing’s Island,

°ilaun

WITH

—

Falmouth, August 14,1869,

A

•*''*VVuv\ \\u*.

ii

Portland,

Situated in Falmouth 5$ miles
from Portland on the line ot the
Grand Trunk Rail-road within a few
rods ol the Depot, near to Church,
^School-houses Post Office &c
The Farm contains about 30 acres of excellent land
free lrom stones or waste land, has a very convenient 1$ story house on the premises in good
repair
also a good Barn with plenty of good water.
The tarm is about equally divided into tillage and
pasture land. It is a very desirabb place being only 20 minutes ride to Portland by cars and is verv

aa—pt~ frrr-.r^nr-n.-h«»rr«y u.- r,

workrr.cn to make Moccasins. Good
nav and constant employment given for the
WM. £J. N EAL «£ CO.
season.
Enquire of
S iccarappa, or LOND, HASKELL & CC.,
Portland Me.
22-dtf

To Let.

Farm tor ,8ale.

Misses SYMONDS will commence their Fall
Session, on Thursday, September 16th.
For Catalogues and particulars apply to tho Principals, personally or by mail, at tlieir residence, 43
Danforth st, Portlard.
aulStf

n uiucui

H. JERRTS,
Real Estate Agent, under Lancaster Hall.

Accommoeation lor
X
W raba had at tho

immediate possession. Store No. 90 Commercial street, (Thomas Block) lately occunied
bv Morris Sawyer & Ricker.
1
Apply to N. J. MILLER, Atbemeum building,
apidtt
Plum street.

For Sale or to Rent.
0.85 State Street, an elegant and commodious
ivj
i-V modern house with every convenience. Possession given October 1st. For terms «£c. apply to
JOUIV C. PROCTOR,
03 Kxchange Street.
au27-tf

on

hoarders Wanted:
Apply

years leading
Albany
land Seminary, Not excelled in thorough English
jr critical classical training, nor in highest accomplishments in Modern Languages, Painting and
Music. Location, for health, beauty, and refining
influences, unsurpassed. Next year begins Sept. 30.
aul7-2m
Address CHAS. W. CUSU1NG.

or

WM.

Yarmouth.

real estate that has been
for cash or part credit
be rented il not gold this week,
GEO. F. FOSTER,
97 Corner Brackett and Walker Streets.
August30. ecdlf

a

Charles E. Morrill,

to

mayBdtf

investment in

SEMIWABV, (at

on

vest makers wanted at 1G7
V. II. CUE8LE1.

AT

Houses for Sale I

BEST
ottered in
Will

p

prom !V«w York*

Piano-Fortes!

Wm. T. JONES, Proprietor,

England

Maker.

Dress

PEAK’S ISLAND.

Hew

NOUIRE of J.C. Woodman, Jr.. No. 1411.2 Exchange st, or N. M. WOODMAN, No. 28 Oak st.

den
nremises
1

MBS. IIEE VSE Y,

avoid the
Visitor, to the Fnir wishiiiK to
rowd ami tumult of tlie city, enjoy a l'1‘'»sa»t voyon the
kge and good nights rest should take passage Houso
teamer GAZELLE, which leaves Custom
Vhart at 61-2 o’clock P. M lor Peak’s Island, ana
all tue
itop at the Union House, where you will ni a
omtorts of home and return to the city, invigorated
md refreshed at 8 o’clock in the morning,

epl-dlw

A Good Brick House to Let,
Mo rill’s Corner, containing ten finished
rooms. Plenty of water; good stable and garspot. Possession immediately. Apply on the

INGRAHAM,

Sep l-d&wlra

Teacher of the Piano-Forte.

FEMALE
LAN«K£LTj
Auburndale, Mass., 10 miles from Boston,on BosNew Eng&
R.R.t For 17

_

pants and

a

St.,

sep3dlw

DAVIS>
_53 .Exchange st.

Middle St.
COAT,
sep3 -1

<AJ

Manley,

1 do most clieettullv Tecommend Miss Manley as
teacher of tiie Piano-Forte.
H. KOTZSCHMAR.
Aug 16,1889.-eodlm#

Wanted.

AH,

44 State

Rooms to Let!
Board, at 224 Cumberland SI.
sep8dlw*

jylDtt

The

Hoy Wanted.
work in a Book-bindery; one of some experinpo
1 enco preferred.
HAtL

F

Miss Alice M.

Maw._

8ep6-lw

'.f

-I;1*

«

■

I

JAMES CRIE,
WM. C. Howl
ELIAS BANKS.
d4w

commodious brick Store,kni vn as the ‘Storer
Store,’ situated at the Lower Village !n Yarmouth. Also a neat tenement iu aDweli.ng House
near said store.
FERDINAND
Inquire ot

MUSIC.

!

Tenements to Let.

For Sale or Kent.

H

__I

ep3dtf

rWO

sale.

Stpt 1, 1809.

RENT on 2nd floor on Pearl it, opposito the
church. Call on 11. WINCHESTER,
at house.

WTHOUT

BUSINESS CARDS

MWClteiiiT^A w ACOUBa

nAc»Uiiioii House,

To Let.

THE

New Gloucester.

LET.

large convenient rooms, second 1loor, over
J. P. Land & Co’s, store, cor. ot Exchange and
federal Streets.sepl-lw

Meeting House Lot of the Third Congregational Socie'y inPoitlaud Is oflered for sale_
is situated on the corner 01
lot
Said
Congress and
Chapel sts, 08 leet front on Congress, and extending
leet on Chapel st.
105
about
Being a corner lot, it is well situated for dwellinghouses, stores, or a public building.
The subscribers, Assessors and Standing Committee of said Society,are authorised by vote to eflect a

scp9-d3t

«

,

Third Parish Lot for Sale.

Girls /

for

A

A.

HOTELS.

LET._*

TO

Good House and Lot for Sale.

Boys /

School For

j Family

TO

RWATi ESTATBi

EDUCATIONAL._

WASTED

Prepared Pumpkin,
And

FOR

Kqunflilii

culinary purposes. Pronounced by all who

have used it to ne superior to any other preparation for
Puddings, Ac. Warranted to contain nothing lur pure Pumpkin.
AYER BROS., So.

*u26d&w3w*

Waterford,Me.,

Patentee* and Solo Manufactory.

